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This thesis is concerned with the application of neutron and 
X-ray diffraction techniques to the study of hydrogen bonding in 
the acid salts of some simple carboxylic acids and, in particular, 
those of glutaric acid* It is divided into three parts.
By way of introduction, Part 1 contains a brief review of the 
subject of hydrogen bonding with emphasis on symmetrical hydrogen 
bonds and on the deuterium isotope effect. This is followed by a 
review of the available structural data for the acid salts of 
dicarboxylic acids.
The elucidation, by X-ray diffraction analyses, of the crystal 
structures of potassium hydrogen glutarate, potassium hydrogen 
di-m-chlorobenzoate and potassium trihydrogen diglutarate is 
described in Part 2. The first two salts possess very short 
(2.445 and 2.437 1 respectively) crystallographically symmetrical 
hydrogen bonds while the last is an acid salt of a novel type. The 
structures of all three are discussed.
A comparison of the crystal structures of potassium hydrogen 
ditrifluoroacetate and its deuteriate as determined by neutron 
diffraction analyses is made in Part 3 and the result adduced as 
evidence of genuine symmetry in the short (2.437 A) hydrogen bonds. 
As well as a discussion of these crystal structures, the application 
of the "difference-Patterson" function to neutron diffraction data
- iii -
is examined and is found to constitute a valid method for phase 
determination. This part is concluded with the description of the 
neutron diffraction analyses of potassium and ammonium hydrogen 
glutarate both of which confiim the X-ray results but locate the 
hydrogen atoms more precisely.
Finally, the thesis contains two appendices; the first is a 
published paper describing and comparing the crystal structures of 
rubidium and ammonium hydrogen glutarate while the second is 
concerned with the effects of extinction in neutron and X-ray 
diffraction analyses and contains programs developed for the 
correction of the errors arising from this effect.
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Introduction
The Hydrogen Bond.
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1.1 Introduction
* the hydrogen nucleus held between two octets constitutes a
weak "bond”.1 Thus, in 1920, Latimer and Rodebush formulated their 
theory of the hydrogen bond. The experimental evidence upon which this 
assertion was based began to be accumulated towards the end of the last 
century. Association in organic acids was recognised (Nernst, 1891) 
and in general it was found that molecules containing certain functional 
groups, and especially alcohols and phenols, formed complexes readily 
whereas the corresponding hydrocarbons did not. Auwers (1893) studied 
the effect on freezing point depression of substituted phenols and 
found that, unlike their ortho analogues, the met a and para isomers 
behaved abnormally i.e. were associated. Similar anomalies were 
observed much later in solubility studies of the same compounds and it 
was concluded that a different type of structure existed for the ortho 
isomers (Sidgwick et al., 1915; 1921).
Although the cause of the association was not firmly established, 
several early structural proposals contain what we would now recognise 
as hydrogen bonds. Thus lierner, in 1903, postulated hydrogen bonding 
in ammonium salts and, in attempting to explain the properties of some 
azo derivatives of eugenol, Oddo and Puxeddu (1906) represented 
hydrogen as having a divided valence. Werners idea was adopted to 
explain the strongly basic properties of tetramethylammonium hydroxide
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compared with its trimethyl analogue (Moore and’Yinoill, 1912). In 
addition, intramolecular hydrogen bonds were proposed for some 
complexes of azo-compounas with beta-diketones (Morgan and Reilly,
1913) and for the cis-enol forms of beta-keto esters (Hantzsch, 1910). 
In 1913 Pfeiffer noted the differing acidities of 1- and 2-hydroxyan- 
thraquinones and proposed an Jtinnere Komplexsalzbindung” for the 
former.
However, it was left to Latimer and Rodebush (1920) and to Huggins 
(1920) to recognise the widespread occurrence of association and clearly 
to define its cause. Using the concept of the hydrogen bond they then 
went on to explain the abnormal physical properties of associated 
liquids such as water and hydrogen fluoride and especially the high 
values of their dielectric constants. Since that time the hydrogen 
bond and hydrogen-bonded systems have been investigated by the whole 
gamut of chemical and physical-chemical techniques and, because of 
their flexible geometry, have been found in a wide variety of 
environments, from the simple inorganic salt hydrates (Hamilton, 1968) 
to proteins. Their importance in biological systems has been 
particularly stressed (Pauling, 19&3) an& they have been shown to play 
a crucial role in the structure of the genetically important molecule 
deoxyribonucleic acid (D.N.A.) where double chains of base-sugar- 
phosphate residues are linked into helices by hydrogen bonds between 
the organic bases (Uatson and Crick, 1953)*
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The subject has been discussed in recent reviews by Hamilton and 
Ibers (1968)9 Pimentel and McClellan (i960) and Coulson (1957)*
1.2 Definition and Characteristics
The original formulation of the hydrogen bond linkage as given by 
Latimer and Rodebush (1920) was soon found to be untenable when it was 
shown that the hydrogen atom has only one available bonding orbital 
and thus cannot share two electron pairs (Pauling, 1928; 1931)* It 
was later found that a bifurcated hydrogen bond exists in the structure 
of alpha-glycine (Albrecht and Corey, 1939) and therefore defining the 
bond to exist between but two atoms was unnecessarily restrictive. 
Accordingly a hydrogen bond has been defined to exist between entities 
A-H and B if there is evidence of bond formation (i.e. chelation or 
association) and if the new bond between A and B specifically involves 
the hydrogen already bonded to A (Pimentel and McLellan, i960) or 
simply "A hydrogen bond exists when a hydrogen atom is bonded to two, 
or more, other atoms” (Hamilton and Ibers, 1968).
The hydrogen bond is essentially ionic in character and a necessary 
prerequisite for bond formation is, therefore, an acidic proton bonding 
to a Lewis base. This view is supported by the observation that strong 
hydrogen bonds are formed between only the most electronegative elements, 
fluorine, nitrogen and oxygen and that bond strength increases with
- 4 -
electronegativity. Apart from the hydrogen bond in the bifluoride ion, 
which has the remarkably high value of about 37 Kcal/mole (Harrell and 
McDaniel, 1964), the energy of most hydrogen bonds lies in the range 
2-10 Kcal/mole and Coulson (1957) has shown that this energy may be 
satisfactorily accounted for in terms of the electrostatic model. 
However, considerations such as infrared absorption make it necessary 
to postulate contributions from other sources such as the delocalisation 
energy, derived from structures of the typej
+
-0-H o d  ; -0“ H+ OCT ; —  o" H - 0=d
and from repulsion and dispersion forces. Contributions from these 
sources give a theoretical bond energy of about 8.6 Kcal/mole 
compared with 6.1 Kcal/mole experimentally (Tsubomura, 1954).
Hydrogen bonds are thus intermediate in energy between 
normal covalent bonds and the very weak van der V/aal forces and 
will always form whenever possible i.e. when the geometry is 
favourable. For strong bonds this involves an angle
which is close to tetrahedral and the approach of the atoms A and 
B to within the sum of their van der Waal radii. In order to attain 
maximum electrostatic energy, one would expect hydrogen bonds to be 
linear and indeed, in most strong bonds, the angle H-A*«»«B is very 
close to zero. However, packing considerations are also of importance and 
deviations of up to 30° have been reported for weaker bonds (Hamilton,
- 5 -
1961i Baur, 196^ ). With the advent of neutron diffraction and the 
accurate locating of the proton in the bond, linearity is seen to be 
the exception rather than the rule.
Evidence has been accumulated for hydrogen bonds (albeit weak ones) 
involving elements other than the halogens, oxygen and nitrogen. Thus 
the S-H group is a proton donor forming hydrogen bonds with strong 
bases and there is evidence of S-H •••S bonds in solid H^S (Harada and 
Kitamura, 196^ ). In xanthine hydride (Stanford, 1963) an N— H ••• S bond 
is formed and therefore hydrogen bonds involving sulphur may be of 
biological importance although investigation of the structure of cystine 
dihydrobromide (Peterson, Steinrauf and Jensen, i960) suggested that the 
bisulphide bridge may not be able to compete favourably with other 
hydrogen bond acceptors.
Sutor (1962) has argued that C-H can act as a proton donor, 
especially if the carbon is activated by a halogen or acetylenic group 
and the base is highly electronegative. Hydrogen bonds involving C-H 
have been claimed to exist in o-chlorobenzoyl acetylene (Ferguson and 
Islam, 1966) and in solid hydrogen cyanide (Dulmage and Lipscomb, 1951)* 
In almost all cases so far found, the distance is greater than
that predicted from the van der Waal radii and evidence for these bonds 
resides in the detection of association and in the separation distance 
of although a recent reviewer (Donohue, 1968) has doubted the
significance of this distance in connection with hydrogen bonding.
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1 *3 The Detection of Hydrogen Bonds
As previously discussed, the earliest clues to the existence of 
hydrogen bonds were derived from those experiments Y/here molecular 
association was detected as, for example, in cryoscopic and solubility 
studies. With the advent of the methods of X-ray and (especially) of 
neutron diffraction, however, detection has become much more direct and, 
together with the spectroscopic methods (N.M.R., I.R. and Raman), these 
techniques have been used to establish both the geometries and the 
energies of hydrogen bonded systems. In what follows we confine ourselves 
to detection, mainly, in the solid state.
Since, except in very precise studies, the positions of hydrogen
atoms are difficult to determine by X-ray diffraction because of their
low atomic scattering power, the geometrical criterion for hydrogen
bonding has been assumed to be a closer than normal approach of the
atoms A and B which are involved in the bond. For example, the sum of
the van der Waal radii far tY/o oxygen atoms is 2.8 _? Yfhile the distance
o
A***B in the hydrogen bond in the chloromaleate anion is 2.4 A (Sllison 
and Levy, 19&5)* However, this may not be a necessary condition for 
hydrogen bonding since, in very weak bonds (e.g. those involving carbon) 
the distance A* — B may in fact be greater than the sum of the respective 
van der Waal radii. Neutron diffraction studies can, of course, locate 
the proton in the bond and it is always found that the distance H****B 
is less than the sum of the van der Waal radii for these atoms.
The other main, solid-state, method for detecting hydrogen bonds
is infrared spectroscopy. Abnormalities in the infrared spectra of
hydrogen-bonded species were first noted, for intramolecular bonds
(Ellis, 1929) and it is now recognised that hydrogen bonding causes
a marked shift to lov/er frequencies of the A-H stretching modes and
shifts to higher frequencies of the bending modes. These shifts are
accompanied by manifold increases in the intensity of absorption
indicated by marked broadening of the bands. Of particular interest
has been the behaviour of the A-H antisymmetric stretching mode,
—1normally occurring with a frequency of 3,500 cm (non-hydrogen bonded)
and 3,500-1,700 cm (hydrogen bonded). Several attempts have been
made to relate the magnitude of this shift to various properties of the
bond, notably the distances A*»* B and A-K as determined by diffraction
methods. Lord and HerrLfield (1953) found a linear relationship for
A a n d  the distance A #**B for a set of bonds which included F"*H*MF 
0
andN~K‘*»0 but it has since been concluded (Nakamoto et al., 1955;
Bellamy and Owen, 19^ 9) that a separate relationship is needed for each
different set of atoms A and B and that for bonds this
o
relationship is linear in the region 2.2*4-2.75 A. A similar relation­
ship has not been found for intramolecular bonds. The A-H distance 
increases as the A»**B distance decreases but no satisfactory 
relationship has been found between A-H and A> .
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1.4 Symmetrical Hydrogen Bonds
It was formerly thought likely that the hydrogen atom in a hydrogen 
bond was centrally located. However, evidence from entropy studies 
(Pauling, 1933), spectroscopic measurements (Cross, Burnham and 
Leighton, 1937) and from X-ray diffraction (Morrison and Robertson,
1949) indicated that this was not so. The hydrogen atom was more 
strongly bound to one of the electronegative atoms although tautomeric 
forms of the type,
A • • o. • H - A
were considered possible especially for short bonds. The first 
indications of centred bonds came with the discovery of crystallo- 
graphically symmetrical hydrogen bonds (Speakman, 1948; Brown, Peiser 
and Turner-Jones, 1949)* However, from consideration of the measured 
bond lengths in these and subsequent examples, statistical rather than 
true syircnetry was thought more likely (Robertson, 1933).Subsequent 
structural redeterminations tended to ameliorate this objection 
(Manojlovic and Speakman, 1968; Manojlovic, 1968).
The hydrogen bond in a crystal may be described in terms of a one­
dimensional potential function (ibers, 1965). Thus a system of the 
general type A-'H*«* B would be represented by an asymmetric double 
minimum potential with the proton located in the lower of the two
0-H Distance
Figure 1.1 One-dimensional
potential functions for the 
hydrogen bond.
minima (Figure 1.1(a)). This type of bond may be’detected from both 
spectroscopic (Blinc et al., 1560) and diffraction methods (Golic 
and Speakrnan, 1965&)« If, however, the atoms A and B and their 
environments are identical then the possible functions must be 
symmetric with either single or double minimum distributions for the 
proton. In the latter case the height of the barrier separating the 
minima v/ill depend on the 0*»«0 distance and for long bonds with a 
high barrier this will result in equal distributions of A-H**»A and 
A.** H-A in the crystal and hence an equal probability of finding the 
proton in either of the two minima (FigureVl(b)). As the bond 
shortens and the 0-H distance increases, the height of the barrier 
will decrease resulting in a greater rate of proton interconversion 
between the two minima(1.1(c)). At some stage, presumably, the barrier 
will disappear, the proton will be central and we will have a single 
symmetric potential function; further bond shortening tending simply 
to sharpen it(1.1(d) anal1(e)). Distinctions between these 
distributions are difficult to make experimentally the distinction 
depending as it does only on the height of the barrier but Schuster 
(1970) has carried out some theoretical calculations which show, at 
least qualitatively, that this is a reasonable representation of the 
situation.
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By relating the observed 0-H distance or frequency to the 0**»#Q 
distance for various bonds, several authors (Bundle and Parasol, 1952; 
Nakamoto et al., 1955; Pimentel and McClellan, i960) have attempted 
to predict that point at which a bond becomes centred. The 0«**0
O Q
distances range from about 2.30 A to 2.45 A although recent diffraction
evidence (Currie et al., 19&7) would tend to raise the lower limit.
In addition calculations by Reid (i 959) indicate that a bond as long as 
o
2.5 A could be of the symmetric single minimum type.
The most serious contenders for consideration as centred 0...H..-.0 
bonds are those in the acid salts of Type (and Ag) (Shrivastava and 
Speakrnan, 19°1) of carboxylic acids which have a mean bond length of 
2.445(3) A and a crystallographically symmetrical hydrogen bond.
However, since the diffraction data are equally consistent in this case 
•with both the disordered half-hydrogen model and the centred one ”it is 
probably impossible to determine from the diffraction evidence alone 
whether the bond is truly symmetrical or not” (ibers, 19^ 5)• To overcome 
the difficulty of enforced symmetry Bllison and Levy (19&5) studied the 
crystal structure of potassium hydrogen chloromaleate by neutron 
diffraction. They found that the hydrogen is not significantly displaced 
from the bond centre and is located in "a substantially symmetric 
potential well” although it should be noted that the environment of each 
oxygen is not identical. Another example, recently studied, of a very
- 11 -
short intramolecular hydrogen bond with no enforced symmetry is that 
in bis-(2-amino-2-methyl-3”butaneoxiinato) nickel (il) chloride 
monohydrate (Schlemper, Hamilton and La Placa, 1971)* Vrith only 
slight asymmetry of the molecule the environment of the bond is asymmetric 
and a precise neutron analysis has found the hydrogen to be asymmetrically 
located in the bond (0....0 = 2.420(3), 0-H = 1.187(3) and 1.242(5) A). 
Prom an analysis of its thermal motion the authors concluded that the 
hydrogen moves in a broad single-mininum potential (Figure 1.1(f)). Other 
bonds, however, in which asymmetry has been proved e.g. in sodium 
hydrogen oxalate (Tellgren and Olovsson, 1970) tend to be much longer 
than this.
It may be concluded, therefore, that although bond length alone is
o
no criterion of centering, only bonds less than about 2.5 A
need be considered as possibly truly symmetrical. Diffraction methods 
are able to identify the asymmetric bonds but cannot determine with 
certainty that a symmetrical hydrogen bond is truly centered.
Infrared evidence for symmetrical bonds should manifest
itself in a lowering of the 0-H asymmetric stretching frequency. At 
the same time the existence of a low potential barrier should result in 
resonance splitting of the ground state vibrational levels caused by 
proton tunneling. This should give rise to low-frequency infrared 
transitions between the symmetric and asymmetric levels and to doublet 
0-H stretching bonds. Having apparently obtained such evidence, Blinc,
- 12 -
Hactei and Novak (i960) attempted to classify crystallographically
symmetrical hydrogen bonds on the basis of their infrared spectra.
Two groups, having average 0-H stretching frequencies of about 1700 and 
-12400 an respectively, were found - and in the latter? two discrete
bands v/ere sometimes observed. The first of these frequencies was
attributed to centred bonds and the latter to those having a double
minimum potential function with a low barrier* However, as had been
earlier pointed out (HadSi and ITovak, 1955); assignment of the bands
at 1700 cm was rather difficult and in a later paper Hadsi (19&5)
reassessed the situation.
The spectra were now divided into two types - (i) in which there
were three main absorption regions (the A, B and C bands) in the range 
—12900-1600 on and (ii) in which the absorption was mainly confined to
—1 n "
a broad band centred near 1000 cm (the D-band). This latter feature
was found in spectra of Type A acid salts and in certain strongly
hydrogen-bonded adducts of organic acids with a variety of bases. The
total intensity of bands A, B and C is approximately equal to that of
band D inferring that, as the strength of hydrogen bonding increases,
- -1
the 0-H stretching frequency shifts towards 1000 cm • It is implied 
that although the ,fD-bandM is evidence of unusually strong bonding it 
is not proof of a centered bond. It does not, for example, behave in 
an analogous manner to the band due to the bifluoride ion when the
The Infrared specti*a of
(a) acetic acid (cola).
(b) sodium acetate (anhydrous).
(c) sodium acetate (trihydrate).
(d) sodium hydrogen diacetate.
The ordinates show absorption and the abscissae 
represent frequency in cm"1.
(a )
(c)
leoo
F igure 1.2
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compounds are deuteriated, this ion being regarded as having a centred 
proton. Therefore, like diffraction, infrared studies alone cannot 
provide definite proof of a centred hydrogen bond. (Figure 1.2 shows 
the spectra of some hydrogen bonded species the last of which, sodium 
hydrogen diacetate, shows the ”D-bandH remarkably clearly).
However, where data from both sources have been utilised, as in 
the detailed analysis of the sodium bifluoride structure (ivIcGawr and 
Ibers, 1963), more substantial evidence for centering, has been obtained. 
In this study spectroscopic frequency measurements enabled the direct 
calculation of the differences in the mean square amplitudes of 
vibration of the F and H(B) atoms along the bond direction. These 
derived values were in excellent agreement with those from a neutron 
diffraction analysis. Since, in the calculation a symmetric bond was 
assumed true symmetry may be inferred in this instance.
It has been argued (l.Ianojlovic and Speakman, 19&7) that the 
coincidence of a crystallographic symmetry element with the bond centre 
in all but one of the possibly centred bonds so far discussed is not 
merely incidental but plays an important role in the stability and 
strength of these bonds because it guarantees the precise equality of 
the various possible resonance forms. Other compounds containing this 
structural feature and therefore possibly exhibiting centred bonds 
include the salts of some organic bases represented by the formula
B^HX (B = base, HX*mineral acid.) \ for example, acetamide hemihydroch- 
loride (Peterson and Worsham, 1959) and alpha picoline-N-oxide 
^hemihydrobramide (Mills and Speakman, 19o3a)* These structures contain 
short O«*«0 bonds and have anomalous infrared spectra. Qrystallo- 
graphically symmetrical 0 ,#*0 bonds have also been found in 
penicillanic acid hemihydroiodide (Cox, 1971), in the rubidium and 
potassium acid salts of 3-bromo-3-hydroxy-6-met hyluracil (Truter and 
Vickery, 1971), in di-p-chlorophenylhydrogen phosphate (Calleri and 
Speakman, 196^ -) and in alpha-picoline-N-oxide l^drochloride 
monohydrate (Dunlop, 1971)* This last compound is of particular 
interest since, in addition to the 0#**0 bond linking the bases, it 
contains chains of possibly symmetrical Cl» • • Cl bonds linked through 
hydrogen bonds to the Y/ater molecules. Symmetrical bichloride ions 
have been postulated in tetramethylammonium bichloride by vraddington 
(1958) based on infrared evidence and a spectroscopic study of 
similar systems led Evans and Lo (1966) to classify bihalide ions 
into two groups, Type I and Type II, the latter being analagous to the 
Type A acid salts and exhibiting the charactertic spectra.
Structural studies of CsCl. 1 /3 (H^C^HClg ) and of the corresponding 
bromide (Schroeder and Ibers, 1968) revealed the existence of 
crystallographically symmetrical bihalide ions in addition to the 
bifluoride ion. However, the difficulties attendant on distinguishing
- 15 -
the potential function for the 0...H...0 system also exist for these 
ions. Investigation of the anomalous isotope effect in these bonds may 
shed more light on the problem and this effect is discussed in the 
next section.
1*5 Isotope Effect.
Changes in overall crystal structure have been observed when 
deuterium replaces hydrogen in potassium dihydrogen phosphate 
(Ubbelohde, 1939), resorcinol (Robertson and Ubbelohde, 1938) and in 
oxalic acid dihydrate (Chiba, 1964)* However, in the majority of 
cases (Table 1.1) the normal and deuteriated species are isomorphous 
and, since any small structural changes are (or are assumed to be) 
localised in the region of the hydrogen bond(s), comparison of the two 
isomorphs has been particularly useful in assigning spectroscopic 
frequencies and provides, in principle, a means of determining the.shape 
of the potential function for the bond.
A change in hydrogen bond length on deuteriation was first 
observed in ice (Llegaw, 1934) &n& the effect was later extensively 
studied by Ubbelohde and co-workers in a variety of compounds; 
changes in bond lengths being derived from the expansion coefficient 
in the direction of the bond. The results of these and later 
investigations are collected in Table 1.1. Later results have 
substantiated the earlier conclusion that bonds of intermediate length
o
(2.48-2.64 A) expand, sometimes considerably, on deuteriation and that
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short bonds are virtually unaffected. However, the situation in longer 
bonds Is les3 dear, especially in structures containing more than one 
hydrogen bond. The fact that these bonds expand in oxalic acid dihydrate 
but not in sodium hydrogen oxalate monohydrate may be attributable to 
the fact that weak bonds are very sensitive to small changes in 
molecular geometry. In any event the earlier conclusions for this type 
of situation may be misleading. It is of interest to note that in the 
examples studied the maximum expansions and contractions are exhibited 
by bonds which span a symmetry element.
It has been postulated (Robertson and Ubbelohde, 1939; Ubbelohde 
and Gallacher, 1935) that the isotope effect derives frcm the differing 
resonance contributions to the bond in the normal and deuteriated 
species arising out of the lower zero point energy of vibration of 
deuterium and hydrogen. Mor&man and Lipscomb (1951), on the other hand, 
have considered that the different distribution of hydrogen and deuterium 
between the zero and first vibrational energy levels, at temperatures 
above 0°K, affords a satisfactory explanation of the expansion observed. 
The occupancy of the first level being greater for deuterium it has a 
wider probability distribution and results in a longer bond. Rundle 
(1953) has observed that since, on this explanation, a reversal of 
the effect is expected at G°K, low temperature studies should reveal 
hydrogen bonds longer than deuterium bonds. This is in fact observed
- 17 -
in ice (Megaw, 1934) but not in oxalic acid dihydrate although a decrease 
in the expansion is observed in the latter compound.
According to Gallagher (1959) the contraction observed in short 
bonds could arise from, the smaller van der Waal . radius of 0-D over 
0-H allowing closer approach of the second oxygen. There is also 
evidence that the dipole moment in the 0-D bond is greater than in 0-H 
a factor which would contribute to the observed contraction. The 
expansion was considered to be due to the anharmonic nature of the 
potential well and the lover zero point energy of deuterium. Thus if 
the potential well in the bifluoride ion is harmonic the expansion 
term is of no importance.
o
However, it is in the critical region of 2.45-2.60 A where the
most marked effects occur and where most attention has been focussed.
Rundle (1964) has suggested that for 0.... 0 distances of about 2.60 A
there exists a double minimum potential with a high barrier. Reduction
in the height of the barrier with decreasing 0‘• • 0 distance leads to a
build up of hydrogen or deuterium density in the centre of the bond
which then interacts with the oxygens to produce further shortening.
It was shown that the hydrogen density is greater than that of deuterium 
o
at 2.60 A and that the difference increases as the bond shortens. 
Therefore, the 0»«D..*0 and 0***H»**0 bond length differences should 
increase towards the shorter bonds. Assuming a Lippincott potential,
- 18 -
Rundle has shown that this explanation results in a calculated 
expansion of the correct order of magnitude as that observed. This 
explanation, which assumes a symmetric potential function, fits rather 
well the data obtained for the chromous and cobaltous acid systems 
where, because of the increased interaction, the proton would appear 
to exist in a single minimum potential while the deuter:on is in a 
double minimum type. An important consequence of this theory is that, 
in the limiting case, when all the vibrational energy levels are above 
the height of the barrier (i.e. a single minimum potential exists) 
then the abnormal isotope effects should cease to exist. Therefore, 
absence of the effect may be taken as evidence for a truly symmetrical 
bond. This would seem to be the case in the bifluoride ion, in lithium 
hydride (Zintl and Harder, 1935) and in potassium hydrogen 
di-trifluoroacetate (Pacdonald and Speakman, 1971)*
In an infrared investigation of the effect (Blinc et al., 1960) 
differentation was made between four different types of potential 
function on the basis of the ratios of the asymmetric stretching 
frequencies for 0 -H and 0- D although the results were later modified 
to some extent (Kadzi, 1965).
Pram the results in Table 1.1 it would appear that no simple 
relationship exists between A (0* •• 0) andR(0***0) in spite of earlier 
claims for linearity (Gallagher, 1959) although much more numerous and 
accurate data on the effect are obviously needed.
Chapter 2.
Acid Salts of Dicarboxylic Acids,
-  19 -
2.1 Introduction
The crystalline acid salts (lUXg) monocarboxylic acids (EX) 
have been extensively studied by Speakman and co-workers (e.g. McGregor 
.and Speakman, 1968), the principal point of interest being the hydrogen 
bond which usually bridges the acid residues. Similar interest, and a 
wider scope for structural variety, attaches to the acid salts (yiTX) 
of dicarboxylic acids (ligl) and a number of crystallographic studies 
of these compounds have nov7 been carried out.
In anticipation of results to be discussed we may observe that 
two distinct structural types have been recognised closely analagous 
to those found in the monobasic salts (Shrivastava and Speakman, 19&1).
In the first of these, designated as Type A2 (Currie and Speakman, 
1970), the carboxyl groups are crystallographically equivalent and 
are connected either inter— or intramolecularly by hydrogen bonds 
which are among the shortest known. These bonds, which possess strict 
cry3tallograpln.c symmetry and hence symmetrical potential functions, 
may possibly have the proton centrally located. In common with other, 
strongly hydrogen-bonded, materials, almost all salts of this type 
have "anomalous1’ infrared spectra (lladzi, 1965), & characteristic 
broad absorption talcing place within a range of several hundred wave 
numbers centred at about 1000 cm ; the "D-band11.
- 20 -
Salts of the second type, Type (Currie and Speakman, 1970) have 
somewhat longer bonds with asymmetric potential functions- Their 
- carboxyl groups are crystallographically and chemically distinct one 
being recognised as forming the acid and the other the anion. 
Consequently, Type salts have infrared spectra v/hich are essentially 
superpositions of those expected from two such entities.
Prom simple considerations one might have predicted that all 
dibasic acid salts would be of this latter type, only one carboxyl 
group being affected by the neutralisation, and this structural 
pattern was indeed found in the first such salts investigated by 
X-ray methods. Thus, in ammonium hydrogen phthalate (Okaya and 
Pepinshy, 1957) the anion forms a chelate with a very weak hydrogen
. o
bond (0» • • • 0 = 5*03 A) bridging the carboxyl groups. The corresponding 
sodium and potassium salt structures are probably similar, though not 
isomorphous, and all three have spectra consistent with this type of 
structure (Blinc et al., 19^ 0). In the much more accurately determined 
structure of ammonium hydrogen D-tartrate (van Bommel and Bijvoet, 1958)
O \the anions are linked into infinite chains by short (2.55 A) hydrogen 
bonds and the carboxyl groups are unambiguously distinguished by their 
dimensions. This structure is somewhat complicated by cross-linking 
of the chains through hydrogen bonds involving the hydroxyl groups.
- 21 -
By contrast, however, to those of the above type, there exists 
a number of crystalline acid salts of the series,
H+ “ C02 (CH2)n C02 H,
in which one half of the acid residue is symmetrically related to the 
other and these residues are in turn linked into infinite chains by 
very short hydrogen bonds (mean = 2.450 X) which span an
element of symmetry. These salts show the "D-band" spectra and are 
therefore typical of the Ag type. The symmetry of the chain varies 
depending on whether n is odd or even and this alternation of 
structure is reflected in the infrared spectra (Hadzi and Novak, 19o0).
The alternative form of the Ag type of structure, that with an 
intramolecular hydrogen bond, is represented by potassium hydrogen 
maleate. Its infrared spectrum (Cardwell et al., 1953), although not 
exhibiting the same anomalous "D-band" as the other Ag salts, indicates 
a probably symmetric ion and an X-ray analysis (barlow and Cochran, ISGl) 
has revealed that the ion is, in fact, bisected by a crystallographic 
mirror plane. Because of the strain in the system the carboxyl 
groups, although equivalent crystallographically, have abnormal 
dimensions.
Those dicarboxylic acid salts whose structural dimensions have 
been published are incorporated in Tables 2.1a and 2.1b and, with the
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exception of the chloromaleate, all conform in structural outline 
to one of the patterns described above. This latter salt is anomalous 
„ but more closely resembles the Ag type although the anion does not 
possess formal symmetry. In a similar way potassium hydrogen oxalate, 
which has a spectrum of Type (ii), might be regarded more properly as 
being of "pseudo Type Ag".
The weighted mean value of the hydrogen bond length in the Ag 
salts is 2.432(3) X (2.436(3) X if the chelates are included) and 
compares v/ith 2.443 (3) X. in the monobasic salts. The mean difference
o
in the C-0 lengths is 0.039 A, a value intermediate between those 
expected (Section 2.2) for an acid and an anion, a feature consistent 
v/ith the formal half-charge on each carboxyl group. In the Bg salts 
the corresponding mean differences are 0.096 X (carboxyl) and 0.013 X 
(carboxylate) from the five accurate deteinninations. The latter value 
is somewhat distorted by the potassium hydrogen oxalate results 
providing further evidence for the inclusion of this structure within 
a separate class.
Much of the interest devoted to Type Ag acid salts resides in 
the question of whether the proton is centrally located in the 
hydrogen bond and whether such a feature is necessary to explain the 
observed infrared spectra and the shortness of the bonds especially in 
open-chain structures. In conclusion, therefore, mention should be made
- 23 -
of the crystal structure of potassium hydrogen mesotartrate (Kroon
et al., 1971) V7hich is of an abnomal type containing two distinct Ag
o
- bonds and one Bg. The 0...0 lengths are 2.542(2)A(non-symmetric)
e
and 2.446(3) and 2.482(3)A(symmetric). Of more import, however, is 
the-fact that the authors felt that in one of the Ag bonds, evidence 
had been obtained of proton disorder. This effect is discussed 
further in Chapter 6.
2.2 The I&mensions of Carboxyl and Carboxylate Croups
Intuitively one would expect an isolated carboxylate anion 
(-C0g”) to be symmetrical because of the delocalisation of the tt 
bond and negative charge over the whole group. This should result 
in C-0 bonds of equal length making equal angles with the adjacent 
C-C bond although, in a crystal environment, these dimensions might 
be modified, to seme extent, by local influences such as hydrogen 
bonding. The available data do, in fact, substantiate this 
expectation and the average C-0 bond lengths and C-C-0 angles are 
about 1.260 A and 117*5 respectively (Hahn, 1957)* Recently, 
from extensive studies of the acetate ion, Nahringbauer (1970b)found
O Q
values of 1.295 A and 118.1 • She concluded that large changes in 
the hydrogen bond scheme are required to produce significant 
alteration in these dimensions and that the hydrogen bonding around 
both oxygens is usually very similar. The above, therefore, 
constitute the typical dimensions of a carboxylate anion and, since 
the C-COg- group is planar, it follows that the included O-C-O angle 
is about 12if°.
-  24 -
In a carboxyl group (-COgH), however, differences in the C-0 
bond lengths and C-C-0 angles are to be expected as a result of the
more localised TTbond. In the solid state, these differences are
® o
commonly about 0.1 A in bond length and 10 in angle as in
£-chlorobenoic acid (Ferguson and Sim, 1961), acetic acid
(Nahringbauer, 1970a) and dimethyl malonic acid (Haas and Brenner,
1966). (A study of the acetic acid monomer by gas-phase electron
diffraction (Derissen, 1970) reveals a difference in the C-0 lengths 
o
of 0.150 A indicating that hydrogen bonding exerts a greater 
influence on the dimensions of the carboxyl group than on the 
carboxylate anion and especially on the C-O(h ) as opposed to C-0~ 
or C = 0 lengths).
However, a survey of recent, accurately determined structures 
containing similar hydrogen bonding schemes reveals a somewhat 
surprising variety of carboxyl group dimensions. In some cases the 
C-0 lengths are within about 0.03 A of each other (Sutherland, 1969) 
or are even equal (lakwale and Pant, 1971; Bailey and Brown, 1967)* 
In phenylpropiolic acid (Rollett, 1955) where there is complete 
disorder in the acid dimers at room temperature (i.e. there are 
equal contributions from the two possible tautomeric forms (Section 
1.4) and in 3,5-<3ibromo-£-aminobenzoic acid (Pant, 1965) where the 
hydrogen bonds are crystallographically symmetrical, the C-0 lengths 
(and C-C-0 angles)are necessarily equal and it has been suggested 
(Manojlovic and Speakman, 1967) that the variation in dimensions
-  25 -
found in carboxyl groups is due to degrees of randomisation 
occurring in all structures. Evidence for this is provided by the 
recent accurate study of trimesic acid (Duchamp and Marsh, 1969) 
where the six independent molecules in the structure reveal a 
variety of C-0 bond length differences (0.023 - 0.093 A) and 
corresponding C-C-0 angle differences; disorder was detected during 
the structure refinement.
Where there is complete disorder one would, therefore, expect
Q
equal C-0 lengths of 1.260 A consistent with the approximately
o
constant sim* of 2.52 A found for all such bonds no matter the
state of ionisation. However, in some instances, both lengths are
greater than this as in £-toluic acid ( T a k w a l e  and Pant, 1971), in
toephthalic acid (Bailey and Brown, 1967) and in acetylene dicarboxylic
acid (Dunitz and Robertson, 1947) suggesting that, for unsaturated
acids, a resonance form which attributes single bond character to
the C = 0 bond may be important (e.g. Sim et al., 1955)«
Therefore, in the absence of external influences, the typical
o , s ©
dimensions of a carboxyl group are about 1.21 A (C = 0), 1.31 A 
(C-O(H)), 113° (C-C-O(H)), 123° (C-C=0) and 124° (0-C-O) with the 
longest bond subtending the shortest angle.
For acid salts of Type A where each carboxyl group is 
effectively half-ionised, intermediate dimensions are expected 
and are in fact found (Table 2.1a).
Part n
Crystal-Structure Analyses by X-Ray Diffraction
Chapter 3.
Potassium Hydrogen dutarate
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3.1 Introduction
In the course of an investigation of hydrogen bonding in the 
acid salts of some carboxylic acids, HacLzi and Novak (1955-) recorded 
the infrared spectra of the normal and deuteriated potassium acid 
glutarates and from the results suggested an infinite-chain, 
hydrogen-bonded structure for these salts (Hadzi and Novak, 19^ 0), 
This was confirmed by an X-ray analysis of the isomorphous rubidium 
salt (Appendix I) but the presence in the latter of the highly 
absorbing cation did not render it amenable to accurate structure 
determination. In order, therefore, to establish accurately the 
structure of an acid glutarate the stuc(y reported in the present 
chapter was undertaken although, at its inception, the isomorphism 
of the rubidium and potassium salts was not suspected and was only 
established during the course of the analysis.
In exhibiting the above structural feature, the acid glutarates 
conform to the pattern (outlined in Chapter 2) established for 
salts of the general formula, (OHgJn, all of which contain
short, crystallographically symmetrical hydrogen bonds (Sime et al., 
1970; I'cAdam et al., 1971; HcAdam and Speakraan, 1971). In 
potassium hydrogen glutarate this bond is of length 2.2*45(3) A.
The present analysis is, therefore, an extension of the 
investigations in this homologous series and the derived structure
- 27 -
may prove to be the prototype for higher members of the series if 
preliminary results for potassium hydrogen pijnelate (Speakman, 
1970) are confirmed#
-  28 -
3.2 Experimental 
Crystal Data
Potassium Hydrogen Glutarate, KHC^O^Hg, F.W. = 170.10.
Orthorhombic, a = 18.476(4), b = 7.282(3), c = 5*133(1) A.
TJ = 690.59 A^, Bn (flotation) = 1.61 gybe, Z = 4, Dx = 1.636 g/bc.
F (000) = 352, (^KorKci:) = 7*11 cm 1, u(Cu-I&) = 63.33 cm"1.
Space Ck'oup, Cmma (No. 67) or Abm2 (No. 39).
Preparation of Crystals
A white, crystalline solid resulted fipm evaporation of an 
aqueous solution containing equimolar quantities of glutaric acid 
and of potassium hydroxide. Hecrystallisation from water by slow 
evaporation of the solvent afforded thin, colourless plates.
The infrared spectrum recorded for these crystals (Figure 3.1) is 
that of a typical Type Ag acid salt and is identical to that reported 
by Hadlzi and Novak (1933) •
Preliminary
Oscillation and Y/eissenberg photographs, obtained from a 
crystal mounted about the plate axis, indicated monoclinic symmetry. 
It proved impossible, however, to assign a space group from the 
systematic absences and further investigation with a Buerger 
precession camera revealed the true orthorhombic symmetry. The 
potassium salt exhibits a different crystal habit from its rubidium
- 29 -
isomorph. Both form as thin plates with the (100) and (TOO) faces 
prominent and show straight extinction, under crossed Nicol prisms, 
along the directions of the unit-cell axes. However, elongation is 
parallel to (012) in the former crystal but is parallel to b in the
Crystal Habitslatter
(oo«)
(o3 u)
 /
RbHGlut(T«») ^ > 'V  KHGlut (T o o )
It is also notable that crystals of the potassium salt, grown for 
stucjy by neutron diffraction exhibited the rubidium crystal habit 
while crystals of the latter compound, grown at higher temperature, 
show the potassium salt habit.
Y/eissenberg and precession photographs from a crystal set to 
rotate about the jo-axis quickly established isomorphism with the 
.rubidium salt and in a preliminary investigation some 313 data 
were recorded photographically in the nets hko-hlO and hoi, the 
last allowing cros3-scaling. The intensities of these reflexions 
were measured by visual comparison with a calibrated exposure strip 
and were corrected for the Lorentz-polarisation factors. Refinement 
of the data, based initially on the final parameters of the rubidium 
structure, converged after six cycles of full-matrix, least-squares 
refinement with R(E |a |/£|Fq| ) equal to 0.12 and R* (F.wA2/£wFo )^ equal 
to 0.023. In the final four cycles all atoms, except hydrogen,
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were allowed to vibrate anisotropically. The final estimated 
standard deviations of the parameters were rather high, hov/ever, 
and the parameters exhibited the effects of uncorrected absorption 
errors. More accurate data were obviously required.
Data Collection
A crystal, of approximate dimensions 0.3 x 0.3 x 0.23 mm, cut" 
from a piece grown for neutron-diffraction study, was set to rotate 
with its £-axis parallel to the phi-axis of a Hilger and Watts Y290, 
four-circle, computer-controlled diffractometer. After initial 
checks for satisfactory mosaicity, one of the goniometer arcs was 
offset by 10° to minimise the liklihood of multiple reflextion 
(Zachariasen, 19o3b). The orientation matrix was established by the 
refinement of twelve, middle-order ( 9 approx. 13°) reflexions and, 
from comparison of the observed and calculated angle settings, 
was adjudged satisfactory.
The reflected intensities were measured using the moving- 
crystal technique (ou-scan) scanning through one degree in 30 steps 
of 0.02°. At each step the intensity was measured for 2 seconds and 
a background count of 20 seconds on either side of the peak was made 
with the crystal stationary. The data were collected, using molybdenum 
radiation and balanced filters of yttrium and zirconium, in three 
separate "shells" (l) 0°4 0 £ 20° (2) 20°< 9 g 30° (3) 30° £ 9 <35°,
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and a total of 900 independent intensities were measured of which 
627 were significantly above the background level (F > 3a(F))» 
During the initial data collection it was observed that the 
values of the two standard reflexions rose steadily until they were 
both approximately 10$ above the original values at which point 
they became steady. Consequently, the data collection was 
recommenced and marked changes in the intensities of the strongest 
reflexions were observed. The strongest (021) had, for example, 
increased by almost 10($. This effect may be attributed to an 
increase in the mosaicity of the crystal arising from the action of 
the X-ray beam. A similar, though less marked, effect has been 
found in a study of oxalic acid dihydrate (Delaplane and Ibers, 
19^ 9)* To avoid errors due to saturation of the counter the 
strongest intensities were remeasured at the end of the data 
collection using an X-ray beam of reduced power and a peak scan of 
1.5° to offset the widening of the peaks due to the mosaic increase.
After their initial rise, the variation in the standards was 
+ %  (241) and + 1.6* (731).
Accurate cell dimensions v/ere obtained from a least-squares fit 
of seventeen, high-order (9 > 30°) reflexions using a program due 
to lucAdam (19^ 9) and v/ere in excellent agreement with those 
obtained from the orientation matrix and from aluminium-line super­
position on sero-layer Y/eissenberg photographs.
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Prior to setting up, the crystal was care’fully measured and 
its faces indexed for subsequent absorption and extinction corrections. 
Details are given in Table 3*1*
Lorentz, polarisation and rotation factors (Tunell, 1939) 
were applied to reduce the intensities to structure amplitudes.
Structure Refinement
The choice of the space group as Cmma (subsequently proven to
be justified by the successful refinenent of the structure) imposes
severe symmetry restrictions on the number of variable parameters.
All of the atoms with the exception of one hydrogen lie on special
positions and as a result the 17 atoms in the formula unit are
defined by just 14 positional parameters. In addition, most of
the vibrational cross-terms are disallovfed on symmetry grounds.
Refinement was begun with the 627 "observed" data and the
positional parameters from the last cycle of the photographic data
refinement. Hydrogen atoms were not included and each atom was
o 2
assigned an isotropic thermal parameter of 0.03 A • Convergence 
was reached, after three cycles of full-matrix, least-squares 
refinement, with R = 0.1435 (R1 = 0.0532) and a further three 
cycles in which the atoms were allowed to vibrate anisotropically 
reduced R to 0.0542 (R’ = 0.0048). The weighting scheme used 
throughout had the form;
w = /i'-eZp(-P1(sinyx)2)_7 / 5  + ?2IFoL7
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the values of and being adjusted as necessary to ensure 
2uniformity of PvvA over various groups .of reflexions. At the end 
of the refinement these had the values 2 and 0.5 respectively.
Before the anisotropic refinement m s  begun a "difference map1'
v/as computed using as coefficients ( |f | - |f j) for the lov/ ordero c
(sin 0 < 0.35) data. Four peaks were found v/ith heights above 
0.4e/i3. Two of these v/ere assigned to the methylene hydrogens and 
the other two were considered to be due to the anisotropic 
vibrational motion of the two oxygen atoms. Only a very small peak 
(0.1 e/S ) v/as found at the expected position of the proton. Sections 
of the map are shown in Figure 3*2.
Introduction of the hydrogen atoms with isotropic vibrational 
parameters reduced H to 0.0372 (R1 = 0.0032) after a further three 
cycles of refinement. The form factors for the atoms used in the 
refinement were taken from "International Tables" (19^ 2). Use of 
those given by Hanson et al., (19^ 4) ma.de no significant difference 
to the final parameters.
At this point a program for the correction of absorption errors 
became available. This v/as a version of I&TAP (Coppens et al., 19-5) 
translated and modified for use on the IC0F9 computer (Kackay, 1970) 
in which the correction is performed using a Gaussian integration 
procedure. A grid of dimensions 8 x 8 x 8  v/as considered adequate 
and the resulting calculated transmission factors ranged from 0.76-O.86.
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At the same time the program calculated the mean path length for
each reflexion for use in an extinction correction.
Refinement of the ’*absorption-corrected" data made no significant
difference to the final parameters, although the estimated standard
deviations of the hydrogen atom positions were slightly reduced.
Finally, since all of the strongest terms were observed to be
suffering from extinction ('|f | > j? i) a least-squares fit of anc o
appropriate parameter was carried out (Appendix II). Four cycles 
in which only the extinction parameter and a scale factor were 
allowed to vary, followed by three in which the positional and 
thermal parameters v/ere adjusted, completed the refinement. The 
final value of R v/as 0,0335 (R* = 0,0030). The progress of the 
refinement is summarised in Table 3.2.
The final fractional and orthogonal coordinates of the atoms 
are given in Table 3*3 and their vibrational parameters in Table 
3.4* The latter are the values of UiJ in the expression,
exp/r 2n2(un h2aK2 + U22k2t,H2 + U33l2cH2 +
Y/here appropriate, estimated standard deviations, obtained by 
inversion of the least-squares matrix, are given in parentheses.
The observed structure amplitudes and final calculated structure 
factors are given in Table 3*5 &n& an analysis of their agreement 
in Table 3.6.
KHGlut
Tables and Diagrams
KHGlut:
Table 3d 
Crystal Measurements
Indices (h, k, 1) D(Perp. distance from the origin in mm)*
0 1 2 0 .1 1 6
0 T 2 0 .1 1 6
0 3 4 0.145
0 3 4 0.145
1 0 0 0 .1 5 2
T 0 0 0 .1 5 2
■3
Estimated Crystal Volume = 0.0234 mm .
Calculated Crystal Volume (DATAP) = 0.0276 mm .^
Table 3*2 
KHGlut : Progress of the refinement.
Cycles R R1
. 1 - 3  0.1435 0.0532
4 - 6  0.0542 0.0048
7 - 9  0.0372 0.0032
10 — 12 0.0371 0.0031
13 - 15 O.0335 0.0030
Comments
K,C*0 atoms varied isotropically 
K,C,0 varied anisotropically.
ii it it
and hydrogens isotropically.
As above but with "absorption- 
corrected" data.
Extinction correction applied.
Total number of planes = 627• Oveidetermination 15 • 1.
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Table 3.k
OP Ll
KHGlut : Vibrational -parameters (A x 10 ).
211 222 233 2231
K(1) 505(3) 403(3) 321(2) -
C(1) 210(5) 463(8) 309(6) -11(11)
C(2) 187(5) 596(11) 341(7) -19(10)
C(3) 189(7) 478(12) 356(11) -
0(1) 198(4) 725(10) 317(5) 15(8)
0(2) 285(6) 1188(18) 322(6) -1(10)
Uiso
H(0) 573(194)
H(1) 175(61)
H(2) 285(55)
• T.2 
.7 ,9  
•*•2• it* 
-23 *3
• 3.9 
•6*3
• 3 .9
-4 .5  
- | « . 5  
-21. 2 
10 .9• 4.9 -4.9.10.*
.2. 9
9.3
• a . *
• «.e
• n\i
.2MJ0.O
.T.)
t r ost
5.3
12.3
3.3
57,a 
13.0
47,3
2.0
3.6
3.0
3.5
7. 5
*  c«s r ca i.c
-4 .9  .8.0 
• 12.9
.9.9
• (2.0 
• 13.7
IVble 3*3 KHGlut : Observed structure amplitudes 
and final calculated structure factors.
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ITable 3.7
KHGlut : Equivalent Positions.
c.c.u. x, y» ' . Z.
I i *" x * y>» “Z .
II X -y,
III coit
-* 1 -y, z .
IV 1 “ X , -y, • -1 + Z .
V i - x , 1a - y »
si1 ” Z ,
V± X , “y > 1 - Z%
\ni X , y , -1 + Z v
viii 1 - X , y » 'z*
ix . x i i - y , Zi«
Table 3*8
KHGlut : Bond lengths (I) and angles (°) -within the glutarate 
residues.
0(3) - 0(2) 1.522(2)
C(2) - 0(1) 1.508(2)
C(1) - 0(1) 1.299(2)
0(1) - 0(2) 1.223(2)
0(3) - H(1) 0.97(4)
0(2) - H(2) 0.96(3)
0(1)- •0(1I) 2.445(3)
0(1) - 0(1) - 0(2) 122.4(2)
C(2) - 0(3) -
0(2^111) .110.6(2)
0(3) - 0(2) - 0(1) 114.9(2)
0(2) C(1) - 0(1) 114.3(2)
C(2) - C(1) - 0(2) 123.3(2)
0(2) - 0(3) - H(1) 111.6(9)
H(1) - C(3) - H(1IX) 99(1)
0(3) - 0(2) - H(2) 112(2)
H(2) - 0(2) - H(2EC) 102(2)
0(1) - 0(2) - H(2) 108(1)
0(1) - 0(1)....0(1X) 110.2(1)
Table 3*9
KHGlut : Environment of the potassium ion. The standard 
deviations of the angles are all 0,04°*
K(1)   0(1) 2.799(1)?
K(1)   0(2) 3.000(1)"
0 ( 1 ^ )..  K(1)..... 0(1V) 137.85 (°)
0(1W ) .... K(1) ••••• 0(1VI) 98.87 "
0(1OT)   K ( i )  o ( ir a ) 96.00 "
0(2)   K(1).....0(2I) 105.27 "
0(2)   K(1).....0(2n ) 96.04 "
0(2) .... K(1) ....0(2111) 129.15 "
Ofl17)   K(1).... 0(2) 157.29 »
0(1IV) .... K(1)..... 0(2I) 82.35 "
0(117) .....  K (1 ) .......... 0(2rC) 63.80 »
0(1CT) • • • • •  K ( 1 ) ........... 0(2XI1) 6 9 .6 4  "
Table 3*10
/° \KHGlut : Some intramolecular non-bonded distances (A).
0(1) ••••• 0(2) 2.211(2)
C(2) .... 0(2) 2.408(2)
0(2) ••••• 0(1) 2.362(2)
0(2) .... C(2m i ) 2.554(2)
0(3) .... 0(2) 2.843(2)
0(3) • ••♦* c(i) 2.554(2)
Closest int ermolecular
.O.
contacts (A).
H(1) 2.67(8)
H(1) ••••• H(2VI) 2.55(8)
0(2) 2.97(3)
0(2) .... 0(1^"^) 3.315(2)
0(2) .... C(2V11) 3.429(2)
Table 3*11
Comparison of structural dimensions of salts of the formula 
KH(C02)2 (CH2)n; n, 1-3.
n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 Mean
C(3-) - C(2) - 1.510(5) 1.522(2) 1.516
C(2) - C(1) 1.516(4) 1.512(3) 1.508(2) 1.512
C(1) - 0(1) 1.293(4) 1.301(2) 1.299(2) 1.298
C(1) - 0(2) 1.223(4) 1.225(4) 1.223(2) 1.223
C(2) - 0(3) - 0(2) - - 110.6(2) 110.6
C(1) - 0(2) -0(3) 119.4(4) 114.3(2) 114.9(2)(116.2)
0(1) - 0(1) - 0(2) 123.1(3) 123.5(2) 122.4(2) 123.0
0(2) - 0(1) - 0(2) 124.4(3) 122.9(2) 123.3(2) 123.5
0(1) - 0(1) - 0(2) 112.5(3) 113.6(2) 114.3(2) 113.5
0(1) - 0(1)- 0(1I) 111.7(2) 114.3(2) 110.2(1) 112.1
0(1)... ^(l1) 2.459(5) 2.446(4) 2.445(3) 2.450
Symmetry of molecule 2 T mm
Symmetry of Hydrogen Bond T 2 2/m
Table 3.12
KHGlut : Results of corrections for librational motion. 
Centre of mass (coordinates in angstroms):
X = 9.2380, Y = 1.8205, Z = 2.5257.
TA11 = 0.0214 A2, T = 0.0471 A2, T,, 22 55 = 0.0329 A2.
2
(«22 (C(2)) = 0.0223 rad2, W22 (0(1)) =: 0.0471 rad2,
(«2
22 (0(2)) = 0.0468 rad2, OJ2 = 0.0416 rad2.
y/b (corrected) 522(calc) A2 U22(obs) A2
C(3) 0.46900 0.0471 0.0478
C(2) 0.64078 0.0703 0.0596
C(1) 0.48893 0.0471 0.0463
0(2) 0.24588 0.1118 0.1188
0(1) 0.63807 0.0695 0.0725
Bond lengths
Corrected Bhcorrected
C(3) - C(2) 1.530 1.522(2)
C(2) - C(1) 1.516 1.508(2)
C(1) - 0(1) 1.308 1.299(2)
C(1) - 0(2) 1.247 1.223(2)
0(1) 2.462 2.445(3)
The infrared spectrum of potassium hydrogen 
glutarate in a disc of potassium bromide* The 
abscissae represent frequency in cm"^ while the 
ordinates show transmission* The<(D-band* centred 
at about 1000 cm \is evident*
l looaooo 'iooo1(000
Figure 3o1
KHGlut : Sections of the difference map calc­
ulated at the end of the isotropic refinement;
(a) section at X® 0 showing H(1),
(b) section at X= 0«067 showing H(2)#
(c) section at X= 0*133 showing anisotropic 0(2)*
/°3
Contours are at intervals of 0*1 e/A with 
zero and negative contours dashed.
a b
Y c
Figure 3.2
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Figures 3«3 and 3.4 The crystal structure of 
potassium hydrogen glutarate as seen in its b 
and £  axial projections® In the former only 
the chain at Y - b/4 is shown.
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Figure 3.5 KHGlut : The environment of the 
potassium ion. The asterisk indicates the 
origin.
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Figure 3ob KHGlut : Final difference map 
section tiirough the molecular plane. The 
contours are at intervals of 0.05 e/l\ 
Ne^.tive contours are dashed.
zY
)  c
Figure 3*7 KHGlut : Sections in the YZ plane 
of the final difference map; (a) through H(0) j
(b) through the C(1) - 0(1) bond ; (c) through
the C(l) - 0(2) bond. Contours are at 0,05 e/X^,
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3.3 Results and Discussion
The simplicity and elegance of the structure of potassium 
hydrogen glutarate (TlIGlut) is immediately apparent from its jd- 
and &- axial projections represented in Figures 3*3 and 3*4. 2he 
numbered atoms in these figures comprise the crystal-chemical-unit 
(C.C.IJ.) and those related by symmetry are here and elsev/here 
indicated by Roman numerals which refer to the equivalent positions 
in Table 3.7* Bond lengths and angles, within the glutarate 
residues, are listed in Table 3.8 and the environment of the 
potassium ion is described in Figure 3.3 and Table 3*9- Figures in 
parentheses denote the standard deviations estimated from the least- 
squares residuals.
All of the atoms in the crystal-chemical-unit of potassium 
hydrogen glutarate, with the exception of H(2), are in special 
positions; the glutarate residue has crystallographic nan symmetry 
and the cation lies at the intersection of three two-fold axes.
As a result, all of the 17 atoms in the formula unit are described 
by just 14 positional parameters. The glutarate residues are 
linked into infinite chains by very short hydrogen bonds across a 
point of 2/^ n symmetry. There are two such chains lying in the 
crystallographic mirror planes at y = —/4 and y = ^~/4 and related 
by the .glide operation. Layers of glutarate residues are interspaced
- 56 -
by layers of potassium ions at y = 0 and y = —/2 such that each
cation is coordinated to eight oxygen atoms.
The structure is thus that of a typical Type Ag acid salt as
predicted from the infrared spectrum. The short I^ rdrogen bond
length of 2.2*45(3) A is in excellent agreement with the mean value
of 2.446(3) A found in the acid salts of monoc&rboxylic acids
(Speakman, 1967) and the C(l)-0(1)•••••0(1^) angle is consistent
with this strong hydrogen bonding.
There are no abnormal dimensions in potassium hydrogen
o
glutarate. Thus the terminal C~C bond length of 1.308 A is in good 
agreement with that derived empirically from earlier data 
(Stoicheff, 1962) and is that expected for a bond between an sp 
and an sp hybridised carbon atom (Brown, 1959)* The length of
the central bond in the glutarate skeleton is shorter than the
3 3 ®average sp -sp bond length in saturated compounds of 1.341(3) A
(Sutton, 1939) but the environments of the bonds are dissimilar and
accumulated evidence indicates that the shortening.is to be
expected. The difference between these two bond lengths in the
structure is just possibly significant and is in the direction
expected from the hybridisation states of the atoms involved.
o
The sum of the C-0 bond lengths is 2.322 A which is close to 
the approximately constant value found in carboxyl groups (llano jlovic
- 37 -
and Speakman, 19&7) an<^  their difference of O.O76 A compares with the
©
mean value of 0,G66 A in the monobasic acid salts and indicates an 
intermediate degree of electron delocalisation. The angles within 
the carboxyl group are as expected and total 360,0°.
As is commonly observed in X-ray studies (Hamilton, ^^S2), the 
lengths of the C-H bonds are shorter (although perhaps not 
significantly) than expected although it is perhaps worthy of note 
that in the photographic analysis these lengths were "normal". The 
remainder of the molecular geometry is described in Table 3*10 
which also lists the closest intennolecular contacts.
The potassium ion makes contact with two sets of four 
equivalent oxygen atoms, each from a different glutarate residue, 
and is at the centre of rather distorted tetrahedra (Figure 3*5)•
One contact, that to the oxygen involved in the hydrogen bond is of 
the expected length while the other is rather longer. Because of 
the site symmetry there are just ten independent angles.
The structures of the acid potassium salts of malonic (Sime et 
al., 1970), succinic (McAdam et al., 1971) and glutaric acids have 
now been accurately determined and a comparison of these is of 
interest. Table 3.11 lists the relevant information Y/ith the atom 
numbering corresponding to that in the glutarate. The molecular 
dimensions are remarkably uniform, only the angles involving the
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hydrogen bond differing appreciably. It is of‘interest that the
C-C-C bond angles increase uniformly with the hybridisation states
3 3 3 o 2 3 2of the terminal atoms i.e. from sp -sp -sp = 110.6 to sp -sp -sp =
119-4°, although in the latter case steric repulsion could contribute
to the v/iaer angle. 7/here the structures have been accurately
determined, as in sebacic, suberic and adipic acids (rlousty and
Hospital, 1965; 1966) a similar trend is discernible although,
perhaps not surprisingly, the angle is almost tetrahedral in
substituted malonic acids (van Sijck et al., 1965; Haas and Brenner,
1966).
In other respects the structures conform to the pattern found 
in the acids themselves (Goedkoop and MacGillavry, 1957) except 
that the first member is no longer anomalous. The residues are 
planar, or nearly so, and there is an alternation of structural type 
for the odd and even members of the series as indicated by the 
molecular symmetry in Table 3-11-
Neglect of the effects of librational motion, especially in 
small molecules, may lead to errors in the derived atomic coordinates 
and hence in the molecular geometry (Cruickshank, 1956). Inspection 
of the vibrational tensor components in Table 3-4 indicates that 
such effects are present in this case and an analysis of the 
vibrational ellipsoids in terms of rigid body motion m s  carried out.
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The method was similar to that described by Beagley and Small (19&3) 
for ammonium oxaraate. Y/ith the molecular centre of mass as origin, 
inertial axes R1, R2 and R3 were chosen parallel to a, b and c 
respectively, although it was assumed that only libration about R1, 
the axis of minimum moment of inertia, was significant. Hence 
the mean values of and of the atoms give the components,
T^ and of the rigid body translational motion in the
directions of a and jo. Atoms C(l) and 0(3) lie almost on the 
libration axis and their mean TJ^ value was, therefore, taken to be 
Tggj the tenser component of translational motion in the b 
direction. The residual motion of the remaining atoms is then made 
up of rotational oscillations about the libration axis. Through 
applying this correction the results listed in Table 3*12 were 
derived. Tnile emphasising the original values, we note that this 
treatment leads to bond length corrections which are statistically 
significant.
At the end of the refinement a three-dimensional, electron- 
density difference synthesis was calculated from which the 
contributions of all atoms, v/ith the exception of the acidic 
hydrogen were subtracted out. A section of the map, through the 
molecular plane, is shown in Figure 3*6 and a section through the 
hydrogen atom in the YZ plane in Figure 3*7« It may be seen that 
the map reveals residual electron-density peaks at the centres of
- 40 -
all the covalent bonds ranging in height from 0.13 to 0.23 e/?P 
and that there is evidence of lone-pair density around the oxygen 
atoms. The other peaks of significance in the map occur at about 
0*3 A above the C(l)-0(2) bond and at about the same distance from 
0(l). From the method given by Cruickshank (1949) the standard 
deviation in the electron-density was estimated as 0.03 e/^ P. In 
other situations, where comparable accuracy has been achieved, 
similar bonding features have been found (O’Connell et al, 1966; 
Kbster et al, 1970; Beagley and Snail, 1963) and indicate the 
need, in future, for the use of aspherical form factors in 
accurate work. In similar maps calculated during the analyses of 
potassium hydrogen mesotartrate (Kroon et al., 1971) and potassium 
hydrogen succinate (LlcAdam et al., 1971) double peaks were obtained 
at the expected positions of the protons. This interesting 
phenomenon is discussed in Chapter 6 and it is sufficient to state 
here that in potassium hydrogen glutarate no such evidence of 
disorder is found although the peak is very much elongated in the 
bond direction.
Although not affecting the positional or thermal parameters of 
the structure, extinction errors in the data served to conceal 
the details observed in the final difference map until an 
appropriate correction was made (Appendix II). The worst affected
- M  -
2 2
reflexion was 021 (Pq = 0,y6) and the value of the extinction
parameter was 0.32 indicating either a mosaic spread angle of 18.2 
seconds or 0.23 microns for the radius of the domains (both extreme 
values). Extinction was, therefore, very much lessened by the 
radiation damage. The correction was markedly anisotropic as has 
been observed in other refinements (Coppens .and Hamilton, 1970).
Chapter b
Potassium Trihydrogen Diglutarate 
and
Rubidium Trihydrogen Diglutarate
4* 1 Introduction
In addition to their "normal” acid salts which may be 
represented as MHT, dicarboxylic acids form salts of the general 
formula MHYHgY, where is the acid and 25, a monovalent cation. 
The literature of these "superacid” salts is not, however, 
extensive.
The first member of the series (HgY = oxalic acid) has been 
investigated in the form of its isomorphous potassium and 
ammonium salt hydrates, the former by X-ray diffraction (Haas, 
1964) and both by neutron diffraction (Currie et al., 19^ 7)• A 
feature of these, rather complex, tetroxalate structures is the 
linking of Type Bg acid salt dimers into infinite chains through 
short hydrogen bonds to the water molecules.
In connection with an investigation into crystals with curved 
boundaries, Marshall and Cameron (1907) studied the classical 
crystallography of potassium trihydrogen disuccinate (^Y = 
succinic acid) and quoted earlier references to its preparation. 
Recently, the unit-cell constants and space group of this salt 
have been determined (McAdam, 19^ 6) as have those of the 
corresponding malonate (Currie, 1971)* The available data are 
collected in Table 4.1. However, difficulties in obtaining 
crystals of a quality suitable for X-ray analysis have, so far, 
prevented the determination of these crystal structures.
From the information in Table 4«1, the tetroxalates are obviously 
not representative of the series and it therefore seemed desirable 
to investigate the structure of a later homologue. Accordingly, 
the following investigation was carried out of the isomorphous 
potassium and rubidium "superacid" salts of glutaric acid although 
only the structure of the former was studied in detail.
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4*2 Experimental 
Crystal Data
The crystal data for both salts aie contained in Table 4*2*
Preparation of Crystals
Potassium (rubidium) trihydrogen diglutarate (K/RbHylLut^) was 
prepared by dissolving glutaric acid and potassium hydroxide 
(rubidium carbonate) in hot aqueous solution in the ratio of 2:1 
(2:0*5) moles and crystallising by evaporation of the solvent* In 
the former case, the crystals obtained -were washed with methanol and 
recrystallised from water. On standing, large, colourless plates, 
elongated along c and with the (010) and (010) faces prominent, 
were obtained. The crystals are soft and fibrous and sane difficulty 
was experienced in obtaining one suitable for X-ray data collection* 
The rubidium salt solution yielded the normal acid salt as the first 
crop of crystals but, on standing, these redissolved and crystals of 
the "superacid" salt separated out*
The crystal canposition was checked by a density determination 
(flotation in methyl iodide/chlorobenzene) and was confimed by the 
X-ray analysis*
- 45 -
Preliminary
The a sin£ and b dimensions of the potassium salt were derived 
from a least-squares treatment of some high-order reflexions on an 
hko V/eissenberg photograph, the.ta values being measured by comparison 
with those of the superposed powder lines of aluminium (a (Al) = 
4*04907 A and X(CuKa^ ) = 1.54051 X. Other cell dimensions were 
obtained from V.'eisseriberg, precession and rotation photographs using 
CuKcc and KoK<x radiation.
Isomorphism of the rubidium and potassium salts was quickly 
established and the space group uniquely determined from the 
systematic absences (hoi if 1 = 2n + 1; oko if k = 2n + 1) to be 
P2^ /(c. With Z = 4, all of the atoms are thus in general positions 
and no symmetry restrictions are imposed on possible hydrogen bonds.
Initially, it was thought likely that, since the ratio H.A./ 
eA . a . for the potassium salt was 0.57, recourse would have to be 
made to the rubidium isomorph to solve the phase problem. However, 
in the event, this did not prove necessary and the structure of the 
rubidium salt was not investigated further.
Data Collection
A small, needle-shaped crystal was set to rotate with its 
needle-axis (c) parallel to the spindle-axis of a Tfeissenberg camera.
- kS -
Data v/ere recorded frcm the reciprocal-lattice nets hko-hk? with 
exposure times ranging frcm 40-70 hours and using CuXot radiation. 
Towards the end of the data collection the crystal v/as observed to 
become opaque. No correction v/as attempted for this probable 
decomposition but it should not give rise to serious error as layer- 
scaling v/as employed. The intensities v/ere derived from visual 
estimation of mul tipi e-film photographs and converted to structure 
amplitudes after applying the appropriate Lorentz, polarisation and 
rotation corrections (Tunell, 1939)- A total of 1,431 independent 
structure amplitudes were thus obtained (approximately eight per 
parameter) and a further 430 reflexions had intensities which were 
too weak to be measured.
Structure Determination
The coordinates of the potassium ion were deduced from a three- 
dimensional Patterson function computed from the 1,481 observed data 
and the subsequent structure-fact or calculation resulted in a value 
of R of 0.39. The derived phases were then used in conjunction with 
the observed amplitudes to compute a three-dimensional "electron- 
density" map from which the positions of eight of the nineteen, non­
hydrogen, atoms in the asynmetric unit were determined. Two further 
cycles of structure-factor/electron-density synthesis reduced to 
0.26 and revealed the positions of all except the hydrogen atoms.
- k i ­
ln the final map the only peak of any size (2e/£ ) not assigned v/as 
in a position chemically reasonable for a water molecule (ir*«**0£s 
2.8 A). Eov/ever, a difference synthesis failed to reveal this or 
any further peaks and refinement of the structure by least-squares 
methods was begun.. ^
Structure Refinement
Pour cycles of full-matrix, least-squares refinement in which 
three positional parameters and one isotropic thermal parameter for 
each atom as well as a scale-factor for each layer of data were 
allowed to vary, reduced R to 0.18 (R' = 0.042). The weighting scheme 
v/as;
,/w = 1*0 for |Pq j 50, /w = 50/|Pq | for |pQ| > 50.
At this point, overall scaling was achieved by applying the 
appropriate, refined scale-factor to each layer of data. A further 
four cycles of block-diagonal least- squares refinement, in which 
the thermal parameters of the atoms were allowed to vary anisotropically, 
reduced R to 0.154 (R' = 0.059). The weighting scheme used now had 
the form,
w = 3  ~ cxp(~pi ( s i n e / \  ) 2)_ 7 / 3  + p2 iF0 l-7>
P^  and Pg being varied to ensure approximately constant averages of 
SwA2 for reflexions batched according to sin0/\ and |p |. These 
parameters had values at the end of the refinement of 5 and 0.05
- i r ­
respectively, Finally, the removal of twenty extinction-affected
2 2reflexions (with FQ /T as low as 0,25) from the refinement led 
to convergence after a further four C3rcles at R = 0.1207 (R* = 
0.0261). Difference syntheses, computed at the end of both 
isotropic and anisotropic refinements did not reveal any hydrogen 
atom positions nor any spurious detail.
The observed and calculated structural data are listed in 
Table 4*3 and an analysis of their agreement is given in Table 4*4* 
The final fractional and orthogonal coordinates and vibrational 
parameters are listed in Tables 4*5 and 4*6 respectively. The atomic 
scattering factors used throughout were taken frcm ”International 
Tables” (1962).
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Table 4*2
Comparison of crystal data for potassium and rubidium trihydrogen 
diglutarate .
M = K Rb
F.W. 302.10 348.48
a (A) 11.219(3) 11.134(8)
b (5) 12.691(4) 13.306(9)
c (A) 9.437(8) 9.232(8)
£ (°) 92.75(25) 94.4(5)
U (A5) 1342.03 1363.7
Dm (g/cc) 1.46 1.64
Dc(g/cc) 1.495 1.697
z 4 **
F(000) 632 704
u(Cu-KoC)(cm”1) 37.6 58.3
Space Group
I |0 I II I I I I)
l r cm i cue * i  f on i  calc * l  r 0(1 f calc 
a.i• 4.0 • 10.4• 4.)• 5.35.0
• > ,a20.a
5.4
-u,«14.1 .29.0
•121.6 • 03,1 .20.0
26.2
• 4.0
-I 3.6• 5.829.3 
21.6.13.240,0 
• 20.6
15.3 
*.224.3
Table 4„3 KHo01ut„ : Final calculated
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structure factors and observed structure 
amplitudes.
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Table k,5
KH3Glut2# Final fractional (x, j;, zx 10^ ) and orthogonal (X», Y,
o LN
Z 1 in A x 10 ) coordinates.
(X' = ax sin P; Y = b£*, Z' = ax cos P + cz)
X I z X ' Y Z 1
K(1) 1,221 4,180 4,337 1,368(2) 5,305(2) 4,027(2)
0(1) 721 3,000 8,237 808(8) 3,808(10) 7,734(9)
0(2) 2,291 2,937 6,373 2,567(8) 3,728(8) 5,891(8)
0(3) 2,623 1,316 7,103 2,940(7) 1,670(8) 6,562(8)
000 5,981. 4,774 7,81.1. 6,706(8) 6,058(8) 7,081(8)
0(5) 6,607 4,480 5,718 7,403(8) 5,685(8) 5,040(8)
0(6) 6,78 2 3,968 3,024 7,599(10) 5,035(12) 2,489(10)
0(7) 8,719 4,291 3,218 9,770(10) 5,446(12) 2,568(11)
0(8) 9,684 3,864 -3,411 10,852(9) 4,904(9) -3,740(9)
0(1) 2,862 2,079 6,350 3,207(9) 2,639(9) 5,838(10)
0(2) 5,857 1,996 5,341 4,322(13) 2,533(12) 4,833(14)
c(3) 4,618 2,986 5,240 5,175(11) 3,790(12) 4,696(13)
0(1.) 5,138 3,312 6,676 5,757(10) 4,203(12) 6,024(12)
c(5) 5,955 4,259 6,666 6,674(9) 5,406(11) 5,970(11)
0(6) 7,8i.1. 4,050 2,488 8,790(13) 5,140(15) 1,925(13)
0(7) 7,781 3,786 971 8,720(14) 4,804(20) 497(13)
0(8) 8,957 3,791 242 10,036(13) 4,811(15) -254(14)
c(9) 8,737 3,339 -1,293 9,791(14) 4,517(28) -1,691(16)
0(10) 9,762 3,303 -2,244 10,939(11) 4,448(11) -2,643(12)
Table 4«6
KH Glut^: Vibrational Parameters (A2 x 10^ ).’
2 n -22 -33 — 23 2-13 2—12
K(1) 498(11) 502(10) 504(15) -46(19) 330(19) -141(19)
0(1) 594(46) 959(63) 632(59) -415(84) 322(78) -286(83)
0(2) 570(42) 645(45) 622(54) -429(73) 451(73) -126(67)
0(3) 536(40) 605(43) 634(52) -472(70) 485(70) -110(63)
o (4) 635(46) 697(48) 588(54) 271(75) 471(76) 224(74)
0(5) 583(42) 617(43) 567(52) 94(69) 458(70) 295(63)
0(6) 747(59) 1441(90) 634(67) 299(111) 481(94) 450(113)
0(7) 787(61) 1180(80) 789(71) 211(112) 66(96) 407(108)
0(8) 727(54) 689(49) 738(63) -372(83) 360(86) -439(79)
C(1) 455(50) 446(47) 444(65) -58(78) 181(81) 106(74)
C(2) 802(78) 597(63) 723(89) 103(110) 960(135) 423(109)
0(3) 448(53) 780(74) 666(84) -59(113) 494(102) 349(98)
c(4) 508(58) 698(66) 557(78) -54(103) 16(96) 277(94)
0(5) 395(46) • 619(57) 461(69) 64(90) 156(80) -78(81)
0(6) 764(75) 940(93) 533(86) 232(124) 459(113) 292(129)
0(7) 683(79) 1739(155) 397(87) 330(161) 543(118) 97(167)
0(8) 645(69) 1034(96) 522(85) 67(129) 540(114) 226(125)
0(9) 596(76) 2356(246) 515(104) 503(239) 465(134) -91(214)
0(10) 567(60) 548(56) 537(74) 30(92) 370(97) -48(88)
Table k,7
KH-Glut-J Equivalent positions.
j 2
I X, yi z.
II 1 - x, i + y» 3/2 - z.
III 1 + x, y» " 1 + z*
IV 1 - X, -i + y, 3/2 - z.
V - 1 + X, y» 1 + z.
VI X, 12 - y» - i + z.
VII 1 - X, 1 - y» - z.
VIII - 1 + X, y» z.
IX 1 - X, 1 - y» 1 - z.
Table 4.8
g *
KH^dutg * Bond lengths (A) and angles ( ) in the glutarate residues.
C(1) - 0(2) 1.264(12) C(1) - C(2) . 1.503(17)
c(D - 0(3) 1.239(12) C(2) - C(3) 1.525(17)
C(5) - 0(*t) 1.282(14) C(3) - C(4) 1.507(17)
C(5) - 0(5) 1.212(13) C(4) - C(5) 1.513(15)
C(6) - 0(6) 1.322(17) C(6) - C(7) 1.469(19)
C(6) - 0(7) 1.211(17) C(7) - C(8) I.515O 9)
C(10) - 0(8) 1.191(15) C(8) - C(9) 1.487(21)
C(10) - o d m ) 1.314(14) C(9) - C(10) 1.493(19)
0(1)... 0(2) 2.550(12)
0(5)... 0(6) 2.61*0(1*0
0(1*)... 0(3JI) 2.513(11)
/cont*
Table b,S (contd.)
0(2) - 0(1) - 0(3) 122.7(9)
C(2) - 0(1) - 0(3) 119.7(9)
C(2) - 0(1) - 0(2) 117.6(9)
C(1) - C(2) - 0(3) 11%.6(9)
C(2) - c(3) - C(lt) 111.3(10)
0(3) - C(1») - 0(5) 11%.9(9)
C(%) - 0(5) - 0(5) 125.0(10)
c(if) - 0(5) - 0(10 112.%(9)
0(i») - c(5) - 0(5) 122.2(9)
0(5) - 0(5). ....0(6) 136.7(9)
c(6) - 0(6). 117.%(9)
0(1) - 0(2). 11%.0(7)
0(6) - 0(6) - 0(7) 121.5(12)
0(7) - 0(6) - 0(6) 110.7(12)
0(7) - 0(6) - 0(7) 127.8(15)
0(6) - 0(7) - c(8) 116.0(12)
0(7) - 0(8) -0(9) 109.6(11)
0(8) - 0(9) - 0(10) 119.9(12)
0(9) - 0(10) - 0(8) 120.9(12)
0(9) - 0(10) - o d m ) 117.1(12)
0(8) - 0(10) - O d 111) 121.9(11)
0(1) - 0(3).* 118.5(7)
c(5) - 0(%)." 115.5(10)
C(10V)- 0(1)....0(2) 110.0(10)
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Table 4*10
KH^Glut2 : Torsion angles in the glutarate residues.
Atom A Atom 3 Atom C Atom D Angle (°)
0(1) C(2) 0(3) c(4) 56.08
0(2) 0(3) 0(4) 0(5) All.22
0(6) c(7) 0(8) 0(9) -177.34
c(7) 0(8) 0(9) 0(10) -179.17
0(2) 0(1) 0(2) c(3) 40.17
0(3) 0(1) 0(2) c(3) -140.69
0(3) 0(4) 0(5) 0(4) 152.91
0(3) 0(4) 0(5) 0(5) -33.35
0(6) 0(6) 0(7) 0(8) -176*76
0(7) 0(6) 0(7) 0(8) 1.55
0(8) 0(9) 0(10) 0(8) -140.08
0(8) 0(9) 0(10) 0(11) 43.31
Table 4.11
€> ©
Intermolecular contacts (< 3*5 A) (A).
0 (1 )........0(3) 3.239(12)
0 (1 ) ........C(1) 3.274(13)
0 (2 ) ........0(8V) 3.168(13)
0(2)... C(10V) 3.260(14)
0 (5 )........0(7) 3.431(13)
0(5) ........c(6 ) 3.453(15)
C(1)... 0(4IV) 3.286(12)
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Figure 4*2 KH Glut : Contents of the unit- 
  3 2
cell projected along the £-axis.
Figure 4»3 KH^Glut^ • The crystal-chemical- 
unit.
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Figure KH Glut : The environment of the
* ' ...- " ■ 3 2
potassium ion® In addition to the symmetry 
operations shown, each atom has heen further 
translated by x, 1/2 - y, -1/2 + z (equiv. 
position VI).
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4.3 Description and Discussion of the Structure.
The crystal structure of potassium trihydrogen diglutarate is 
represented in its b and c axial projections in Figures 4.1 and 
4.2 respectively. There are four formula units of KH^(C^O^H^)2 in 
the cell so that the asymmetric unit is comprised of one potassium 
ion, three acidic hydrogen atoms and two gLutaric acid residues.
The numbered atoms in the figures denote the crystal-cheaiical-unit 
(C.C.U.), shown for clarity in Figure 4.3, and the two independent 
gLutarate residues are designated as R1 and R2. Roman numerals, 
here and elsewhere, refer to the equivalent positions in Table 4.7'.
From the bond lengths and angles given in Table 4.3', we may
deduce that R2 is a glutaric acid molecule (C-0 differences of 0.11
and 0.12 A) and that R1 is the half-acid anion, the atoms C(5),
0(4) and 0(5) constituting the carboxyl group (C-0 differences of 
o
0.025 and 0.067 A respectively). The relevant angles are also in 
agreement with this assignment; the differences in the C-C-0 
angles are respectively 13°, 17° and 4° for the carboxyl groups 
and 2° for the carboxylate anion. In addition, the assignment is 
chemically reasonable and accounts satisfactorily for the three 
acidio hydrogen atoms which we would expect to be covalently bound 
to atcms 0(1), 0(4) and 0(6). These hydrogens are included in 
Figure 4*3 but their positions were not established by the analysis.
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The glutaric acid molecules in Figures 4.1 and 4.3 are drawn with 
unshaded bonds to aid identification.
The structure contains two antiparallel helices formed from 
the end-to-end linking into infinite chains of R1 residues by
o
short (2.51 A), asymmetric hydrogen bonds (Figure 4.1). These 
chains spiral around the two-fold screw axes at |r, y, ^ and y,
J. In this respect, the structure is that of a Type Bg acid salt 
(Chapter 2). Cross-linking of the helices is accomplished through 
hydrogen bonds to the glutaric acid molecules which are arranged 
in ribbons along the edges of the cell. An 0(5) (carbonyl) oxygen 
atom of an R1 residue is linked through an acid residue to the 0(2) 
(anion) oxygen atom of the equivalent R1 residue in the cell (101). 
There is no linkage between helices in the same cell which are thus 
structurally, though not crystallographically, independent.
The potassium ion is coordinated to eight oxygen atoms at
o »
distances less than 3.1 A (Figure 4.4 and Table 4*9). Four of
these distances are less than 2.83 A and the others are between
o °
2.95 and 3.01 A. There are no further contacts less than 3*5 A
and two of the oxygen atoms (0(4) and 0(6)) do not, therefore,
coordinate to the cation; both are of the 0(H) type.
The carbon skeleton of the glutaric acid molecule is
substantially planar, the equation of the best least-squares plane
through these atoms being, in orthogonal coordinates,
-0.1173 X' -0.9729 Y -0.1992 Z\  = -3.54k ( I ) ,
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and the root mean square deviation of the atoms from this plane is 
0
0.014 A. The planes of the carboxyl groups make dihedral angles 
with this plane of 3.4° (c(6), 0(6), 0(7)) and 34.5° (0(10), 0(1), 
0(8)) respectively. The corresponding atoms in the R1 residue are 
not coplanar although the torsion angles, listed in Table 4.10 
indicate that atoms C(2), C(3), C(4) and C(5) approach coplanarity.
Six of the eight oxygen atoms in the asymmetric unit are 
involved in the formation of three independent hydrogen bonds, the 
exceptions being the carbonyl oxygens of the glutaric acid molecule. 
As expected, that bond linking the R1 residues is the shortest. Its
O
length, of 2.313 A, is the same as that found for a similar bond in 
ammonium hydrogen diacetate (Nahringbauer, 19&9) and does not 
differ significantly from that found in the B1 salt, rubidium 
hydrogen bisglycollate (Golic and Speakman, 1965a). The bond linking 
the anion to the acid molecule is in a similar environment and is 
of length 2.530 A. Although the determination is of modest 
accuracy it is of note that the dimensions in the carboxyl groups 
reflect this difference in bond strength. The remaining bond is 
similar to those found in carboxylic acid dimer3 and its length 
(2.640 A) is the same as that found in benzoic acid (Sim et al., 
1955). All of the C-0****0 angles are consistent with the 
formation of strong hydrogen bonds. The short hydrogen bonds make
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angles with both the donor and acceptor groups which are close to 
tetrahedral (113*5°, 110.0° and 118.3°, 114.0° respectively) 
whereas the angle of the longer bond with the acceptor group 
differs appreciably from this value (136.7°).
The remaining dimensions of the glutarate residues are not 
abnormal considering the accuracy of the determination and may be 
compared to those in a, a1 -dimethylglutaric acid (Martuscelli et al., 
1967); none deviate significantly from the expected values for
bonds and angles between atoms in similar hybridisation states.
/ 0 \The closest intermolecular contacts ( < 3*5 A), excluding 
hydrogen bonds, are given in Table 4*11* None of these are 
abnormal and the structure, as shown in Figure 4*2, is rather an 
open one.
All of the atoms in the glutaric acid molecule, with the 
exception of C(10) and 0(8) show pronounced anisotropic motion in 
the I) direction i.e. almost normal to the plane of the molecule.
A similar effect is also found in the planar glutarate residue in 
potassium hydrogen glutarate (Chapter 3). However, data errors in 
the present analysis arising from crystal decomposition and the 
method of independent, interlayer scaling used in the early stages 
of the refinement, (where there is a correlation between the thermal 
parameters and scale factor) would tend to make the thermal 
parameters unrealistic.
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The crystal structure of potassium trihydrogen difumarate
(HgY = fumaric acid) has recently been studied in three axial
projections (Gupta and Sahu, 1970a). The structure, although not
accurately determined, is similar to that described above,
residues of CO^CH^COg groups being linked into infinite
©
chains, by hydrogen bonds of length 2.58 A, parallel to the b- 
axis of a triclinic cell. Cross-linking occurs through hydrogen 
bonds to a fumaric acid molecule lying on a centre of symmetry.
4*4 further \york
Accurate, three-dimensional, neutron-diffraction data have 
now been collected and should provide confirmation of the above 
structure particularly as they will allow the hydrogen atoms of 
the carboxyl groups to be accurately located. An increase in 
0-H length with decreasing 0**##0 distance In the three hydrogen 
bonds is to be expected.
Chapter 5
Potassium Kydrogen Di-m-chlorobenzoate
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5*1 Introduction
Some acid salts of the general formula (CgK^XCOg^ HK(where 
X = halogen) were described by Parmer ,(1903) and the crystal structure 
of the potassium acid salt of o-chlorobenzoic acid (KHo2) a^s been 
determined (Mills and Spealanan, 1963b).* This determination is of 
particular interest in connection with the present study, which 
arose out of attempts to prepare the potassium acid salt of 
a-chloroperbenzoic acid.
When it became evident in the course of the analysis, that 
the crystals under study v/ere those of the reduced salt it was 
decided to continue the investigation of their structure. This 
was because, first of all, the similarity in cell-dimensions and 
space group between the m- and jo~ substituted salts is intriguing 
(Table 5.1) and suggests a very close similarity of structure.
This, in turn, is indicative of similar packing arrangements and 
it was thought to be of interest to study the changes Y/hich are, 
in fact, effected. Secondly, the accuracy achieved in the XHj^ 
determination should now be improved upon with a consequently 
better determination of the hydrogen bond length in salts of this 
type.
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5*2 Experimental 
Crystal Data
The crystal data for potassium hydrogen di-m-chlorobenzoate 
(KHm2) and potassium hydrogen di-jD-chlorobenzoate (KH£2) are listed 
in Table 5*1• Their similarity is remarkable.
Preparation of Crystals
Two equivalents of m-chloroperbenzoic acid were added to one 
of potassium carbonate in ethanol and the mixture was gently 
refluxed until the solid material dissolved. The salt, which 
separates on cooling, was recrystallised from 9 alcohol. 
(Recrystallisation from water results in recovery of the 
corresponding acid). Transparent laths, elongated along _c and 
with the (100) and (Too) faces prominent, were obtained. Their 
infrared spectrum is typically that of a Type acid salt.
(One would, of course, use m-chlorobenzoic acid in deliberate 
attempts to prepare the crystals under study).
Preliminary
Accurate cell-parameters were obtained from a least-squares 
treatment of seme high-angle reflexions whose theta values were 
measured precisely on the four-circle diffractometer prior oo 
data collection. As is the case in almost all Type A acid salt
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structures, the space group of KriUg is not uniquely determined from 
the systematic absences (hkl when h + k is odd, hoi when h or 1 is 
odd and oko when k is odd). The possibilities are Cc (No, 9) or 
C2/c (No, 15) and the choice of the centrosymmetric alternative is 
assumed justified by the successful outcome of the analysis. This 
choice implies a Type structure, there being four formula units 
in the cell.
Data Collection and Seduction
A crystal of dimensions 0,56 x 0*3^ - x 0,03 mm was mounted on
3£
.a Hilger and'.Vatts, Y290 four-circle diffractometer, c was almost 
vertical at chi = 0..
The intensities of the complete quadrant of reflexions hk(l-l), 
to a maximum 9 of 30°, were measured using LIoKft radiation. Each 
reflexion was scanned using the moving-crystal, moving-counter 
technique (iu/20 scan) with uu moving in 50 steps of 0,02 • The 
counting time at each step was 2 seconds and, at the beginning and 
end of each scan, a 20 second background, count was made with crystal 
and counter stationary. After averaging equivalent reflexions a 
total of 2,067 independent intensities were obtained and of the 
corresponding structure amplitudes, derived by application of the 
appropriate Lorentz, polarisation and rotation factors, 1,283 were
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significantly above the background levels (F > 3cf|f |). No 
corrections for absorption were applied, although the crystal was 
measured so that such a correction could be carried out at a later 
date. Details are given in Table 3*10.
Structure Solution and Refinement.
Three-dimensional Patterson and electron-density syntheses
led to a straightforward determination of the atomic positions.
The discrepancy factor, based on structure factors calculated from
the heavy-atom positions only, v/as 0.49 s^ nd fell to 0.242 with the
inclusion of all non-hydrogen atoms in the calculation. At this
o
point the electron-density map revealed one spurious peak, 0.1 A 
removed from 0(l) in the b direction. This was assumed to arise 
from the anisotropic thermal motion of this atom. Similar anisotropy 
is evident in EHgg*
Thereafter, two cycles of full-matrix, least-squares 
refinement with isotropic thermal parameters, followed by three 
cycles in which the atoms were allowed to vibrate anisotropically 
reduced R, far the full data-set, to 0.114 (R* = 0.033). The 
introduction of the hydrogen atoms in, and their refinement from, 
chemically reasonable positions further reduced this value to 
0.109 (R* = 0.018). Finally, two cycles of refinement were carried 
out using the ” observed” data only and convergence was reached ao
R s O.O67 (R* = 0.007). The fractional coordinates did not alter 
significantly as a result of this latter procedure although there 
was a slight increase in their estimated standard deviations*
The weighting scheme used throughout was of the form,
v = 3  - erp(-Pl (sine/X)2)_7 / 3  + P2 lp0L7>
and at the end of the refinement p. = 3 and = 0.1.1 *2
The final positional and vibrational parameters are given in 
Tables 3*2 and 5*3 the values in the latter being those of Uij in 
the expression,
exp Jp2t?(u^  ^ h^a* 2 + + U^l2cs2 + 2U2^ klbXcX + 2U^lhc*a*
+ 21^2 hka“bK)_J7.
Estimated standard deviations (’observed" data only), derived from 
the inverse of the least-squares matrix, are given in parentheses. 
Observed structure amplitudes and final calculated structure 
factors are listed in Table 3*4 sund their agreement is analysed 
in Table 3.3. In all structure-factor calculations the atomic 
scattering factors listed in "International Tables", Volume III 
(1962) were used.
Tables and Diagrams
Table 5.1
Crystal data for potassium hydrogen di-m-chlorobenzoate (KHm^ ) 
and potassium hydrogen di-p-chlorobenzoate (KHp^ )*
KHp^ (Mills and Speakman (1963k))
Mol. wt. 
a (A) 
b (A) 
c (A)
p (°) 
o (X3)
Dm (g/cc)
Dc (g/cc)
Z
Space group 
V-(Mo-Ka) (cm ^)
kh£2
351.2
32.551(8)
3.831(10)
11.450(6)
94.63(6)
1427.8
1.63
1.634
4
C2/c
7.51
351.2
33.205(6)
3.846(20)
11.212(3)
90.09(2)
1431
1.62
1.629
4
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Table 5.4 
amplitudes 
factors .
KHn2 • Observed structure 
and final calculated structure
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Table 5.6 
KHn^i Equivalent Positions.
c.c.u. x, y» z. V X, 1+ y, z.
I - x, - y» -^ z. VI x, 1- y, 4 + z.
II .4 “ x* 4- y* - z. VII -x, 1+y» 4- z.
III X, -  y» 4+ z* VIII-x, ■1- y, - z.
IV - X, y» 4” z* ix i-x , 4+ y i 4 - z.
Table 5.7
KHm :
g  *
Bond lengths (A) and angles- ( ) in the acid residue.
0(4) - cid) 1.744(5) 0(2) - 0(3) 1.392(6)
0(1) - 0(1) 1.290(6) C(3) - 0(4) 1.386(6)
0(1) - 0(2) 1.223(6) C(l*) - 0(5) 1.378(7)
C(1) - 0(2) 1.503(6) C(5) - 0(6) 1.395(7)
0(3) - H(3) 0.87(7) 0(6) -7 0(7) 1.382(7)
C(6) - H(6) 0.89(8) C(7) - 0(2) 1.394(6)
0(7) - H(7) 0.95(6) o(D 0(17III)2.437(7)
0(1)— -0(1) • ••<» o d 7111) 111.6(3) c(7) - 0(2) - 0(3) 120.1(4)
0(1) - C(1) - 0(2) 123.8(1*) 0(2) - 0(3) - 0(4) 118.4(4)
0(1) - 0(1) - C(2) 114.5(1*) 0(3) - 0(4) - 0(5) 122.4(4)
0(2) - 0(1) - 0(2) 121.8(4) 0(4) - 0(5) - 0(6) 118.7(4)
C(1) - 0(2) - 0(3) 119.5(4) 0(5) - 0(6) - 0(7) 120.1(5)
0(1) - 0(2) - C(7) 120.4(4) 0(6) - 0(7) - 0(2) 120.4(4)
0(3) - 0(1*) - cid) 119.8(4)
0(5) - 0(1*) - 01(1) 117.7(3)
Table 5.8
KHm^: Environment of the potassium ion. Distances in
angles in degrees.
K(1) ..
K(1) ••
0(2) / 0(2IV)
0 ( 1 ™ )  /  o d * 1)
2.750(4)
2.798(4)
k (d  ••• . 0(2r a ) / 0(2V) 2.925(4)
0(2) ... K(1) ...0(2IV) 99.0(1)
0 ( 1 ™ ) ... K(1) . • • o d V I) 138.1(1)
0(2r a ) ... K(1) ...0(2v) 91.3(1)
0(2) ... K(1) . . . o d V I) 113.2(1)
0(2) ... K(1) ...0(2v) 84.9(1)
o d r a i ) ••• K(1) ...0(2v) 66.3(1)
0(2IV) ••• K(1) . . • o d V I) 94.0(1)
0(2IV) ... K(1) ••*0(2V) 176.1(1)
Table 5.9
KHiel,: Intermolecular contacts (< 3.7 A) (A).
Cl(1) •• • C(^) 3.508 (5)
Cl(-l) •• • o O 3.578 (6)
Cl(1) . . . C1(1IX) 3.605 (3)
c i d )  • • • C(5VI) 3.654 (5)
01(1) •• C(5V) 3.706 (5)
0(1) •• OO1). 3.130 (5)
0(1) •• C O 1) 3.149 (6)
c(5) . . C(6V) 3.535 (7)
0(3) •• C(2V) 3.539 (6)
01(1) •• iKe*1 ) 2.91 (6)
0(2) • • H(7n I ) 2.72 (6)
H(3) •• H(6m ) 2.69 (9)
H(3) •• H(7I n ) 2.87 (9)
H(3) •• m n ) 2.94 (9)
Table 5.10 
ICHm^ : Crystal measurements.
h k 1* 2**
1 0 0 0.04
1 0 0 0.04
0 1 0 0.17
0 T 0 0.17
0 0 1 0.28
0 0 T 0.28
Indices of bounding planes.
XX Perpendicular distance from plane to origin. The origin 
is chosen at the crystal centre.
(a) (b)
Figure J5d Part of the crystal structures of 
KH]3g (a) and ICHrv, (b), as seen along the b - 
axis .(Drawn in orthogonal coordinates.)
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5*3 Discussion
As expected, the overall packing requirements of KHm^ are 
satisfied in much the same way as are those of KH£2 (Figure 5.1) 
differences in cell-dimensions being accounted for, mainly, by 
'the differing chlorine atom dispositions. Both salts are of 
Type A ^ with very short hydrogen bonds lying across centres of 
inversion. The numbered atoms in Figure 5.1 comprise the 
crystal-chemical-unit (C.C.U.) and Roman numerals refer to the 
equivalent positions in Table 5*6.
The plane of the benzene ring in KHm,, is described by the 
equation,
0.1891 X* -0.9130 Y + 0.3614 Z* = -0.0912 (A)... (1),
o
and only C(5) deviates by as much as 0.004 A from this plane.
Similarly, the atoms C(1), C(2), 0(1) and 0(2) do not 
deviate significantly from the plane,
0.1851 X' - 0.9574 Y + 0.2218 Z1 = -0.1288 (8) (2)
However, unlike the situation in KHp2, in potassium hydrogen
di-p-hydroxybenzoate (Manojlovic, 1968) and in potassium
hydrogen bisphenylacetate (Manojlovic and Speakman, 1968), the
deviation of the proton (assumed to lie at the centre of symmetry)
o
from this plane is appreciable (0.13 A) and results in a 
deviation of the acceptor oxygen atom from the plane of -C-C02 
of 0.26 A. Atoms C(5), C(2) and C(1) are collinear, within error
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and the dihedral angle of 8.4° between planes (1) and (2)
arises from a twist about the C—C bond* The corresponding
angle in KHj>2 is 9°.
The displacement of the chlorine atom from the pi are of the 
o
.benzene ring is 0.026 A and the C(7)-#°C(4) - Cl(1) angle is 
178.6(3)°. This is in contrast to the situation in KHgg where
o
the corresponding displacement is 0.13 A. In both salts the
shortest C1...C1 intemolecular contacts are between pairs of
o
screw-related atoms and the distances of 3*605 A (KEm ) and 
o
3.379 A (K%2) are as expected from the normally accepted van der
Waal's radius of chlorine. However, in Kri£2 a second contact,
between centrosymmetrically related atoms, occurs and was deemed
to be responsible for the displacement of the chlorine atom from
o
the ring. Its absence (> 4 A) in KHm2 would tend to support this 
assumption. Coplanarity of the chlorine atom with the ring has
Q
been observed in conjunction with a C1**®C1 distance of 3*40 A 
(Hughes and Trotter, 1971) but such an occurrence may require 
especially favourable geometry (Sakurai et al., 1963).
Bond lengths and angles in the acid residue are listed in 
Table 5.7 with standard deviations, derived from the least-squares 
residuals, in parentheses. No corrections were applied for 
torsional motion but errors from this source are not expected to 
be significant.
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The C-Cl bond length of 1.744(5) A agrees with that found in
KH£, in 4-acetyl-21 -chlorobiphenyl (Sutherland et al., 1968) in
di-£-chlorophenyl hydrogen phosphate (Calleri and Speakman, 1964)
and in 2,6 dichloro-4-nitroaniline (Hughes and Trotter, 1971)
-although it is longer than the value for such bonds given in
"International Tables" (1962). Palenik et al., (1968) have
tabulated the lengths of twenty-six, aromatic C-Cl bonds and find
o
a mean length of 1.737(16) A.
c
The exocyclic C-C bond length of 1.503 A is longer than that
2 0 predicted between two sp hybridised carbon atoms, viz. 1.476 A
(Dewar and Schmeising, 1959) but is the same as that found in
£-nitrobenzoic acid (Sakore and Pant, 1966) and in potassium
hydrogen di-£-hydroxybenzoate (Manojlovic, 1968). In benzoic acid
©
the corresponding length is 1.48 A (Sim et al., 1955) and it is
1.487 A in KH£2« The dimensions of the carboxyl group are as
expected for a salt of this type and the bond lengths within the
o
benzene ring (mean = 1.388 A) are normal.
The angle within the ring involving C(4) is greater than, and 
the two adjacent singles less than, 120°. This effect may be 
attributed to directionally non-equivalent hybridisation at C(4) 
resulting from the influence of the electronegative chlorine (e.g. 
Carter et al., 1966). As is often the case in X-ray diffraction
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studies the C-H bond lengths are shorter than normal. (The value
of C(5) - H(2) is not given since H(2) experienced an abnormal
°shift (to within 0*5 A of Ci(1)) in the last least-squares cycle.).
It is of interest that the hydrogen bond length in KHm^ is 
less than that in Although the difference is not statistically
significant it is in the direction expected from the differing 
strengths of the two acids.
Unlike the other potassium salts discussed in this thesis, 
the cation in KHm,> is six-coordinate. Details are given in 
Table 5.8. The re are three pairs of symmetry-related oxygen atoms
and hence, nine independent angles. The mean K+,*®0 distance of
a ® ®2.824 A compares with 2.900 A in potassium hydrogen glutarate and
reflects the decrease in K+««*0 distance with coordination number, 
generally observed.
The closest intermolecular contacts are listed in Table 5*9«
None appears to be abnormal.
5.4 Further Work
The data for KHm^ should now be corrected for the effects of 
absorption and, more especially, of extinction. Errors from the 
latter source would seem to be appreciable,(Table 5*4). Having 
thus established more accurate parameters the calculation of 
final difference maps would then be of interest.
Bart H I
Cyystal-Structure Analyses by Neutron Diffraction
Chapter 6
Potassium Hydrogen Di-trifluoroacetate
6.1 Introduction
The crystal structure of potassium hydrogen di-trifluoroacetate 
(KHCCF^CO^^) has been shown, by an X-ray analysis (Golic and 
Speakman, 196^ 3), to be that of a typical Type acid salt 
(Shrivastava and Speakman, 1961) with a very short hydrogen bond 
connecting two equivalent trifluoroacetate residues across a 
centre of inversion. Compounds of this type, briefly alluded to 
in Chapter 2, contain features and exhibit properties which, 
except for the formation of anion dimers rather than of infinite 
chains, are essentially similar to those of the Type A^ salts 
already discussed.
As in all of these salts, interest in the present structure 
is focussed primarily on the hydrogen bond and, in particular, on 
the nature of the potential function for proton motion. Detailed 
information concerning the shape of this function in Type A acid 
salts is probably not accessible from a single experiment and two 
approaches would appear to be of promise. The first involves 
establishing accurate vibrational parameters, especially for the 
proton, which may, in themselves, provide valuable insights into 
the dynamics of the bond (Sequeira et al., 19&7) and, in 
conjunction with the observed spectroscopic frequencies, may 
provide almost conclusive evidence of a symmetric single-minimum
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function (McGaw and Ibers, 1963; Ellison and Levy, 1965). The 
second approach is to investigate the consequences of substituting 
deuterium for hydrogen in the bond, the absence of any abnormal 
isotope effect being expected if the function is indeed of the 
single-minimum type (Rundle, 196^ ).
Such information of necessity requires an accurate neutron- 
diffraction investigation and, because of its low hydrogen content 
and hence small, incoherent scattering terra, potassium hydrogen 
di-trifluoroacetate is particularly suitable. At a later date, it 
was proposed to carry out a parallel analysis of the deuteriated 
material (Chapter 7) and the present study, therefore, constitutes 
Part 1 of the first investigation of the isotope effect in probably 
symmetric 0***°H**#o0 bonds.
Thanks are due to Professor D. Hadzi who supplied a large 
crystal and to Messrs. Barr and Stroud Ltd., who provided the 
necessary crystal-cutting facilities.
6.2. Experimental
The crystal data, established by Golic and Speakman (1963b), are ;
Potassium hydrogen di-trifluoroacetatei KlKCF^CO^^ • F.v/.= 2o6.1.
a = 8.773(5), b = 10.169(6), c = 9*255(6) A, (3 = 99*85(7)°.
U = 813.5 S'5, D = 2.085g/cc, Z = *t, D = 2.171g/cc, F(000) = 520.—  ^ —  -c
Space group - I2/a (transformation of C2/c (No. 15) by ToT/010/001).
o
(in addition the linear absorption coefficient for neutrons ( A .   ^1A) = 
0.^ 7 cm'"'1).
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Data. Collection
The neutron beam, with a flux at the specimen of approximately 
5 27 x 10 n/cm /sec, was derived from the DIDO reactor at the
A.E.R.E. Harwell and monochromated by means of reflexion from the
(k22) planes of a beryllium-doped copper crystal to a wavelength 
e
of 1.171 A. A slab, of approximate dimensions 1.3 x 0.6 x 0.2 cm, 
cut from the large crystal supplied by Professor Hadzi was used in 
the experiment and, to prevent decomposition owing to the 
hygroscopic nature of the material, was enclosed in a soda-glass 
tube during data collection.
After some initial difficulty in finding recognisible 
reflexions, the orientation of the crystal was deduced from X-ray 
precession photographs and it was adjusted so that the reciprocal 
axis (101^was aligned with the phi-axis of a Ferranti Mark II, 
four-circle neutron diffractometer (Bunce and Wheeler, 1963;
Dyer, 1966; Arndt and Willis, 1966). This machine is semi­
automatic in that punched tape instructions are used to advance 
the crystal and counter in small angular steps through each 
reflecting orientation. At each step the number of neutrons, 
detected by means of a boron-trifluoride counter during a fixed 
monitor count of the main beam, is recorded on punched tape. 
Similarly, the background count, on either side of the peak, is 
measured. Preparation of the control tapes was carried out using
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the programs of Powell (1965) and Curry (1966).
After carefully centering the crystal and minimising the 
background counts as much as possible by means of cadmium slits 
in the collimator and counter, initial scans through some high- 
order reflexions confirmed the accuracy of the cell dimensions and 
the satisfactory nature of the crystal. For data collection, the 
tt/20 scan mode, with yj moving in 50 steps of 0.0*t°, was employed 
and, during two visits to Harwell, data, from the complete quadrant 
hkl-hkl were collected to a maximum 8 of 33° • Instrumental 
,fblind spots" were circumvented by measuring equivalent reflexions 
as necessary. The neutron intensities were corrected for the 
Lorentz effect and reduced using a program due to Curry (1967)j 
giving a total of 1168 structure amplitudes of which 8^ 9 with 
fF j > 30 (F) were considered significant.
I should like to thank Dr. A. Me Adam and Mr. R. S. Dunlop 
who collaborated at different times during the data collection.
Structure Refinement
The space group is I2/a with the eight-fold equivalent positions:
°» °i 0; I, 2, + (x, y, z; x, -y, i + z) so that the potassium
and hydrogen ions occupy special positions of 2 and 1^ symmetry
respectively while all of the other atoms are in general positions.
Refinement was initiated from the set of fractional coordinates
and thermal parameters derived by Golic and Speakman from the X-ray 
analysis.*
* By a typographic error y/h for potassium was published as 0.21876 
instead of 0.28120.
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The neutron scattering lengths for the atoms were as tabulated 
by Bacon (1962) and had the values;
K, F, 5-5f; 0, 5.77f; C, 6.6lf; H, -3.78f.
Initially, refinement was based on all 998 reflexions measured
during the first visit to Harwell with a weight for each, assessed
1 2from the counting statistics, of w = /a (F). However, this 
individual weighting inhibited refinement and led to anomalous 
positional and thermal parameters. This was found to have arisen 
from too much emphasis being placed on those terms with high values 
of |Fq | and, accordingly, a weighting scheme was introduced such 
that,
/w = 1 if |Fq| < 4.0 and /w = 4.0/ | Fq I if |f | > 4.0
Four cycles of full-matrix, least-squares refinement, with anisotropic 
thermal parameters for all atoms, reduced R (= L'j a|/L|Fo |) from 
0.222 to 0.125 (R' = £wA2/£w|Fo(2 was 0.018) and the anomalous 
parameters were not now in evidence.
At this point the additional data, collected during the second 
visit to Harwell, were introduced into the refinement. Prior to 
this, however, all of the data were corrected for absorption errors 
using a version of the ORABS program (Busing and Levy, 1957) 
modified for use at Harwell by Dr. J. B. Forsyth. Given, as input, 
the absorption coefficient, the equations of the crystal faces with 
respect to the axes of the diffractometer when all of the circles
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are at datum (zero) positions, and the angle settings for each 
reflexion as calculated in the Powell program, this program 
calculates the path length through the crystal for each reflexion 
and evaluates the absorption correction by means of a Gaussian 
integration procedure. Details of the correction are given in 
Table 6.1.
Two further cycles of refinement, incorporating all of the 
corrected data, led to convergence at R = 0.125 (R1 = 0.018).
The agreement between equivalent reflexions indicated that 
the model was still under-refined and, from inspection of the 
data, this was attributed to the presence of errors arising from 
extinction of the diffracted intensities. Accordingly, a procedure, 
based on Zachariasen1 s (1967) treatment, was developed for the 
correction of these errors and is outlined in Appendix II. Three 
further cycles of refinement, with inclusion of the extinction 
parameter, reduced R to 0.0791 (R1 = 0.0090) and in the final 
cycle the shifts in the thermal parameters were not significant. 
Latterly, the weighting scheme adopted was of the form,
w = [1 - exp(-p^(sin 0/X)2)] / [1 + P2
Finally, two cycles of refinement were carried out using the 
849 "observed" data only. This reduced R to 0.0519 (R' = 0.0037) 
and led to a reduction in their estimated standard deviations
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while not affecting, significantly, the positional or thermal 
parameters. The values of p^  and p2 at the end of the refinement 
were 3*0 and 0.1 respectively.
Final atomic parameters are given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 
and also included for comparison are the results of the X-ray analysis. 
The observed structure amplitudes and calculated structure factors 
are given in Table 6,k and their agreement is analysed in Table 6.3« 
Estimated standard deviations in parentheses, were derived from 
the inverse least-squares matrix.
KH(CF,CO )_
____ D d d
1
Tables and Diagrams
Table 6.1
KH(CF CO ) : Details of the absorption correction.
3 £ £
Intercepts (a, b, c) in mm., of the bounding crystal faces with
the laboratory axes (X, Y, Z) from an origin point at the centre
of the crystal. In terms of the crystal, X and Y are parallel to
real vectors (010) and (101) respectively while Z is parallel to
*
the reciprocal vector (101). The equation of each face is given
, X y r  Z, by —/a + -/b + ~/c = 1.
a b c
1. 5.0 4.6 6.8
2. -2.0 2.4 2.6
3. 2.2 -3.0 -4.0
4.
00.CVJ1 -5.4 -3.8
5. -6.8 -4.0 9.0
6. -12.8 12.8 -4.6
Atomic absorption coefficients.
c, *u9; K, 3.5; 0, 3-9; F, 3.65; H, 35.0, barns.
Measured crystal volume = 140 mm^ (approx.).
Calculated crystal volume (ORABS) = 137 mm •
Range of transmission factors, 0.77 - 0.86.
Dimensions of Gaussian grid, 8 x 8 x 8.
Table 6.2
KHCCF^CO^)2: Final fractional (x, z x 10^ ) and orthogonal
(X'f Y, Z* x 10** A) coordinates. (X1 = ax sin P; Y = bjr;
Z' = ax cos P + cz).
«
(a) Neutron Analysis
x 2. z X' Y Z'
K + 50,000 28,118 25,000 %3,218 28,593(36) 15,63%
F(1) 6,212 32,487 59,65% 5,369(22) 33,036(28) 5%,277(27)
F(2) 25,693 38,706 77,%38 20,%79(28) 39,360(26) 68,113(20)
F(3) 10,601 53,006 63,732 9,163(27) 53,902(26) 57,393(28)
0(1) 27,750 33,843 %3,060 23,986(18) 3%,%15(18) 35,687(17)
0(2) 39,973 49,559 57,613 3%,551(22) 50,397(23) %7,322(21)
C(1) 17,267 41,248 63,791 1%,925(1%) %1,9%5(15) 56,%%7(1%)
0(2) 29,365 41,250 53>%97 25,382(13) %1,9%7(13) %5,10%(13)
H(1) 50,000 50,000 50,000 %3,218 50,8%5 38,771
(b) X-Ray iAnalysis
K + 50,000 28,120 25,000 %3,218 28,120 15,63%
F(1) 6,204 32,461 59,619 5,363 33,010 5%,2%6
F(2) 23,590 38,638 77,%%0 20,390 39,291 68,130
F(3) 10,544 53,053 63,729 9,11% 53,950 57,399
0(1) 27,638 33,947 %3,o8o 23,889 3%,521 35,723
0(2) 39,977 49,506 57,579 3%,555 50,3%3 %7,290
0(1) 17,507 41,230 63,80% 15,132 %1,927 56,%23
0(2). 29,307 41,198 53,617 25,332 %1,89% %%,761
H(1) 50,000 50,000 50,000 %3,218 50,8%5 38,771
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Table 6C4 KI^CF^CO^)^ • Calculated structure 
factors and observed stucture amplitudes.
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Table 6.5
KH(CF_CO_)_: Analysis of the agreement between |F I and |f I. N is the5 2 2 o c
number of reflexions.
(a) As a function of If , |
1*0 1I £ |fo I £ |fc I £|a | N R d |a |a
0 - 1.0 23.09 22.22 3.83 26 O.I670 0.148
1,0 - 2.0 393.64 578.17 36.94 263 0.0938 0.140
2.0 - 5.0 1373.65 1561.77 57.55 431 0.0419 0.133
5.0 - 7.0 450.15 456.51 15.18 77 0.0337 0.197
4.0 - 15.C) 441.80 463.85 25.67 52 O.O581 0.494
(b) As a function of sin 6A
sin 9A
0.0 - 0.1 12.97 14.10 1.13 3 0.0875 0.378
0.1 - 0.2 123.75 135.21 15.44 25 0.1248 0.618
0.2 - 0.3 226.95 230.32 14.59 55 0.0643 0.265
0.5 - 0.4 435.66 428.76 19.47 108 0.0449 0.180
0.4 - 0.5 695.91 686.96 27.48 183 0.0396 0.150
0.5 - 0.6 622.05 616.95 27.04 218 0.0435 0.124
0.6 - 0.7 569.05 570.04 34.01 257 0.0598 0.132
All 2682.54 2682.34 139.16 849 0.0519 0.164
Table 6.6
KH(CF^C02)2: Components of the tensors of rigid-body translational and
©2 4 2\
rotational motion, (Tj.: i*1 A x10 ; t» in degrees ) with respect to the
J "‘‘J
inertial axes.
11 22 33 23 31 12
I 329(28 ) 292(H) 209(37) 0(35) -32(27) 18(27)
oi 50.9(10.7) 14.1(4.1) 12.5(3.9) 0.1(3.4) 3.5(3.2) 4.3C3.3)
Moments of Inertia (origin at C(2)):
I, - 211, I2 = 588, I = 520. X IO-1*0 g/cm2.
Table 6.7
KlKCF^CO^)^: The values of the observed (lower) and calculated (upper)
Uij's with respect to the inertial axes of the molecule (in x 10**).
2ii —22
K\OJ
C\J
2%1 22i2
396 744 382 -59 152 . -11
F(1) 399 671 402 -29 236 5
387 482 499 -129 -179 -121
F(2) 466 472 469 -70 -198 -264
388 473 623 176 -207 181
F(3) 500 444 592 138 -277 349
376 463 225 14 -118 8
0(1) 327 439 245 22 -144 23
389 528 217 -14 -18 -1
0(2) 333 710 220 -53 11 -32
329 383 311 “3 -61 36
C(1) 274 332 318 -9 -61 47
329 292 209 -1 -64 37
0(2) 276 297 221 -13 -61 1
Table 6.8
KHCCF^CC^^* Fractional coordinates (x, j., z x 10^ ), corrected for 
thermal motion.
x £ z
F(1) 6,076 32,424 59,635
F(2) 23,714 38,687 77,560
F(3) 10,501 53,095 63,744
0(1) 27,711 33,779 42,991
0(2) 40,060 49,629 57,665
C(1) 17,203 41,249 63,823
C(2) 29,365 41,250 53,497
Table 6.9
KB.(CF^ CO ^  Bond lengths (A) and angles (°) in the acid residues, as
found by the neutron and X-ray analyses»
Neutron Neutron(corrected) X-ray
CO) - F(1) 1.324(3) 1.334 1.341(6
C(1) - F(2) 1.318(3) 1.327 1.310(6
C(1) - F(3) 1.331(3) 1.340 1.348(6
C(1) - C(2) 1.543(2) 1.349 1.313(7
C(2) - 0(1) 1.214(2) 1.223 1.212(6
C(2) - 0(2) 1.266(3) 1.277 1.268(6
0(2)-**-0(2IV) 2.437(4) 2.430 2.433(7
0(1 - C(2) - 0(2) 129.28(17) 129.47 128.4(4
0(1 - C(2) - C(1) 119.49(14) 119.33 120.1(4
0(2 - C(2) - C(1) 111.23(14) 111.20 111.6(4
F(1 - C(1) - C(2) 111.6406) 111.58 111.7(4
F(2 - C(1) - C(2) 111.42(15) 111.21 113.0(4
F(3 1 0 __
' 1 o ro N-/ 110.22(16) 110.15 110.9(4
F(1 - CO) - F(2) 108.30(19) 108.66 107.7(4
F(2 - C(1) - F(3) 107.21(19) 107.33 107.1(4
F(1 - CO) - F(3) 107.68(19) 107.74 106.3(4
C(2 - 0(2)*•••0(2^) 114.63(13) 114.07 115.6(4
Table 6.10
©
KH(CF^C02)2: Environment of the potassium ion. Distances in A,
angles in (°).
Neutron Neutron(corrected) X-ray
■0(2l:t)/3(2IV) 2.834(4) 2.824 2.840(4)
0(1)/0(1VI1) 2.839(2) 2.836 2.850(4)
F(3III)/F(3VI11) 2.967(3) 2.936 2.962(4)
0(1VI)/0(1V) 2.968(2) 2.960 2.966(4)
H(1) 3.210(3) - -
Angles (neutron analysis results only] 0(2XX), 0(2^) represents the 
angle 0(23r)-***K+**-oO(2IV).)
(All E.S.D.s are + 0.10°).
Ote11) , 0 (2 IV ) 73.55 0(2IX ) ,  0 (1 ) 89.55
0(2n ) ,  0(1V I1 ) 71.30 0(2I I ) 1 0(1V) 142.47
0(2I3[) t O d 71) 82.15 0(2IX ) ,  F(2m ) 125.12
0(2XI), F(3VI11) 143.45 0(1) ,  o d V I1 ) 156.33
0(1), 0(1V) 109.44 0 (1 ), 0(1V I) 80.52
F(3m ), F(3V I11) 61.24 F(3m ) ,  0(1V) 64.47
F(3m ), 0(1V I) 74.07 o d v ) , o d V I) 131.61
0 (1 ), F(3IX I ) 132.21 0 (1 ), F(3VI11) 71.41
Table 6.11
KH(CF^CO*)^: Equivalent positions.dL d.
I a - ** i + y» 1 - z
II x, 1 - y,-
iii i + x,4 + y»-i + z
IV 1 - x, 1 - y, 1 - z
v i + X, i -  y, z
VI i - x, i - y, i - z
VII 1 - X, y, i - z
VIII i - x,-i- + y, 1 - Z
Table 6.12
KH(CF^ C02)2! Intramolecular, non-bonded distances (A) (< ~f>%)
Corrected Corrected
F(1)...oF(2) 2.144(4) 2.162 F(1).o.-F(3) 2.144(4) 2.160
F(2)*•••F(3) 2.132(4) 2.149 F(1)*••°C(2) 2.375(3) 2.387
F(2).• • *C(2) 2.367(3) 2.377 F(3).••*C(2) 2.360(3) 2.372
F(1).•••0(1) 2.635(3) 2.643 F(2).••*0(2) 2.742(3) 2.735
F(3)#•••0(2) 2.754(3) 2.769 C(1)»••*0(2) 2.324(3) 2.337
C(1)....0(1) 2.387(3) 2.398 0(1)....0(2) 2.241(3) 2.261
0 0
Intermolecular contacts (A)(< 3A)
Corrected
F(1V)....F(/m ) 2:819(4) 2;809
m z)‘* * °F(2VI) 2.839(4) 2.839
r d 1).- F ( 2 VI) 2.908(4) 2.903
F(3V)....F(3rai) 2.946(4) 2.943
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Figure 6,1 KHCCF^COg^ : Thermal ellipsoids. 
(Fifty percent probability ellipsoids)*
Figure 6*2 KH(CF^C02 )2 : Thermal ellipsoids
(50 percent probability) of the CF^ group* 
projected along the C(1) - C(2) bond*
XFigure 6,3 KH^F^CQ^^ : b - axial projection 
of the contents of the unit cell.
0(1)
Y
0(1
z
ff&sure 6o4 KJH^CF^CGg)^ s Environment of the 
ctitioru
Figure 6*5 KH(CF^C02 )2 : Sections through the
hydrogen atom in the final neutron-scattering- 
density difference synthesis, this atom being 
excluded from the calculation. Contours are at 
equal, but arbitrary, intervals*
Figure 6®6 KH^F^CQ^)^ : X MINUS N map sections 
through the hydrogen bond in the XZ plane with 
the hydrogen atom* (a) excluded from and (b) 
included in the calculation** Contour’s are at 
0.05 e/83 with negative contours dashed®
0(2)
0<2)
o
Z
Figure 6.7 KH(CF3C02)2 : X MINUS N map
section through the C - C bond in the XZ 
plane shov/ing the residual density. Contours
o©
Figure fi.fi KH(CF3C02)2 : As Figure 6.6 but
with the inclusion (a) of the corresponding 
section from the X - ray difference map* the 
hydrogen atom being omitted from the 
calculation.
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6*3 Thermal Motion Analysis
If a molecule is undergoing angular oscillations then the derived
coordinates, and hence molecular geometry, will be subject to errors due
to the approximation of this motion to an ellipsoid for each atom. The
result is that the centre of the time-averaged electron-density
distribution is displaced from the true mean atomic position tov/ards
the centre of oscillation. However, if the motion is assumed to be
described by the libration of a rigid body then it may be expressed as
the components of two symmetric tensors, one of translational (Tij) and
one of rotational (u.)ij) vibration. A description of the motion is also
contained in the refined atomic Uij values and the tensor components may
be derived by a least-squares procedure in which the residuals,
S(Uij° - Uij0)2 are minimised. The derived rotational amplitudes (u)ij)
2
may then be used to calculate the bond length correction which is Jry) 
to a first approximation (Cruickshank, 1956). Corrections, as a result 
of rotations in different directions, are additive for mean square values.
An analysis of the thermal motion in potassium hydrogen di-trifluoro- 
acetate was carried out using a program due to Muir (1967)* The observed 
thermal ellipsoids are shown in Figure 6.1 and their values listed in 
Table 6.3» After successive refinements, in which the oscillation 
centre was taken to be (a) at the centre of the dimeric unit, (b) at the 
mass centre of the monomer and (c) at C(2), the last gave the best 
agreement between the observed and calculated mean square amplitudes of
- 71 -
vibration. This indicates some restriction of the motion of the 
carboxyl group owing to hydrogen bonding.
With C(2) as origin, the axes of minimum and maximum moment of 
inertia lie, respectively, almost along the C-C bond and normal to the • 
best -plane through the molecule. The third axis lies approximately in 
this plane. The components of the translational and rotational tensors 
describing the rigid body motion with respect to these axes are given 
in Table 6.6 and the Uij (calculated) and corresponding Uij (observed) 
values in Table 6.7* A comparison of the latter (r.m.s. delta =
0.006 A?) indicates that the motion is not fully described by the rigid-body 
approximation, probably as a result of the twisting of the trifluoromethyl 
group around the C-c bond. The projected ellipsoids of the CF  ^group 
along this bond are shown in Figure 6.2 and suggest this type of motion.
From the results, the rotational maximum occurs around the axis of
minimum moment of inertia and indicates a rotation around the C-C bond
of about 7°. There are smaller rotations (3*8 and 3*5 ) about the
other axes. The maximum translational motion takes place along the C—C
o
bond and has a value of about 0.18 A (r.m.s.). Corrected fractional 
coordinates derived from the refinement are given in Table 6.8 but 
emphasis is more properly placed on the uncorrected values.
6*4 Discussion
The crystal structure of potassium hydrogen di-trifluoroacetate has 
been fully described by Golic and Speakman (1963b) and only those
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significant differences, found as a result of the present analysis, will 
be discussed here. Table 6.9 lists the bond lengths and angles in the 
acid residues as determined by both X-ray and neutron diffraction. The 
values from the latter experiment are also given after correction for 
the effects of librational motion. The contents of the unit cell, 
projected along the b-axis, are shown in Figure 6.3 with the numbered 
atoms constituting the crystal-chemical-unit (C.C.U.). The environment 
of the cation is described in Table 6.10 and Figure S.k, Standard 
deviations, estimated from the least-squares residuals, are given in 
parentheses and Roman numerals , in all tables and figures, refer to 
the equivalent positions in Table 6.11.
The length of the C-C bond differs significantly in the two
O
determinations being 0.03 A longer from the neutron experiment.
3 2According to Brown (1939), the length of the bond between sp and sp
C
hybridised carbon atoms is expected to be about 1.505 A in agreement with
that found in ammonium acetate (Nahringbauer, 1967), in acetaldehyde
(Kilb et al., 1957) and in potassium hydrogen di-acetate (Currie, 1971).
However, the substitution of CF^ for the methyl group in the former two
Q
compounds results in an increase in the bond length to about 1.5^ + A 
(Cruickshank et al., 1964; Sutton, 1959) presumably owing to a 
redistribution of the electron density arising from the electronegative 
nature of the fluorines. It seems, therefore, likely that the longer 
hond length is the f,correctlf one in the present comparison. If the 
observed shortening is a genuine effect then to find an explanation is
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difficult. Certainly some residual density was detected in the bond 
(Figure 6.7) and could lead to an apparent shortening in the X-ray 
study as a result of an "asphericity shift" (Coppens, et al., 1969) but 
the size of the effect would seem to be too large to be wholly explicable 
on this basis.
The C-F distances are now found to differ much less markedly, none
©
deviating significantly from the mean value (1.32*+ A) and it is not, 
therefore, necessary to invoke non-bonded contacts to explain the 
shortness of C(1)-F(2). Indeed the shortest such contact (Table 6.12) 
is that of F(1^ )* •••F(3^’^ ) and not F(2^ )* •'• *F(2^ ) as found from the 
X-ray analysis. The length of a C-F bond decreases as the number of 
fluorines attached to the carbon atom increases (Peters, 1963) and the 
mean value of 1.32*+ [1.33*+] A in this investigation is at the shorter
O
end of the range found. It is less than the 1,3*+6 A found in the X-ray
study of ammonium trifluoroacetate (Cruickshank et al., 196*+), a
difference arising, perhaps, from the different techniques used. More
uniformity is now found in the C-C-F angles although that to F(3) is
smaller than the others, and, in accord with the electronic repulsion
theory of Gillespie and Nyholm (1957), the F-C-F angles (mean = 107.80°)
are less them the C-C-F angles (mean = 111.09 ).
Intramolecular, non-bonded distances and intermolecular contacts
less than 3 A are listed in Table 6.12; none would appear to be abnormal.
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The plane of best fit through the atoms 0(1), 0(2), C(1), C(2) 
and F(1) is represented by the equation,
' 0.5289 X* -0.6981 Y + 0.4826 Z* = 0.5905 (A), •••(1)
O
and only C(1) deviates by as much as 0.006 A from this plane. If the 
proton at the centre of symmetry is also included then the corresponding 
equation is,
0.5265 X' -0.7009 Y + 0.4812 Z» = 0.5699 (£), •••(2)
©
which differs only slightly from (1). Atom F(1) deviates most (0.01 A)
from this plane. The whole dimeric unit, therefore, with the exception
of four fluorine atoms, is virtually planar, the plane bisecting the 
angles F-C-F involving the out-of-plane fluorines.
A comparison of the neutron and X-ray thermal parameters reveals 
the commonly-found effect (Coppens et al., 19&9) that the diagonal 
components of the former are consistently lov/er even although, in this 
instance, the neutron data were corrected for absorption and extinction 
errors. This discrepancy may be interpreted as an indication of bonding 
and lone—pair electron compensation in the X-ray thermal parameters and 
should be remedied by the use of non-spherical scattering factors in 
subsequent X-ray data refinements (assuming, of course, that the nuclear 
thermal motion is expected to be the same as tWat of the surrounding
electron cloud).
The largest shift in the positional parameters is that of the 
x-coordinate of C(1) and is mainly responsible for the change in the C-C
bond length previously discussedo
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The Hydrogen Bond
The hydrogen bond in potassium hydrogen di-trifluoracetate has the
o • ~
remarkably short length of 2.437 A and the C-0-***0 angle of 114.6 
favours such strong bonding. This ranks with the shortest inter- 
molecular 0****0 distances known and we now consider the question of the 
proton position in the bond.
. Using as coefficients(calculated for all atoms except the 
proton)7 a " difference” neutron-scattering-density synthesis was 
computed at the end of the refinement. The resulting map was featureless 
except for the neutron-scattering density at the proton position, 
sections through which are shown in Figure 6.5. The peak, which is 
slightly elongated in the bond direction, has a diameter of about 1 X 
restricting the disordered positions of the proton (if such exist) to 
within about 0.1 A of the bond centre. Such a peak shape is similar to 
that found in other neutron-diffraction studies of short, symmetrical 
hydrogen bonds (Nilsson et al., 1968; Currie and Speaknan, 1970;
MoAdam et al., 1971), and is in contrast to those found in similar maps 
calculated using X-ray data where split peaks in the bond, across the 
symmetry element, have sometimes been detected (Kroon et al., 1971 >
Currie and Speaknan, 1970). The former authors believed this to be 
evidence of genuine proton disorder in such bonds but this view is 
untenable in the light of the neutron-diffraction evidence and because 
it also implies an infringement of the trends established for the 
variation of 0-H distance with 0,,,#0 (Nakamoto et al., 1935)* (The 
0-H distances observed are less than 1.0 A for 0***#0 distances of about 
2*4 A). Therefore, whatever these peaks represent, it cannot be proton 
disorder.
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A refinement of the above technique was employed, in the present 
study when an X-N map was calculated using the X-ray data of Golic 
and Speakman (1963b). (This is a Fourier synthesis with coefficients 
[F (observed X-ray structure amplitudes) - F Calculated from the 
neutron positional and thermal parameters using X-ray formfactor 
curves)]). A section through the hydrogen bond with the proton 
omitted from the calculation is shown in Figure 6.6(a). The 
elongation of the peak, closely parallel to the bond direction, is 
similar to that observed in potassium hydrogen glutarate (Chapter 3) 
and again, no peak splitting is evident. When the thermal motion of 
the proton is subtracted out the situation shown in Figure 6.6(b) 
is revealed. The peaks observed obviously cannot represent true 
hydrogen positions. The map in fact resembles that obtained as a 
result of subtracting isotropic from anisotropic thermal motion 
although the latter is presumably accounted for in the neutron 
thermal parameters. However, as discussed above, these are 
invariably less than those derived from the X-ray study in the 
direction of bonding effects and this is also presumably true of the 
proton motion in the bond. We may surmise then that the elongated 
peaks represent, not thermal motion, but a spread of electron 
density along the bond, a feature consistent with a broad, flat 
potential. This, in conjunction with small data errors, might lead
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to the detection of* double peaks in some cases* The hydrogen
o
nucleus is, therefore, within 0.1 A of the bond centre if not actually 
central.
The vibrational parameters of H(l) and 0(2) and the direction 
cosines of the hydrogen bond with respect to orthogonal axes are 
given in Table 6,13* These enable calculation of the mean square 
amplitudes of vibration of H(l) and 0(2) in directions parallel 
and perpendicular to the bond. Contributions to these values will 
come from the motion of the residue as a whole but the differences 
may be taken to represent the independent motion of the proton 
(KcGaw and Ibers, 19^ 3) • The derived values of 0.17 A r.m.s. 
(parallel) and 0.08 and 0.09 A r.m.s. (perpendicular to the bond) 
are typical of those found in similar bonds (Sequira et al, 19^ 7; 
Ellison and Levy, 1963) and indicate that a distinction bet?/een a 
disordered and single minimum model is unrealistic on this basis 
since the enharmonic proton motion encompasses the separation 
distance of the two wells. This preferential motion along the 
bond is shown in Figure 6.1. The mean square amplitude difference 
along the bond is consistent with the low values observed in the 
infrared asymmetric stretching frequencies of these salts.
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The section of the X-N map containing the carbon-carbon bond 
parallel to XZ is shown in Figure 6.7. The other bonds also showed 
some residual density but not so well resolved.
Extinction was fairly severe for this crystal resulting in a 
maximum decrease in the intensity of a reflexion of about 77£.
The final value of the extinction parameter is 2.45(3) giving an 
equivalent mosaic spread of 2.3 seconds or a mean domain radius 
of 2.9 microns. There was no marked anisotropy. Application of 
the correction resulted in a reduction in the R-factor of about 3% 
and an overall increase in the thermal parameters of about 1($.
Chapter 7
Ci
Potassium Deuterium Di-trifluoroacetate
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7*1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, an investigation, by diffraction
techniques, of the isotope effect in hydrogen bonds may provide
important information concerning the nature of the potential
function for the motion of the hydrogen atom and, specifically,
may enable its shape to be deduced purely from the diffraction
data in situations where the evidence is otherwise ambiguous*
Such an investigation, involving the detection of bond length
changes, is best carried out by neutron, rather than by X-ray
diffraction since, because of the difference in the neutron-
scattering lengths of hydrogen and deuterium, no ambiguity thus
arises as to the deuterium content of the sample. This is
particularly important in situations where a genuinely symmetrical
hydrogen bond is suspected since theory predicts (Rundle, 1964)
no abnormal effect in such cases.
It has been stated that ”It (the abnormal isotope effect) is
Q
unknown for the very short hydrogen bonds near 2.4 A, but serious 
attempts to find the effect in these bonds appear not to have been 
made." (Rundle, 1964). The analyses reported in this and in the 
previous chapter represent such an attempt. The results are 
consistent with a genuinely symmetrical hydrogen bond in potassium 
hydrogen (deuterium) di-trifluoroacetate and, hence, probably in 
all 3type A acid salts.
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The availability of accurate diffraction data for the D and 
H salts afforded an opportunity of testing the application of the 
isomorphous replacement method to neutron diffraction data with 
hydrogen as the replaceable atom. The results of this approach 
are discussed.
Thanks are, once again, due to Professor D. Hadzi far 
supplying the crystals and to Mr. R. S. Dunlop who collaborated 
during the data collection.
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7.2 Preliminary
The crystals supplied by Professor HacLzi were colourless, 
transparent bipyramids with well-developed faces and, in habit, 
closely similar to those of the "normal" salt (i.e. the hydrogen 
substituted analogue), the base of the bipyramid being enclosed 
by the real s l  and c axes. Prom infrared measurements (Hadzi,
1969) at least 7Q^ isotopic replacement in the hydrogen bond was 
suspected.
A preliminary X-ray study, with a crystal cut parallel to _c 
and sealed into a glass capillary tube, confirmed isomorphism with 
the "normal" salt and established the following unit-cell 
dimensions;
The values of a sin (3 and b were derived from a least-squares 
treatment of the angles of some fourteen high-order reflexions 
whose values of 0 were estimated from an hko Weissenberg 
photograph using the superposed powder lines of aluminium as an
Rotation and precession photographs were used to obtain the 
remaining dimensions.
Bata Collection
To prevent deuterium exchange with the atmosphere, the 
crystals were sealed into glass tubes prior to data collection* 
The first crystal examined was discarded when a preliminary
o 0
internal standard (a (Al) = 4.04907 A; A(OuKa^ ) = 1.54051 A).
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investigation indicated twinning (double peaks) and a second was
aligned directly on the 4-circle, neutron-diffractometer (e.g.
Currie, 19&9) 30 that the reciprocal vector (001)* was parallel
to the axis of the phi-circle. After centering on a strong,
general reflexion, the neutron beam width and counter window size
were carefully adjusted by means of cadmium slits in order to
achieve an optimum peak to background ratio. Preliminary scans
through some high-angle reflexions established the suitability of
the crystal and cell-dimensions and the data collection was begun.
During two separate visits to the A.E.R.E. Harwell, a
complete set of intensity measurements, covering the reciprocal 
o 0sphere to 0 = 55 (X = 1.170 A), was obtained using methods
similar to those described in the previous chapter.
On the first visit, the neutron beam (from the PLUTO reactor)
o
was monochromated to a wavelength of 1.142 A and 904 independent 
intensities were measured using the moving-crystal/moving-counter 
technique. In general, 2° scans were used but some of the 
strongest reflexions were remeasured with 3° scans, there being 
evidence of a wider mosaic spread than usual. There was no 
significant variation in the standard reflexion (664) during data 
collection. Measurements were completed during August 1970 when 
a further 377 data were collected. During this visit, the
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neutron beam was derived from the DIDO reactor and had a wave- 
o
length of 1.170 A. The number of accessible reflexions was thus 
slightly curtailed. In this instance the peak profile of each 
reflexion was suppressed and only the integrated peak and back­
ground counts were punched on tape. The scans were of 3° in uu 
with uj/20 moving in 76 steps and again there was no significant 
variation in the intensity of the standard reflexion (318).
Data Processing
Reduction of the "ELUTO" intensities, by methods previously 
described, resulted in 796 structure amplitudes with |p| > 3a(|pJ). 
However, structure amplitudes derived from the integrated 
intensity measurements, made during the second visit, did not 
refine satisfactorily and the fault was traced to the data 
reduction program. Accordingly, the data were reprocessed using 
a program written by the author which incorporated the equations 
given by Curry (1967) and some 348 significant structure 
amplitudes were obtained. The relatively high proportion of 
104-8 independent ” observed” data out of a total of 1281 justifies 
the use of a large crystal (Table 7.1) and is In part due to the 
almost complete absence of incoherently-scattering hydrogen in 
the crystal.
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Structure Refinement
The starting point for the refinement was the set of 
parameters obtained at the termination of the structure analysis of 
the "noimal" salt. Initially, only the 769 "observed" data 
collected during the first visit to Harwell were used with a 
weighting scheme of the form,
w s [1 - expC^ (sin 9A ) 2)] / [1 + P2!p0i ] » 
and p^ being adjusted as necessary to insure unifoimity of EwA 
for reflexions batched accordingly to sin9/A. and |PQI* The scatter­
ing lengths of K, C, F and 0 were as given in the previous chapter 
while that of deuterium was assumed to be 6.5f although this was 
considered as a parameter to be varied.
After six cycles of full-matrix, least-squares refinement 
with anisotropic thermal parameters, convergence was reached with 
R = 0.0742 (R* = 0.0065), In the last two cycles the occupation 
number of the deuterium position was allowed to vary. A similar 
treatment of the reprocessed "DIDO" data led to convergence, 
after four cycles of refinement, vdth R = 0,0569 (R* = 0.0056).
To this point the data-sets were refined separately since it 
was hoped that any variation in the extinction-affected terms as a 
result of measurement at two different wavelengths might lead to 
a determination of r and g for the crystal and hence to an 
absolute extinction correction (zachariasen, 19^ 7)* However, in 
the eventj the wavelength difference did not prove large enough 
and this investigation was not pursued.
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After correction for what proved to be the negligible 
effects of absorption (Table 7.1) the data-sets were placed on 
the same scale by means of reflexions common to both and 
refinement with the resulting 1048 independent data led to 
convergence after a further four cycles at R = 0.0713 
(R' = 0.0068).
Finally, the incorporation of an extinction parameter 
(Appendix II) terminated the refinement at R = 0.0504 (R* = 
0.0046). The final values of p^  and p^ were 6.0 and 0.5 
respectively and the occupancy factor of the deuterium was 0.85(2).
The final calculated structure factors and observed 
structure amplitudes (corrected for absorption and extinction) 
are listed in Table 7*2 and an analysis of their agreement is 
given in Table 7.3. The positional and thermal parameters for 
both the "normal*1 and deuteriated salts are given in Tables 7*4 
and 7«5 respectively with standard deviations in parentheses.
ro(cP3co2)2
Tables and Diagrams
Table 7.1
HDCCFjCOg^: Absorption correction.
Neutron beam energy = 0.062 eV.
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Table 7.5
HD(CP^C02)2: Vibrational parameters (A2 x
(a) KD(CP3C02)2
U11 U22 U33 2U2J 2031 2U12
K+ 358(12) 348(12) 380(12) 0 279(20) 0
F(1) 400(8) 644(10) 592(9) -84(16) 280(14) -257(14)
P(2) 639(10) 604(10) 333(7) 56(12) 202(13) -4(16)
F(3) 551(9) 549(10) 604(10) -138(15) 299(15) 409(15)
0(1) 416(6) 416(6) 367(6) -220(9) 197(9) -79(10)
0(2) 422(7) 584(9) 466(7) -364(13) 284(11) -350(13)
0(1) 354(5) 411(6) 353(5) -35(8) 181(7) 60(8)
0(2) 309(5) 347(5) 293(4) -92(7) 97(6) -1(7)
D(1) 588(18) 609(18) 588(17) -421(24) 84(22) -272(23)
00 kh(cf3co2)2
K+ 347(16) 240(14) 312(15) 0 250(25) 0
P(1) 381(10) 550(13) 560(13) -113(21) 271(18) -307(18)
F(2) 612(13) 506(12) 288(9) 19(15) 151(16) -35(19)
522(12) 446(12) 581(13) -150(19) 263(20) 409(19)
0(1) 384(8) 328(7) 305(7) -227(12) 150(12) -64(13)
0(2) 407(9) 487(11) 405(9) -372(16) 227(13) -381(16)
0(1) 304(6) 328(7) 299(6) -59(11) 148(9) 42(10)
0(2) 284(6) 264(6) 242(5) -88(9) 71(8) -27(9)
H(1) 571(28) 543(27) 582(28) -437(47) 102(44) -252(44)
Table 7*6
KD(CFy3C)2)2: Bond lengths (a ) and angles (°) in the acid residues.
For comparison, those in KH(CP^C02)2 are also given.
I®(CP^C02)2 (corrected) KH(CP^C02)2 (corrected)
0(1) - P(1) 1.324(2) 1.333 1.324(3) 1.334
0(1) - F(2) 1.320(2) 1.329 1.318(3) 1.327
v—' 1
O
1.335(2) 1.344 1.331(3) 1.340
0(1)•- C(2) 1.539(2) 1.545 1.543(2) 1.549
0(2) - 0(1) 1.215(2) 1.223 1.214(2) 1.223
0(2) - 0(2) 1.271(2) 1.281 1.266(3) 1.277
0(2)... .0(2'rV) 2.437(3) 2.431 2.437(4) 2.430
0(1) - 0(2) - 0(2) 129.06(13) 129.29 129.28(17) 129.47
0(1) - 0(2) - 0(1) 119.64(11) 119.46 119.49(14) 119.33
0(2) - 0(2) - C(1) 111.30(11) 111.25 111.23(14) 111.20
F(1) - 0(1) - 0(2) 111.79(13) 111.72 111.64(16) 111.58
F(2) - 0(1) - 0(2) 111.70(13) 111.52 111.42(15) 111.21
1 o -A. - 0(2) 110.39(13) 110.30 110.22(16) 110.15
F(1) - 0(1) - F(2) 108.25(15) 108.39 108.50(19) 108.66
O1x*sCVJ - F(3) 106.98(15) 107.08 107.21(19) 107.35
F(1) - 0(1) - F(3) 107.52(15) 107.63 107.68(19) 107.74
C(2)-0(2)....0(2IV) 114.64(12) 114.06 114.63(15) 114.07
Table 7*7
^(CF^COg^ 1 Environment of the potassium ion* Distances in A, . 
angles in (°).
]® (cf3co2;>2 (corrected) KHCCF.COgJg (corrected)
K+....0(2II)/0(2IV) 2.838(3) 2.830 2.834(4) 2.824
o(D/odra) 2.842(2) 2.839 2.839(2) 2.836
F(3m )/5'(3VI:|:I) 2.967(2) 2.954 2.967(3) 2.956
odVod71) 2.971(2) 2.962 2.968(2) 2.960
H(i)/bd) 3.215(3) 3.210(3)
TT TV
Angles (KDCF,COo)«, uncorrected values only* 0(2 ), 0(2 ) represents
the angle 0(?)«**K+**<.. 0(2IV). All E.S.D.S are < 0.10°)
0(2I1:), 0(2IV) 73.36 0(2I^),o(l) 89.43
0(2^) , 0(1VTI) 71.20 0(2n ), 0(1V) 142.38
0(211), 0(1VI) 82.27 0(2^ ), F(3Ii:i) 125.13
0(211), F d 7111) 143.55 0(1), Od711) 156.09
0(1), 0(1V) 109.56 0(1), O d 71) 80.51
F(3m ),F(3VI11) 61.30 F(3111), 0(17) 64.48
P(3IEC),0(1V1) 74.07 0(1V), O d 71) 131.60
0(1), F(3m ) 132.35 0(1), F(37111) 71.50
Table 7.8
o o
ED(CP^C02)2: Intramolecular, non-bonded distances (A) (< 3 A).
F(1)....P(2) 2.1 42(3)
Corrected
2.159 F(1 )••••0(1) 2.637(2)
Corrected
2*646
F(1 )•-••• F(3) 2.144(3) 2.161 F(2).•.•0(2) 2.747(2) 2.758
F(2)....P(3) 2.133(3) 2.150 F(3)-.••0(2) 2.761(2) 2.774
P(1)....C(2) 2.374(2) 2.385 0(1)‘•••0(2) 2.325(2) 2.337
F(2)....C(2) 2.369(2) 2.379 0(1)*•••0(1) 2.386(2) 2.396
F(3),***C(2) 2.363(2) 2.373 0(1).• * *0(2) 2.244(2) 2.264
Intermolecular contacts (a ) (<3 A)
Corrected
F(1V) •••• F(3Virl:) 2.822(3) 2.813
F(2I) .... F(2VI) 2.845(3) 2.844
F(1I) •••• F(271) 2.913(3) 2.909
F(3V) •••• F(3TOI) 2.947(3) 2.945
Table 7*9
Components of the tensors of rigid-body translational and 
rotational motion,
, (Tij in S2 x 10S  «£;} in degrees2), with respect to the inertial axes.
11 22 33 23 31 12
T 352(28) 359(43) 390(37) -19(35) -27(27) 24(27)
w 50.8(10.7) 14*2(4*0) 11.2(3.9) 0.5(3.4) 2.8(3.2) 3.7(3.2)
Moments of inertia (origin at C(2)):
I1 = 211.2; I2 = 588.3; = 520.6, X 10"2*0 g/cm2.
Fractional coordinates (x, y, x 1C/ ) corrected for li.breti.oneX motion.
X Z S5
F(1) 6,123 32,428 59,649
F(2) 23,673 38,699 77,549
F(3) 10,500 53,105 63,735
0(1) 27,708 33,809 42,974
0(2) 40,094 49,616 57,690
0(1) 17,238 41,245 63,790
0(2) 29,351 41,245 53,502
Table 7*10
©(CF^COg^1 values of Uij (Calculated from the rigLd-body
approximation) and Uij (observed), both with respect to the inertial
axes. (Given as Uij'7SJiJ° in A2 x 104).
£11 —22 —33 ^23 % ^ 2
420 783 465 -94 164 1
F(1) 423 706 488 -95 234 26
404 539 591 -191 -164 -90
?(2) 478 52$ 567 -114 -18$ -2$6
408 529 699 132 -196 182
F(3) 509 510 66 7 72 -274 335
399 531 307 -27 -110 25
0(1) 354 516 317 -k -111 29
413 594 299 -50 -9 15
0(2) 363 776 310 -89 29 11
352 440 393 -46 -52 47
C(1) 316 389 402 -33 —$6 m
352 359 290 -39 -55 48
C(2) 304 354 292 -51 -59 35
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Table 7.12
KD(C1?,C02)2! Coordinates (x, 
"ctLfference-Patterson" function.
x
K+ 50,030
F(1) 6,127
P(2) 24,029
F(3) 10,285
0(1) 27,682
0(2) 39,609
0(1) 16,992
0(2) 29,003
H(D) 50,000
a x 10-0 of peaks derived from the
I *
28,467 24,900
32,023 59,555
38,497 77,764
50.000 64,178
33,519 43,048
50.000 57,840
41,384 63,312
41,201 53,682
46,052 50,000
FiKure 7.1 KI^CF^COgJg : Thermal ellipsoids 
(5° percent probability) of the CF^ group, 
projected along the C(1) - C(2) bond*
Figure 7.2 KDCCF^COg^ s Neutron-scattering- 
density difference synthesis :- sections through 
the 0 • o o • o bond. Contours are at equal but 
arbitrary intervals.
OCO
FCO
Cco
Figure 7.3 KH(CF3C02)2 / KD(CF3C02)2 : 
DJLfi'erence-Patterson synthesis. Contours are 
at equal but arbitrary intervals.
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7.3 Discussion
The crystal structures of the normal and deuteriated 
potassium acid salts of trifluoroacetic acid are very closely, 
if not identically isomorphous. There is a slight, but 
probably not significant, increase in the unit-cell volume on 
deuteriation. If this is a genuine increase it reflects the 
existence of a non-localised isotope effect since there is no 
detectable lengthening of the hydrogen bond. The molecular 
geometries of the salts are compared in Tables 7.6 and 7.7- 
Standard deviations, in parentheses, were derived from the 
least-squares residuals and Roman numerals refer to the 
equivalent positions in Table 6.11. The agreement between 
equivalent bond lengths and angles is excellent as is that 
between the non-bonded contacts (Table 7.6).
The slightly greater accuracy achieved in the present 
analysis as compared with that of the ’’normal*' salt allows a 
distinction to be made in the C-F bond lengths, that involving 
F(3) being significantly longer than the others. This difference 
is reflected in the relevant angles where, as a result, 
presumably, of decreased lone pair-lone pair and lone pair-bond 
pair repulsion the C(1) -C(2) - F(3) angle is less than the 
corresponding angles involving F(1) and F(2), and the angle 
F(1) - C(2) - F(2) is greater than the F(1) - C(2) - F(3) and 
F(2) - C(2) - F(3) angles. The atom involved, F(3) makes
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contact with the potassium ion at a distance of 2.967 A and it 
seems probable that the electron-attracting influence of the 
cation would lead to a weakening of the C(1) - F(3) bond. The 
remainder of the molecular geometry is discussed in Chapter 6.
An analysis of the thermal motion in the deuteriated crystal 
was carried out and gave results similar to those of the "normal" 
salt (Tables 7.9 and 7.10; also Figure 7.1). (The corresponding 
corrections to the molecular geometries are included in Tables 
7*6, 7-7 and 7*8). However, it is noteworthy that the diagonal 
elements of the vibration tensors are uniformly greater in the 
present analysis. This arises, at least partly, from the 
differing states of crystal perfection. In the "normal” salt, 
extinction was severe and its effects were not fully eliminated 
in the refinement whereas, in the deuteriate a complete correction 
was possible. The final value of the extinction parameter is 
0.1fif(3) suggesting a mean domain radius of 0.51 microns or an 
equivalent mosaic spread parameter of 11.8 seconds.
There would appear to be some doubt as to the correct 
scattering length of deuterium. Thus a recent determination 
(Bartolini et al., 1967) has given a value of 6.l8f compared 
with the older one of 6.3f (Bacon, 1962). Refined values for 
the scattering length in an accurate study of oxalic acid 
dihydrate (Coppens and Sabine, 1969) ranged from 6.33 to 6.33f»
For this reason and because of the uncertain percentage of
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deuterium in the crystal the value of was refined in the 
present analysis. The final value of the occupation number was 
0.85(2) which corresponds to 90% deuteration if b^ = 6.5f and 
varies from 88-93% for bD varying between 6.8 and 6.Of.
7*4 The Hydrogen Bond
At the level of accuracy attained in the analyses the 0»**0 
distances in the two salts do not differ. This is akin to the 
situation found in the bifluoride ion (McGaw and Ibers, 1963; 
Ibers, 1964) and is in marked contrast to the chromous acid 
system (Hamilton and Ibers, 1963) where a change in bond length
Q
on deuteriation of 0.06 A was observed. In the latter case a
symmetric double minimum potential was proved for the deuterium
bond (Snyder and Ibers, 1962) while that of the hydrogen bond
remained indeterminate but is probably of the single minimum
type. Therefore, on the theory of Rundle (1964) bonds shorter
o .
than that in chromous acid (0*»H'-*0 = 2.49 A) should either
exhibit a more marked isotope effect, if the system maintains a
double minimum function, or else no abnormal effect at all. It
is, therefore, eminently reasonable to assume a single minimum
function in both potassium hydrogen and potassium deuterium
di—trifluoroacetate • Such a conclusion is in accord with the
observed motion of the proton and deuteron along the bond which,
o
in the deuteriate has a root mean square amplitude of 0.16 A 
(Table 7.11).
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A neutron-scattering difference synthe'sis with the 
contributions from all atoms except the deuteron subtracted 
out was computed at the end of the refinement. Sections through 
the deuteron are shown in figure 7.2, and are of the 
characteristic shape found in such maps.
7*5 A Direct Solution of the Phase Problem.
Although, as with most neutron-diffraction investigations, 
the problem of phase determination had undergone prior solution 
in the X-ray analysis and thus did not arise in the foregoing 
study, it is of interest to enquire whether a solution is possible 
from the neutron data particularly when we have a pair of 
isomorphous derivatives at hand. To this end a "difference— 
Patterson” function was computed at the completion of the 
refinements.
If the Patterson function of the deuteriate is given by,
PD(x,y,z) = /v *22 |f (hkl) I cos 2TT(hx + ky + lz)
and that of the "normal” salt by,
P„(x,y,z) = fy 222 |F„ (hkl) I cos 2TT(hx + ky + lz)
H  — oo n
then the difference function is,
AP = P -P = V v S E  (lFn(hkl) | 2 ~ |F (hklj^cos 2TT(hx+ky+lz). 
D  H  - o o  D  tL
For a pair of isomorphous derivates such a Fourier summation
represents the interatomic vector distribution between the
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replaceable atom(s) and the other atoms in the cell, all other 
vectors being subtracted out.
In the case of the trifluoroacetates the replaceable atom 
is hydrogen. The "difference atom" (D-H) has a scattering power 
of +10.3f which is almost twice that of any other atom and this 
should thus facilitate identification of the relevant peaks.
Also, this atom is at the origin of the unit-cell (a fact which 
could have been deduced from the neutron structure amplitudes 
since, in I2/a, an atom in this position does not contribute to 
reflexions with 1 odd) so that the vector distribution will 
contain a true image of the structure in the correct position 
in the unit-cell.
The summation was carried out as above in the space group 
I2/m using absolute structure amplitudes and the map, shown on the 
left-hand side of Figure 7.3 was obtained, with peak positions 
as given in Table 7.12. On the left-hand side of the figure are 
shown the refined atomic positions.
The peak at the origin (D-H) is sensitive to scaling and 
data errors and was, in fact, negative before extinction-affected 
terms were removed. Its derived coordinates differ slightly from 
(0,0,0). The nine peaks shown were the only significant, 
independent peaks of the Patterson function and only atom 0(2) 
is affected by the overlap caused by the addition of the mirror 
plane to the structure. It, consequently, has a peak of almost
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double-height. The molecule is, therefore, easily recognised in 
a correct position in the cell and the derived coordinates are 
satisfactory for input to a least-squares refinement.
This method, therefore, constitutes a feasible, if somewhat 
expensive, way of overcoming the phase problem. In the early days 
of structure determination, the use of the Isomorphous Substitution 
and Heavy Atom methods by Robertson and others (e.g. Robertson 
and Woodward, 19 0^) usually precluded the location of hydrogen 
atom positions. Here the structure is "phased" by the hydrogen - 
a "volte-face" with a vengeance.
The "difference-Patterson" function has been applied to the 
solution of protein structures (Green et al., 195^ ) i its 
application to neutron-diffraction analyses discussed by several 
authors (Lipson and Cochran , 1966, Hamilton and Ibers, 1968) 0
Potassium Hydrogen G-lutarate 
(A Neatron-Riffraction Study).
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8.1 Introduction
The electronic charge clouds of atoms in a molecule are not, 
in general, spherical owing to bonding and other effects and X-ray 
diffraction data, by their very nature, are affected by, and hence 
contain information about, this asphericity. It is, therefore, to 
be expected that the usual approximation and use of spherical atomic 
formfactors in Fourier and least-squares refinements of such data 
will lead to the appearance, in electron-density difference maps, 
of residual bonding and lone-pair density. Such features are indeed 
found in accurate studies (O'Connell et al., 1 966) and in at least 
one case (Cady and Larson, 1965) were much reduced by the use of 
aspherical fonnfactors in the least-squares refinement.
These are the gross results of asphericity and may be 
determined solely from the X-ray data. However, the features of 
asphericity are, to some extent, masked by compensatory shifts in 
positional and thermal parameters and one result is that the 
derived "bond-lengths" represent distances between the centroids 
of electron density rather than the internuclear separations. Such 
parameter shifts, which are of importance in the accurate determina­
tion of the electron-density distribution, may be found from 
complementary studies by X-ray and neutron diffraction (Coppens,
1967; Coppens et al., 1969). Studies of this type allow the 
determination of accurate nuclear positional and thermal parameters 
and these, in conjunction with the X-ray data through the calculation 
of difference syntheses, enable a direct determination of the charge
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asphericity and provide a basis for establishing aspherical form- 
factors (Dawson, 19^ 4) •
Dual studies of a given compound by the two techniques are of 
advantage for the reasons that, while the solution of the structure 
is generally easier from the X-ray data, the neutron data generate 
the more accurate parameters and a combination of the two leads to 
an accurate determination of the electron distribution in the crystal.
The crystal structure of the Type Ag acid salt potassium 
hydrogen glutarate has been elucidated by means of an X-ray diffraction 
study (Chapter 3) and, in order to supplement the results of this 
analysis, the neutron-diffraction investigation described in the 
present chapter was undertaken. The benefits of such an approach have 
already been outlined. As well as more accurately defining the 
hydrogen atan positions, this study was expected to yield useful 
information about the short hydrogen bond* In addition, it was 
thought, at one point, that the high symmetry of the structure might 
be an artefact of disorder, the diffraction pattern arising from an 
average rather than the true disposition of the molecules. This 
disorder, if it exists, should be reflected in the hydrogen atom 
thermal parameters.
8.2 Experimental 
Preliminary
Extremely slow evaporation of a pure solution containing the 
calculated molar ratios of glutaric acid and potassium hydroxide (1:1)
- 9^  -
afforded thin, colourless, transparent plates. Preliminary X-ray 
photography established the composition of the crystals and that 
elongation had taken place along b with (100) and (TOO) prominent. 
This habit may be contrasted with that of the crystals used in the 
X-ray study, although cleavage of the large crystals takes place on 
(021) to give crystals with the nX-rayH habit.
A suitable crystal (coated with collodion to prevent decom­
position) was mounted along the plate axis and, for use in later 
absorption and extinction corrections, its dimensions were 
carefully measured and are incorporated in Table 8.1.
Data Collection
Neutron intensity measurements were recorded with the crystal 
aligned (b parallel to the phi-axis) on the Hilger and Watts, four- 
circle neutron diffractomer installed in the DIDO reactor at the 
A.E.R.E. Harwell using a monochromated neutron beam of wavelength 
1.170 A. The data were collected, under paper tape control, 
employing the uj/20 scan mode with ou moving through each reflecting 
position in 50 steps of 0.04°. Background measurements were made 
immediately before and after the peak scans and longer than normal 
counting times (approximately twice) were employed throughout to 
offset the small crystal size. The value of the standard intensity 
(240) did not vary significantly over the period of the data 
collection.
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No instrumental "blind-spots” were encountered (in hkl) and 
507 independent intensities (92% of those accessible) covering 
the reciprocal sphere to g = 55°, were measured, of which 246 were 
considered to be "observed” on the basis of the counting statistics. 
Prom the nature of the structure, the intensities of those reflexions 
with h + k odd are weak and tend to be lost in the background.
The preparation of control tapes and reduction of the data 
were accomplished using programs due to Powell (19^ 5) and Curry 
(1966, 19^7) and the derived neutron structure amplitudes were 
corrected for absorption errors (arising mainly as a result of the 
incoherent scattering of hydrogen) using the GRABS program as 
adapted by Dr. J. B. Forsyth for use on the U.X.A.E.A. IBM 360/65 
computer. The orientation of the crystal for each reflexion, which 
is known from the calculated diffractometer angle settings, in 
conjunction with the crystal face equations, enables a calculation 
to be made of the path length, and hence transmission factor, for 
each reflexion. Details of the correction are given in Table 8.1.
Structure Analysis and Refinement.
With phases calculated from the "heavy-atom” parameters 
established during the preliminary X-ray analysis, a neutron- 
scattering-density synthesis was computed from the observed structure 
amplitudes and allowed the location of all three hydrogen atoms in 
regions of negative density. The preliminary structure-factor
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agreement index was 0.39 for the 246 “observed” data and was 
reduced to 0.21 when the hydrogen atoms were included in the 
calculation. Thereafter, the introduction of anisotropic thermal 
parameters for each atom led to an R value (=f|a| /f'foI) of 0.14 
after four cycles of full-matrix, least-squares refinement with the 
weighting scheme,
w = ^-expf-iCsineA)2^ //? + 0.1 
R* (= FwA^/Sw|Fo| 2) had the value 0.02.
Although convergence had been reached at this stage, indications 
were that the structure was still under-refined resulting in errors 
principally, it was suspected, in the thermal parameters; the value 
of for 0(1) was, for example, negative. That these errors 
were due to extinction effects was deduced and a suitable parameter 
refined (Appendix II). Four cycles of refinement, in which the 
extinction parameter and a scale factor were allowed to vary, 
followed by two in which all other parameters were varied, reduced 
R to 0.075 (H' = 0.0076) and completed the refinement. The above 
weighting scheme proved satisfactory and the final value of the 
extinction parameter, rx, was 4»2 which indicates severe extinction*
In the list of the observed structure amplitudes and calculated 
structure factors given as Table 8.2 the values of the former have 
been corrected for absorption and extinction errors. An analysis
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of their agreement is given in Table 8.3. The final positional 
parameters are listed in Table 8.4 and the vibrational parameters 
in Table 8.5 with the values from the X-ray analysis shown for 
comparison. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. The 
neutron scattering lengths used in all structure-factor calculations 
were;
K, 3.5f; 0, 5.77f; C, 6.6lf; E, -3.78f, (Bacon, 1962).
KH GlutfH.D.)
Tables and Diagrams*
Table 8.1
KHGlut (N.D.): Absorption Correction
Equations of crystal faces Q^ /a + Y/b + Z/c = 1) with respect to 
the dif fractcmeta? axes X, Y, Z. In terms of the crystal, X> Y> and 
Z are respectively parallel to the real vectors, (001), (100) and
>• Distances are in mm.
1. X =S 1.6
2. - X - 1.5
3. -3.4 X +4.2 Z = 14.3
4. - Z = 3.4
5. 9.4 Y -0.4 Z = 3.3
6. -9.4 Y -0.4 Z = 3.3
3
Crystal volume (ORABS) = 14.9 ram •
Linear absorption coefficient for neutrons (A W  1 A) = 1*67 cm • 
Range of transmission factor = 0.65 - 0.87.
Table 8o2 KHGlut(N) : Observed structure
amplitudes and final calculated structure factors*
H fc L F OftS F CALC M K u
0 0 I 6*4 -10.4 4 6 20 0 2 7.0 7.6 4 6 30 0 1 3.0 4 6 40 0 6 4.4 4 6 10 0 7 9^0 -5.0 5 10 2 3 14.7 -17,2 5 20 2 1 12.7 14.1 5 3
n 2 5 3.2 5 60 2 7 7^0 7.0 6 0 00 4 3 20.7 22.3 6 0 10 4 1 9 . S • 10.2 6 0 30 4 3 3.9 3.2 6 0 40 4 4 2.0 6 0 50 4 6 3,2 3.4 6 2 00 6 3 11,2 -It • 1 6 2 10 6 1 9.0 6 2 20 6 3 1 • 8 6 2 30 9 3 7.5 7.4 6 2 40 9 1 4.9 ■ 4,6 6 2 50 6 2 4.6 6 2 60 10 C 3.0 -3.0 6 4 0010 I 5~. 1 6 4 11 2 6.7 6 4 2
1 3 6.5 -5*0 6 4 3
I 4 6.0 -5.7 6 4
1 5 1C.1 10.4 6 51 6 5.0 -5.4 6 0
3 1 2.7 6 6 1
3 2 -2.9 6 6 2
3 4 3.5 6 4
3 S 5.0 -5.5 6 6 5
3 6 5.1 6 6 3
5 I -2.2 6 6 4
5 5 4.5 4,3 7 5 1
9 * -5.5 7 2
7 2 2.5 -2*0 7 5 3
7 5 • 4.9 7 1
0 C — 6.1 7 7 20 1 3.5 -3.3 4 0 00 2 6.7 4 0 10 3 -5.1 6 0 30 9 • 3.1 A 0
2 3 -3,0 A 02 1 1 .9 02 2 -5.4 9 2
2 4 • 2.5 22 h 2.0 -2.4 2
4 0 5.3 5 4
4 I 5.3 -4,9 A 4
© 3 -4.1 A 4
© 2 -2.2 4
6 4 -2.5 41 1 3.C — 2,6 A 61 3 5.0 4.3 P 61 5 -3.7 4 6
1 6 2.2 4 6
3 2 3* 1 e
3 3 .4,9 0 8
3 9 4.4 9
9 2 • 2.7 9
9 3 2.4 10
5 4 1 .2 in
S 9 • 2.0 10 20 0 6,9 • 0,4 10 20 1 5.6 6.7 10 20 2 1.9 100 3 2.7 10 4
0 4 4.6 • 4,9 10 60 S 5.7 11
0 7 3.7 12 0 4,6 I2 1 • 2.4 1 3
z Z 1 • 1 12 02 3 -1.9 12 0
2 1 4.0 12 0
2 9 -3.1 12 2
4 0 -2.9 12 2
4 I 3.3 12
4 3 5.0 12 4
4 4 -4,9 13
4 9 7.6 4.1 13
© J 4.4 13
is F CA l C H * t F OBS r c a l c
0 3.6 3 3 3 2.9 .2.6
-2.2 14 0 0 7.2 7,7
4,1 14 0 1 9.0 -10.1
3.6 14 0 2 6.3 6.6
-5.9 M 0 3 4.3 -4.81.8 4 0 4 3.7 3.8
3 2.3 14 0 5 5.5 -5.70 -2.9 14 0 6 2.4 2.36 7,9 14 2 0 13.I -14,10 -4,6 1 4 2 1 8.9 9,0
-10,7 14 2 2 4.8 -4.8
10,1 14 2 4 6.1 .6.3
• 4,3 14 2 5 3.6 3.9
-6.0 M 4 0 14.3 14.3
3.4 14 4 1 9.7 .9.8
•5,4 14 4 4 4.6 4.6
6.3 14 4 5 3.4 .4.0
-8,4 14 6 0 9.6 • 9.92.2 14 6 1 5.6 5.8
-2.1 14 6 2 4.6 .4.1
3.4 14 6 4 4.0 -4.00 -6.9 14 8 0 4.4 4.5
9 4.8 14 8 1 5.2 -5.4
5 • 5.1 4 8 2 2.6 3.5
3 2.7 15 1 2 7.8 7.9
5 -5.4 15 I 3 6.6 .5.9
9 -4,9 15 1 4 6.1 -5.5
3.0 15 1 5 10.6 10.7
-4,6 15 3 1 4.8 4.0
—6,0 5 3 2 5.3 -4,8
3.5 15 3 4 4.1 3.8
-5.1 15 3 s 7.3 -6,7
3.5 15 1 3.9 -3.2
9.3 15 5 2 3.1 2.7
-6.6 15 7 2 2.5 -2.6
1*4 6 0 0 4.5 4.8
-3.2 16 0 1 5.6 .5.4
3,6 16 0 2 5.8 5.7
2.4 16 0 3 3.6 3.3
3,9 16 0 4 4.4 .4,6
-12.5 16 2 0 7.0 -7.4
17.4 16 2 1 7.5 7.5
-3,7 16 2 4 5.0 4.8
-2.3 16 4 0 10.5 11.1
12.7 16 4 1 5.6 -5.5
• 10.9 16 4 3 3.8 3.8
5.5 16 6 0 5.6 -5.6
6.9 16 6 1 4.7 4.6
-6.3 16 8 0 3.1 3.7
8.3 17 i 1 3.4 -3.1
-4.5 17 3 1 2.5 2.51 .8 1 7 3 3 2.8 .2.3
-2.5 I * 0 0 9.0 -10.11 * 0 1 4.1 3.9
• 6.6 18 0 2 2.8 2.16. 1 18 0 3 3.2 -3, 1
3.7 8 2 0 6.3 6.5
-4,7 18 2 1 4.5 .3.9
• 3.5 18 2 2 2.6 • 2.4
5,3 18 4 0 4.4 • 4,5
• 3.3 18 4 4 2.4 .1.6
• 4.6
• 3.6
1*1* 13 22
2.4
3.4
-2.4
3.1
3.A 20 0 0 5.1 5.3
•3.2 20 0 4 3.5 3.5
-2.6 20 2 0 3.3 —3 « 2
-5.6 20 2 1 2.8 2.8
-2.7 20 4 0 3.0 3.2
-6.0 20 6 1 2.6 2.2
3.9 22 0 0 4.2 4.3
2,1 22 0 1 2.6 -2.7
3.4 22 0 2 3.2 2,6
• 6.0 22 0 3 9.8 -10.4
3.2 22 2 0 4.3 -3.7
3.2 22 2 2 5.2 -5.2
3.5 22 2 3 8.3 8.42,8 22 4 1 3.9 .3.92.1 22 4 2 5.6 5.3
2.9 2« 0 0 5.8 -6.0
4.3 24 0 1 4.4 4.2
• 3.3 2 4 2 0 6« 1 6,3
4.2 24 2 I 3.1 • 2.8
Table 8.3
KHGlut (N.D. ): Analysis of structure factor agreement at the end
of the refinement# N is the number of reflexions#
(a) 37 |Fj
|Fo| range S|*0 I Z|*c l e |a |
N R e |a |/n
o i* • o 123.05 110.39 19.36 47 0.157 0.41
3.0 - 3.0 403.56 391.15 32.03 104 0.079 0.31
3.0 - 7.0 337.39 336.70 18.36 57 0.054 0.32
7.0 - 9.0 126.91 131.09 6.40 16 0.050 0.40
9.0 -30.0 251.68 268.09 17.49 22 0.070 0.80
(b) By sin 0/X -
0 - 0.2 97.79 108.21 13.56 15 0.139 0.90
0.2 - 0.3 117.31 114.30 9.51 23 0.081 0.41
0.3 - 0.4 159.60 157-60 13.80 30 0.086 0.46
0.4 - 0.5 334.83 333.60 21.39 55 0.064 0.39
0.5 - 0.6 301.38 290.33 21.32 70 0.071 0.30
0.6 - 0.7 231.70 233.39 14.06 53 0.061 0.26
All 1242.60 1237.42 93.63 246 0.075 0.38
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Table 8«5
0 p j(
KHGlut (N): Vj.brational parameters (A x 10 )•
(a) Neutron structure analysis.
2 ,1 £22 % 2223 2231
If* 420(58) 142(43) 89(37) - -
C(1) 114(16) 213(20) 123(19) - 69(50)
C(2) 106(18) 398(32) 219(24) - -53(64)
0(3) 91(22) 265(39) 164(32) - -
0(1) 53(23) 502(50) 158(24) 13(49)
0(2) 225(28) 1151(96) 145(29) - -60(59)
H(0) 394(67) 359(74) 178(46) - —
H(1) 307(46) 559(100) 724(103) -72,4(194) -
H(2) 298(31) 972(92) 528(48) 850(131) -111(90)
ft) X-ray structure analysis.•
K+ 505(3) 403(3) 321(2) - -
0(1) 210(5) 463(8) 309(6) - -11(11)
0(2) 187(5) 596(11) 341(7) - -19(10)
0(3) 189(7) 478(12) 356(11) - -
0(1) .198(4) 725(10) 317(5) - 15(8)
0(2) 285(6) 1,188(18) 322(6) - -1(10)
Uiso 
H(0) 573(194) 
H(1) 175(61) 
H(2) 285(55)
Table 8.6
o n
KHGlut (N.D.): Bond lengths (a ) and angles ( ) in the glutarate residues
Neutron X-ray
0(3) - 0(2) 1.523(7) 1.522(2)
0(2) - C(1) 1.521(7) 1.508(2)
0(1) - 0(1) 1.279(7) 1.299(2)
C(l) - 0(2) 1.201(8) 1.223(2)
0(3) -H(1) 1.085(20) 0.97(4)
C(2) - H(2) 1.071(15) 0.96(3)
0(1)... O d 1) 2.484(10) 2.445(3)
0(1) - C(1) - 0(2) 123.5(6) 122.4(2)
C(2) - C(1) - 0(2) 123.6(6) 123.3(2)
0(2) - 0(1) - 0(1) 112.9(5) 114.3(2)
C(3) 1 0
 
ro 1 o -i. 114.7(5) 114.9(2)
0(2) - 0(3) - c ^ 7111) 110.7(6) 110.6(2)
0(2) - 0(3) - H(1) 110.7(5) 111.6(9)
H(1) - 0(3) - H(in ) 103.3(6) 99.0(10)
0(3)
CM
'wiCsT
o"1 111.3(6) 112.0(20)
H(2) -0(2) - H(2n ) 104.6(7) 102.0(20)
0(1) - 0(2) - h(2) 107.2(6) 108.0(10)
0(1) 1 o • • • • CD a H 109.5(5) 110.2(1)
Table 8.7
KHGlut (N.D.): K+****0 distances and angles (in A and
degrees respectively).
Neutron X-ray
K+••••0(1) 2.807(5) 2.799(1)
K:+*” *0(2) 2.998(6) 3.000(1)
o(iiv)....k+*-**o(i¥) 136.97(15) 137.85(4)
99.13(15) 98.87(4)
l
a
k • • • • 0 _s. S H 96.34(15) 96.00(4)
0(2)****K+*-*#0(2I) 105.20(15) 105.27(4)
0(2)....K+ ••••0(211) 96.57(15) 96.04(4)
0(2)«•••£* ••••0(2111) 128.56(15) 129.15(4)
0(1IV)..-.k+.-..0(2) 158.03(15) 157.29(4)
0(1I7)....K+..*.0(2I) 81.98(15) 82.35(4)
0(lIV)....K+....0(211) 63.94(15) 63.80(4)
0(lI¥)...#K+....0(2111) 69.60(15) 69.64(4)
Table 8.8
o
KHGlut (N.D.): Closest intermolecular contacts (A).
Neutron X-ray
h O)....^71) 2.55(2) 2.67(8)
H(1)....H(2VI) 2.38(2) 2.55(8)
0(2)....h^711) 2.97(2) 2.97(3)
0(2)....OO711) 3.316(6) 3.315(2)
0(2). ...C(2fjx) 3.444(6) 3.429(2)
H(1)....C(3VI) 2.96(2) -
f
c
2
i »
azr
(a)
c
2
a
i i i i I
(b)
o 
2 A
Figure 8,1 KHGlut(N) : (a) subtraction of the 
hydrogen atom, with neutron thermal parameters, 
from the X-ray difference map; (b) same but with 
a half-weight hydrogen subtracted outo Contours 
are at 0o05 e/8^ with negative contours dashed*
The oxygen atom positions are indicated by crosses
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8.3 fiiscussion
The crystal structure of potassium hydrogen glutarate is fully 
described in Chapter 3 and it only remains to discuss here the 
additional information obtained, together with the structural 
differences found as a result of the present analysis. For comparison, 
the results of both X-ray and neutron-diffraction experiments are 
collected in Tables 8. 6, 8.7 and 8. 8, although the comparative 
paucity of data in the neutron analysis (where the over determination 
of data to parameters is of the order of 5:1 compared with 15:1 in 
the X-ray stuc|y) resulted in a less accurate determination and makes 
meaningful comparison more difficult.
Apart from those of the hydrogen atoms, the largest positional 
shifts in the two determinations (neutron relative to X-ray) occur 
within the region of the carboxyl group and are in the direction 
which would be expected were the position of the centroid of electron 
density influenced by the lone pair and, to a lesser extent, by the 
bonding density. Thus the apparent positions of the oxygen atoms are 
shifted further from the lone pairs while C(l) is shifted in a 
direction away from the centre of the C(1) - 0(2) bond, resulting in 
ft decrease in both C-0 bond lengths (£C-0 = 2.480 A) which is possibly 
significant, and in a lengthening of C(l) - 0(2). On the other hand, 
the magnitudes of the positional shifts (0.01 - 0.02 A) are much
o
greater than those found, for exanple, in cyanuric acid (0.003 - 0.006 A) 
(Coppens and Vos, 1971) and such differences were not found in the
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corresponding studies of potassium hydrogen malonate (Sime et al., 
1970; Currie and Speakman, 1970) and potassium hydrogen succinate 
(McAdam et al., 1971), indicating that the effect may not be wholly 
genuine.
As expected, the positions of the methylenic hydrogen atoms are 
now more accurately established and the refined values of their 
anisotropic thermal parameters (Table 8.5) do not suggest structural 
disorder. The C-H bond lengths are normal for a disubstituted carbon 
atom (Kennard, 19&2) and, as is commonly found (Hamilton,
Coppens et al., 19&9), ajce longer (by 0.11 A) than as determined in 
the X-ray analysis. TChile the C-C-H angles are close to the tetra­
hedral value, those of H-C-H are significantly less, having a mean 
value of 10f° which is in good agreement with the angles found in 
potassium hydrogen succinate (McAdam and Speakman, 1971), In 
potassium hydrogen malonate (Currie and Speakman, 1970) ond in 
ammonium hydrogen glutarate (Chapter 9)*
The diagonal components of the vibrational tensors as determined 
by neutron diffraction are less than those from the X-ray analysis but, 
with the exception of 0(2), the greatest difierences for all atoms 
are in the components parallel to the Id axis and not in the direction 
of bonding effects as might have been expected. This may well reflect 
the underestimation of the extinction correction (Appendix II).
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In the final X-ray difference map (Figure J5.6), the 
contributions from all of the atoms, with the exception of the acidic 
hydrogen, were subtracted out and a peak, much elongated along the 
bond, was found at the expected position of this atom. With the 
availability of refined, anisotropic thermal parameters as 
determined in the neutron analysis, the contributions from this 
hydrogen could now also be subtracted out. A section through the 
resulting map in the XZ plane of the hydrogen bond is shown in 
Figure 8.1(a). It is obvious that the electron density in the 
hydrogen bond is not concentrated at the bond centre although this 
corresponds to the position of the electron-density maximum, and 
hence the result of removing a hydrogen atom from this position is to 
leave an area of negative density. It was to be expected, however, 
that compensatory regions of positive density would appear along the 
bond as was revealed in the trifluoroacetate study. These were not 
evident except in the sense that the regions were less negative. 
Removal of a half-weight proton from the centre of the bond results 
in the map shown in Figure 8.1(b) which may be contrasted with 
Figure 6.6(b)und is again indicative of a spread of density along the 
bond. A possible explanation for the discrepancy is that the thermal 
parameters of the proton are too small resulting in too much density 
being subtracted which again may reflect undercorrected extxnction 
errors.
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Neutron scattering density in the hydrogen bond is spherical
(within error) and is not indicative of disorder. As a result of
the shift in the position of 0(1), already mentioned, the hydrogen
©
bond is lengthened by 0.039 A but this increase is probably not 
significant. The closest inteimolecul&r contacts are listed in 
Table 8.8 and would appear to be normal.
Chapter 9
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9.1 Introduction
As part of a systematic, crystallographic investigation of the acid 
salts of glutaric acid, the crystal structures of the rubidium, 
potassium and ammonium acid glutarates have been elucidated and are 
described elsewhere in this thesis (Chapter 3 and Appendix I). The 
former two structures constitute an isomorphous pair while that of 
the ammonium salt differs slightly and is of lower symmetry.
However, the similarity of all three is such that the minor 
differences in atomic positions within the ammonium salt, which are 
responsible for the observed degradation of symmetry, were found by 
trial and taken to be validated by the subsequent successful 
refinement of the structure.
The cause of these small structural changes was assumed to be 
the formation of hydrogen bonds between the cation and the carboxyl 
groups in the manner described in Appendix I. However, the hydrogen 
atoms in these bonds (and elsewhere in the structure) were, 
necessarily, imprecisely located in the X-ray stu<^ y end confirmation 
of the structure was sought from a neutron-diffraction analysis.
The results of this analysis are described in the present chapter.
9*2. Experimental
Crystal Data (established during the X-ray analysis).
Ammonium Hydrogen Glutarate glu), F.W. = 149*15
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Orthorhorabic, a = 18.593(7), b = 7-5&>(3), c = 5.271(3) A.
U = 740.9 A^, = 1.32 g/cc, Z = 4, = 1.33 g/cc.
Space Group, Bnaa (No. 49 with interchange of x and z)•
Linear absorption coefficient for neutrons (A *1 A) = 2.35 cm"1.
Preliminary
A hot aqueous solution containing concentrated ammonia 
(density = 0.88) and glutaric acid, in the proportions of 0.42 ml.: 
1g., yields crystals of NH^H glu on cooling and standing. 
Recrystallisation from water affords beautifully large crystals 
elongated along the b-axis and with {100j- and {00l} prominent.
A suitable crystal, of approximate dimensions 8 x 3 x 2.5 mm, 
was selected and mounted on a glass rod with the la-axis vertical. 
Its orientation and condosition were confirmed by X-ray photographs 
and, prior to data collection, it was coated in Mcollodion” to 
prevent surface loss of ammonia.
Data Collection
The details of the data collection and reduction are very 
similar to those described in the preceding chapter. All of the 
accessible reflexions, covering the reciprocal sphere to 0 = 55 
in the octant hid, (to obviate'blind spots") were measured, at 
least once, using a neutron beam monochromated to a wavelength of
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1.170 A. After reduction, a total of 1101 independent structure 
amplitudes were obtained of which 375 had |p | greater than three 
times its standard deviation as estimated from the counting 
statistics. This snail number of "observed” data (34$) may be' 
attributed, first of aH, to the nature of the structure since, 
as it has an approximately _C-centred lattice, those reflexions 
with h + k odd are, mainly, weak (all but 80 of the "observed" data 
have h + k even); and secondly, because of the large hydrogen 
content of the crystal, there is an appreciable incoherent 
scattering contribution to the background levels.
At a later date the proportion of "observed" data was increased 
by remeasuring the diffracted intensities of the weak, low sine 9 
reflexions over longer counting periods. This resulted in a further 
131 data being made available for the purposes of structure 
refinement. Assuming that account would subsequently be taken of the 
anisotropic thermal motion of all atoms, the overdetermination of 
data to parameters is of the order of $ to 1.
The data were corrected for absorption errors using the 
modified GRABS program (Busing and Levy, 1957) and details are given 
in Table 9.1. Equations of the crystal faces given in this table 
are with respect to the diffractometer axes and the transformation 
matrix for relating these to the unit-cell axes is 001/100/010.
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Structure Solution and Refinement
All of the hydrogen atoms in the asymmetric unit of glu 
were unequivocably located in a three-dimensional, neutron- 
scattering-density synthesis computed with the observed structure 
amplitudes and with phases based on the positions of the “heavy" 
atoms as established from the X-ray analysis. The c-axial 
projection of this map is shown in Figure 9.1. At this point the 
value of R was 0.34*
Thereafter, three cycles of full-matrix, least-squares 
refinement (with an isotropic thermal parameter for each atom) 
followed by six in which account was taken of the anisotropic 
thermal motion, reduced R to 0.110 (R1 = 0.018). In the last three 
cycles an isotropic extinction parameter was allowed to vary 
(Appendix II) and assumed a final value of 0.78(8)* At this point, 
all of the parameter shifts were well within their estimated 
standard deviations and refinement was considered to be complete.
A final structure-factor calculation, based on the original 375 
data only, gave an R value of 0.083 st the end of the refinement. 
The weighting scheme used throughout had the form, 
w = [ 1 -exp(-p^  (sinQ A)^]/[1 + P2  ^
and at the end of the refinement, p^  =1*5 and Pg = 0.1. Nuclear 
scattering lengths used were: C, 6.6lf; N, 9*4f> 0, 5*77f>
H, -3.78f.
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Final positional and thermal parameters for the atoms are 
given in Tables 9.2 and 9.3 respectively, with estimated standard 
deviations in parentheses as appropriate. Observed structure 
amplitudes (with absorption and extinction corrections incorporated) 
and final calculated structure factors are listed in Table 9.4 
and their agreement is analysed in Table 9*5«
Tables and Diagrams
Table 9.1
NH^Hglu: Absorption Correction.
Equations of crystal faces (distances in mm. ) *
1. y = 1.2
2. y = -1.2
3. X = 1.6
4. X s -1.6
5. z = 4.0
6. z = -4.0
7. 7*4 x +2.2 z = 16.28
8. -3.75x +2.8 z = 10.50
9. 4.25x -7.3 a = 31.03
10. -5.7GX - 3 . 1 8 z — 18.13
Estimated crystal volume as 52.2 mm^ .
X
Calculated crystal volume (GRABS) = 53*0 mm •
-1
Linear absorption coefficient = 2.35 cm • 
Range of transmission factors, 0.48 - 0.60.
Table 9*2
NH^H&Lu: Pinal fractional (x, £, z, x 10^ ) and orthogonal (X, Y, Z
©in A, x 10 ) coordinates.
X 1 z X T Z
N(1) . 2500 0 0 4648 0 0
N(2) 2500 5000 0 4648 3780 0
C(1) 3631 2555 5139 6751(5) 1932(7) 2709(5)
C(2) 4325 2464 3647 8041(6) 1862(10) 1922(6)
C(3) 5000 2580 5320 9296 1951(13) 2804(7)
0(1) 3065 2302 3792 5698(6) 1741(11) 1999(7)
0(2) 3604 2959 7378 6700(7) 2237(12) 3889(8)
H(0) 2500 2415 5000 4648 1825(29) 2636
H(1) 5000 1459 6775 9296 1103(25) 3571(19)
H(2) 5000 3714 6257 9296 2808(27) 3298(32)
H(3) 4304 1294 2556 8003(21) 978(25)
1347(23)
H(4) 4312 3425 2298 8018(23) 2589(28)
1211(23)
H(5) 2823 784 1129 5248(21)
593(20) 595(17)
H(6) 2816 4275 8988 5236(24)
3232(16) 4738(16)
Table 9.3
NHjHglu: anisotropic vibrational parameters (A2 x 10^ ).
2l1 —22 % 3 2°23
N(1) 47(11) 31(6) 35(4) 0 0 0
N(2) 26(8) 39(6) 23(4) 0 0 0
C(1) 15(2) 2 9(3) 17(2) -17(5) 1(5) -26(8)
C(2) 11(2) 53(4) 31(3) 2(7) -1(5) -31(9)
C(3) 10(3) 34(4) 21(3) 41(8) 0 0
0(1) 10(3) 67(6) 28(3) 16(7) -3(5) -5(8)
0(2) 15(2) 87(8) 32(3) 39(8) 4(6) -15(8)
H(0) 42(9) 55(11) 44(8) 0 -48(20) 0
H(1) 34(13) 54(13) 40(8) -41(18) 0 0
H(2) 44(17) 51(13) 72(13) 23(27) 0 0
H(3) 22(7) 102(15) 86(12) 129(25) -34(21) -40(22)
H(4) 37(8) 101(16) 68(10) -32(25) -15(20) -34(22)
H(5) 74(10) 57(9) 41(6) 9(15) 4(16) 9(19)
H(6) 89(19) 40(7) 46(6) 122(13) 6(19) 32(18)
N ft I 9
Table 9.4 NH^Hglu(N) : Observed structure 
amplitudes and final calculated structure factors.
Table 9.5
NH^Hglu: Analysis of the agreement of |fJ  and (p | at the end of the
refinement, N is the number of reflexions#
(a) As a function of sin 8/A. .
E|*0 I £|pc l £|a | N R e |a |n
0.0 - 0.2 114.19 122.32 17.21 27 0.151 0.64
0.2 - 0.3 230.03 213.02 31.16 58 0.136 0.54
0.3 - 0.4 332.66 322.12 36.64 89 0.110 0.41
0.4 - 0.5 435.10 424.19 42.34 114 0.097 0.37
0.3 - 0.6 368.96 360.89 32.09 114 0.087 0.28
0.6 - 0.7 294.28 285.18 36.15 104 0.123 0.35
00 As a function of l*0l-
0.0 - 1.5 109.15 105.14 44.88 114 0.411 0.39
1.5 “ 2.5 193.96 170.84 43.43 97 0.218 0.45
2.5 - 3.5 303.03 294.59 29.98 104 0.099 0.29
3.5 - 6.0 547.91 527.71 40.98 119 0.075 0.34
6.0 - 8.0 252.58 249.38 14.54 37 0.058 0.39
8.0 -25.0 363.59 380.05 21.77 35 0.060 0.62
(o). h + k even
1493.02 1463.90 126.13 349 0.085 0.36
(a) h + k odd
282.20 263.82 69.47 157 0.246 0.44
All 1775.22 1727.72 195.59 506 0.110 0.39
Table 9.6
® oNH, Hglu: Bond lengths (a ) and angles ( ) in the glutarate residues.
C(1) - 0(1)
C(1) - 0(2)
C(1) - 0(2)
C(2) - 0(3)
C(3) -H(1)
0(3) -H(2)
0(2) - H(3)
0(2) -H(4)
0(1)♦•••H(0)
0(1)*»**o(iu,
0(1) - 0(1) - 0(2)
0(2) - C(1) - 0(2)
0(2) - 0(1) - 0(l)
0(1) - 0(2) - 0(3)
0(2) - 0(3) - 0(27111)
0(1) - 0(1)---0(1™)
Angles involving the hydrogen
H(1) - 0(3) - H(2)
0(2) - 0(3) - H(1)
0(2) - 0(3) - H(2)
H(3) - 0(2) - H(4)
0(3) - C(2) - H(3)
Neutron
1.284(8)
1.220(10)
1.512(8)
1.537(7)
1.14(2)
0.99(3)
1.06(3)
1.02(3)
1.231(7)
2.456(11)
122.5(6)
123.4(6)
113.9(5)
113.3(5)
109.6(5)
114.5(5)
x-ray
1.279(5)
1.223(6)
1.524(5)
1.521(5)
0.99(12)
0.80(11)
0.92(8)
0.99(8)
2.460(6)
123.3(3)
122.1(3)
114.5(4)
114.5(4)
110.1(4)
113.5(3)
108(2} 0(3) - 0(2) - H(4)
110(1) 0(1) -0(2) -H(3)
103(2) 0(1) -0(2) -H(4)
113(1) 0(1).***H(0)-***0(1IX)172(3)
112(1)
107(1)
108(1)
Table 9.7
NHjHglu: Distances (a ) and angles (°) around the nitrogen atoms.
N(1) - H(5)
Neutron
1.032(19)
X-ray
0.94(6)
N(2) - h ^ 711) 0.965(30) 0.92(8)
N(1)••••0(1) 2.851(9) 2.834(4)
N(1)-*«*0(2VI1) 3.335(9) 3.353(4)
N(2)****0(1) 3.0W(9) 3.034(4)
N(2)**-*0(2VI1) 2.915(9) 2.934(4)
H(5)....0(1) 1.87(2) -
H(6)»***o(2) 1.96(2) -
0(1) - N(1) - 0C11) 101*. 7(8) 104.5(5)
0(1) - N(1) - 0(in ) 136.8(8) 136.8(5)
0(1) - N(1) - 0(1I]CI) 91.0(8) 91.2(5)
H(5) - N(1) - HC51) 109.9(20) -
H(5) - N(1) - H(5I:C) 108.9(20) -
H(5) - N(i) . k (511X) 109.6(20) -
0(2*) - N(2) - 0(2IX) 123.4(8) 123.5(2)
0(2VI1- N(2) - 0(2X) 90.6(9) 91.3(2)
0(2YII)-N(2) - 0(2IX) 116.1(9)
115*2(2)
Table 9»7 (contcL)
H(6X) - N(2) - H ^ 32)
Neutron
112.8(20)
x-ray
H(6VTI)-N(2) - H(6X) 104.9(20) -
H(6VII)-N(2) - 110.8(20) -
0(1) - N(2) - O d 1) 95.8(5) 95.2(2)
0(1) - N(2) - OCl30-) 139.6(5) 139.8(2)
OCl1)- N(2) - o f i * 1) 97.9(5) 98.4(2)
0(1) - N(2) - 0(2VI1) 73.4(6) 73.0(2)
0(1) - N(2) - 0(2IX) 65.0(6) 64.5(2)
0(in )-N(2) - 0(2VI1) 78.5(6) 79.1(2)
0(1XC)-N(2) - 0(2IX) 155.4(6) 155.6(2)
N(1) - H(5)#***0(l) 157.8(17) -
N(2IX)-H(6)...»0(2) 169.0(20) - .
Table 9*8
HHjHglu: Equivalent positions.
C.C.U. x, 7, z.
I 12 X, y> - z*
n X, - 7, - z.
i n 12 " X, - 7, Zm
IV 1■§■ “ X, - 7> - 1 + Z .
V 12 “ X, 2 - 7, 1 - z.
VI X, - 1 - z.
VII X, 7, - 1 + z.
v in 1 - X, 7 , Z .
DC ± -2 X, 7, 1 - Z .
X X, 1 - 7> 1 - Z
XI X , 1 - 7> - z.
x n 1 « X, 1 - 7, 1 - z.
x in 1 « X, - 7, 1 - z
XIV X, 7, 1 + z.
Table 9*9
o
NH^Hglu: Closest Intermolecular contacts (a ).
C(1)....0(11X) 3.208(8) C(3)-— H(3XnI) 3.39(2)
C(1)...«H(3VI) 3.39(2) 0(1)....ota32) 3.201(11)
0(2).--*H(4XIV) 2.93(2)
c(2)...«h(2XI1) 3.15(2) 0(2)..**H(4X) 3.04(2)
cte).*.*^!71) 3.23(2) 0(2)....HO*17) 3.28(2)
0(3>- 2.92(3) 0(2).."*H(371) 3.47(2)
C(3)*-*H(lxrcI) 3.25(2)
Figure Q.1 NHf[Hglu : Final neutron-scattering- 
density synthes is $ projected along the jc-axis* 
Contours are at ecjual hut arbitrary intervals 
v/ith negative contours dashed.
Figure 9*2 NH^Hglu(N) s Environment of the 
nitrogen atoms*
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9.3 Pi soussion
Although they belong to different space groups, the crystal 
structures of the ammonium and. potassium (or rubidium) hydrogen 
glutarates are very closely similar. That of the latter is fully 
described in Chapter 3 (Figure 3«4) and the only major structural 
change -which is effected on replacing by NH^+ is the disappearance 
of the crystallographic mirror planes at y = b/4 and 3b/4* As 
deduced from the X-ray study, but now more firmly established by the 
present analysis, this results from the formation of hydrogen bonds 
between the cation and carbonyl groups causing the latter to twist out 
of the symmetry planes by about 13° as illustrated in Figures 9*1 and 
9»2. The resulting changes in structure around the cation are clearly 
shown in Figure 2 of Appendix I. (The numbered atoms in all figures and 
tables comprise the crystal-chemical-unit (C.C.U.) and Roman numerals 
refer to the equivalent positions listed in Table 9«8)*
In other respects, the symmetry and foim of the structures are 
identical; the glutarate residues are bisected by crystallographic 
mirror planes and the hydrogen bonds lie across digonaL
axes. Both structures are, therefore, of the Ag type with very short 
hydrogen bonds linking the glutarate residues into infinite chains 
running parallel to the a-axis.
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The bond lengths and angles within the glutarate residues as
determined from both the X-ray and neutron-diffraction analyses are
listed in Table 9.6 with standard deviations, estimated from the least-
squares residuals, in parentheses. There is good agreement between
equivalent dimensions although those involving the hydrogen atoms are
now much more accurately determined. As is usually found in such
determinations, the C-H distances are consistently longer as measured
by neutron-dif fraction, such bonds exhibiting extreme examples of the
asphericity shift (Coppens, et al, 19&9). At the level of accuracy
achieved, the molecular dimensions are as expected in acid salts of
this type with the sum of the C-0 distances equal to 2.504 % and their 
a
difference, O.O64 A. It is of note that the C 3 - C 3 - C 3 anglesp sp sp
is again about 4° less than that of C 3 _ Csp3 - <3^2 (c.f. potassium 
hydrogen glutarate).
Unlike the situation obtaining in the potassium; and rubidium 
salts, the bond is not constrained to be linear. Such a
structural feature is relatively rare in Type A acid salts but occurs 
in sodium hydrogen diacetate (Speakman and Mills, 1961), in potassium 
hydrogen di-anisate (McGregor and Speakman, 1968), in potassium 
hydrogen chloromaleate (Ellison and Levy, 1965) 1° potassium
hydrogen succinate (McAdam, Currie and Speakman, 1971)* In the latter 
two structures, determined from neutron-dif fraction studies, the 
0 * 0  angles are 175° and 162° respectively, in good agreement
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■with that found here* All three angles differ significantly from 
180° confirming the general observation that linearity in such 
situations is exceptional*
Although not constrained by symmetry to be so, the carbon 
skeleton of the glutarate residue is planar, the best least-squares 
plane through the five atoms being described by the equation,
0.9957 Y -0.0927 Z = 1.6758 (A).
The greatest deviation (0.007 1) of a carbon atcm from this plane is 
that of C(3) and is not significant while the corresponding displace­
ments of the oxygen atoms are 0.13 A (0(1)) and 0*19 A (0(2)) 
respectively. Because of the symmetry, this plane contains all of the 
carbon atoms in the infinitely-extended glutarate chain*
The plane of the carboxyl group is described by,
-O.OO61 X + 0.9680 Y -0.2311 Z = 1.1482 (1)
and the angLe between this plane and that of the carbon skeleton is 
9.2°. Successive .digonally-related carboxyl groups along the chain 
make dihedral angles of 29° with each other*
The environment of the nitrogen atoms is described in Figure 9*2 
and Table 9*7. Whereas, in the potassium (and rubidium) salt all four 
cations in the unit cell are equivalent, two symmetrically distinct 
types become differentiated in the ammonium salt. Both occupy sites of 
222 symmetry but each is hydrogen bonded exclusively to 1 our oxygen 
atoms all of one type (i.e. carbonyl or carboxy) from different glutarate
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residues. The N...*0 distances (mean = 2.883 A) are in good agreement
with the values found for this type of bond (Pimentel and McClellan,
1960) and are significantly shorter than the corresponding distances in
the rubidium salt. The N-H bond lengths do not differ significantly
o
from the mean value of 1.033 A found from a survey of such bonds (Ondilc 
and Smith, 1962) and although, in view of the N**#*0 distances, one 
would expect N(1)-H(5) to be longer than N(2)-H(6), the difference 
observed, which is of dubious significance anyway in view of the bond 
length standard deviations, is too great to be genuine.
The tetrahedral coordination of hydrogen at cans around N(l) is more 
regular than that around N(2). There is an approach of oxygen 0(1) to 
within 3.04 A of N(2) but, although an N-H***-0 bond of this length was 
found in ammonium oxamate (Beagley and Small, 1963), there is no 
hydrogen bond formed between these atoms as is evidenced by the 
distance (2.63 A) and the angle (104 )• Indeed, as is almost
always found in such structures (c.f. ammonium acetate (Nahringbauer, 
1967) and ammonium oxalate monohydrate (Robertson, 1965)), there is no 
disorder in the hydrogen bond scheme around the cations.
Both N-H* • • • 0 bonds are “bent" and the angles compare with those in 
ammonium tetroxalate-mean = 161.3 " (Currie et al., 1967) and in 
ammonium oxamate - mean = 155° ~ (Beagley and Small, 1963)•
The closest intermolecular contacts are listed in Table 9*9 and
all appear to be normal.
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Abstract
Rubidium and ammonium hydrogen glutarates (M + ~ C 02. C3H 6. C 0 2H) each crystallize with four 
molecules in orthorhombic unit cells o f almost identical dimensions: (M  =  Rb) a =  18-55, b — 7-57, 
c =  5-29 A; (M =  N H 4) a  =  18-59, b =  7-56, c =  5-27 A. They have very similar structures, but they 
are not isomorphous: space groups Cmma (Rb) and Pmaa (N H 4).
The crystal structures have been determined by three-dimensional X-ray analysis and refined with 
moderate precision. Both have infinite chains o f glutarate residues, linked end-to-end by very short, 
symmetrical hydrogen bonds, with O- • -H- • -O =  2-40(2) (Rb) and O- • -H- • -O =  2-460(6) A (N H 4).
In the Rb salt, the glutarate residue has strict, crystallographic m  symmetry. The difference in the 
N H 4 salt arises from small movements o f  the carbon and (especially) the oxygen atoms out o f  this 
symmetry plane. These are due to N —H- • -O bonding: two equivalent cations in the Rb salt, each 
making contact with eight oxygen atoms, become differentiated in the N H 4 salt by linkage to different 
sets o f four oxygens.
Introduction
Structural studies o f acid salts o f monocarboxylic acids (H J )  have shown some o f them to possess 
unexpected symmetry. In a salt o f  composition M H X 2 (where M  is a univalent cation) the two 
X-residues may be crystallographically equivalent and the hydrogen atom engaged in a ‘very short’ 
0 ---H ---0  bond which links these residues across a symmetry element (Speakman, 1949, 1967). 
Such crystals always have remarkable infrared spectra (Hadzi & Novak, 1955; Hadzi, 1965).
We have recently extended these X-ray studies to some acid salts (M H  Y) o f  dicarboxylic acids 
(H 2 Y ) and found a correspondingly simple crystal structure. In potassium hydrogen malonate for 
example (Sime et al., 1970), with the conventional formula K+ ~ 0 2C . CH2. C 0 2H, the two carboxylate 
groups are crystallographically indistinguishable: the malonate residues have digonal symmetry and 
are linked into infinite chains by short hydrogen bonds across centres o f inversion. Potassium  
hydrogen succinate (McAdam, 1969)—formally K + _0 2C . C2H 4. C 0 2H—has a similar pattern. Both  
have anomalous infrared spectra o f Type (ii) (Hadzi, 1965).
W e now report X-ray work on two acid salts o f glutaric acid, H 0 2C . (CH2)3. C 0 2H  (=  H 2glu), 
which conform to the same type but show special features. The structure o f  RbHglu is simple and 
elegant. The interest o f this work however lies principally in our finding subtle differences in the 
closely related structure o f N H 4Hglu.
Experimental
Rubidium hydrogen glutarate (RbHglu) is easily prepared by dissolving 1-0 g o f  glutaric acid and 0-8 
g o f R b2C 0 3 in a little warm aqueous ethanol. On cooling, or evaporation, large, platy crystals are
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formed elongated along 6 with {100} prominent. The following crystal data were established with 
Cu X-rays [A(aj) =  1 -5405 A] :
CsH704Rb, FfV =  216-5; orthorhom bic: a =18-55(3), 6 =  7-57(1), c =  5-29(1) A,
Vc =  742-8 A3; D„, =  1-98 g cm-3, Z  =  4, D c =  1-935 g c m -3. Diffraction symbol C**a.
The more symmetrical space group Cmma (N o. 67) was chosen, and seems to have been validated 
by the analysis. This space group implies remarkably high molecular symmetry. In fact, the Rb ions 
lie in special positions (a) o f 222 symmetry; the glutarate residues have mm (C 2v) symmetry, with 
their central C atoms in special positions (g ), whilst the acidic H  atoms lie effectively in positions ( / )  
o i l jm  (C2h) symmetry. This implies that the locations o f the atoms C 50 4Rb are defined by only nine 
crystallographic parameters.
In addition to the space group absences, hkl reflexions were weak when h and k  were odd, this 
indicating an approximation to an even simpler structure, with a single molecule in a sub-cell of 
dimensions, a' =  9-27, b' =  3-78, c =  5-29 A.
The structure was easily solved in its b- and c-axial projections with photographic intensity 
measurements. For refinement intensities were measured on a Hilger-Watts linear diffractometer, 
using M o radiation with balanced filters. The crystals tended to decompose in the X-ray beam, so 
that, although 450 reflexions were recorded in the nets hOl to 610,/, only 312 reflexions, measured when 
the crystal was relatively fresh, were actually used. These data were later supplemented by 120 extra 
reflexions, whose intensities were estimated visually, from the nets hkO to hk3 recorded photo­
graphically with Cu radiation. All data were corrected for absorption, using the cylindrical approxi­
mation. As the crystals had dimensions ~0-25 x 0-2 x 0-5 mm3, the corrections would not be exact; 
but, since application o f them made little difference to the positional parameters, we do not think 
these parameters to be seriously in error owing to absorption.
Refinement was by full-matrix least-squares analysis, the program for K D F9 being due to 
Cruickshank, J. G. F. Smith and Sime. In the early stages, based only on the diffractometer data, 
isotropic vibrational parameters were used, as well as independent layer scales. When the additional 
photographic data were introduced, anisotropic parameters were used, with only two scale factors. 
The methylenic hydrogen atoms, located in the difference electron-density synthesis, were included 
in the later stages, though their parameters were not refined. Atomic scattering functions were 
taken from Vol. I l l  o f the International Tables for X-Ray Crystallography. The weighting scheme 
can be expressed as,
w~l =  (1 + p i |F 0|}/[l -  exp { -p 2(sin 0/A)2}],
with p i  — 0-5 and p 2 =  2-0.
Table 1 gives an analysis o f the agreement for the terms grouped in various ways. The final R  value 
is 9-98%, with R' (=  2  w d2/ 2  w>|F0|2) 2-1 %.
Coordinates are listed in Table 2, vibrational parameters in Table 3. Standard deviations (shown 
in parentheses) were obtained by inverting the matrix. The numbering o f atoms is explained in 
Fig. 1.
Ammonium hydrogen glutarate (N H 4Hglu) is made by dissolving 1-0 g o f  glutaric acid in a little hot 
water and adding 0-4 ml o f concentrated ammonia solution (density 0-88). The acid salt is very 
soluble in water, but platy crystals separate on standing; they may be re-crystallized from water and 
resemble RbHglu in appearance and habit. However, when formed from hot solution, they are 
sometimes elongated parallel to [011].
The following crystal data were obtained as described earlier:
CsH 70 4N H 4, F W =  149-15; orthorhombic: a =18-59(2), 6 =  7-560(10), c =  5-271(10) A, 
Vc =  740-9 A3; D m =  1-32 g cm"3, Z  =  4, D c =  1-33 g cm '3.
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Table 1. Structure factor agreement over various groups o f reflexions for 
RbHglu
1. By sin2 0
sin2 Grange N 241 R (X )
OOO-OOl 77 623-70 11*1
001-004 82 366-64 9-9
004-008 88 277-48 9-9
0 08-0 13 77 202-63 10-2
013-017 52 146-64 13-9
017-0-28 56 151-91 14-5
2. By \F0\
|F„| range N 2  F0 2 ^ R (% )
000-12-50 67 552-08 154-77 28-0
12-50-2500 125 2248-75 391-25 17-4
25-00-37-50 82 2454-26 241-08 9-8
37-50-62-50 83 4020-79 340-69 8-5
62-50-25000 75 6921-82 641-37 9-3
3. By odd or 
h k I
even hkl 
N 241 R (% )
E E E 164 833-12 10-7
E E O 148 605-32 9-0
O O E 43 103-63 16-2
O O O 77 225-61 20-6
Table 2. RbHglu: Final fractional coordinates (xlO4), and absolute co­
ordinates (A xlO-3), with standard deviations in parentheses where 
appropriate. The positions o f H{\) and H(2) were not refined
xja ylb z/c X y z
Rb 2500 0 0 4638- 0- 0
C(l) 3612 2500 4762 6700(11) 1893- 2519(10)
C(2) 4330 2500 6278 8032(10) 1893- 3321(13)
C(3) 5000 2500 4586 9275- 1893- 2426(18)
0(1) 3052 2500 6188 5661(7) 1893- 3274(9)
0(2) 3596 2500 2505 6671(8) 1893- 1325(12)
H(0) 2500 2500 5000 4638- 1893- 2645-
H(l) 5000 1000 4000 9275- 757- 2116-
H(2) 4300 2270 7700 7977- 1718- 4073-
Table 3. RbHglu: Vibrational parameters (tensor components for mean-square 
amplitude as A 2, x 103, with standard deviations in parentheses where 
appropriate)
Un u 22 u 33 2U3l
Rb 43(1) 34(1) 27(9) 0
C(l) 22(4) 51(8) 10(4) 8(6)
C(2) 17(3) 46(7) 28(5) -3(8)
C(3) 4(4) 54(12) 39(10) 0
0(1) 17(3) 51(6) 16(4) -8(5)
0(2) 14(3) 99(10) 32(5) 1(6)
H(0), H(l), H(2) U (isotropic =  30)
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These almost identical cell dimensions and the similarities o f some corresponding X-ray photo­
graphs suggested that RbHglu and N H 4Hglu were isomorphous. But we soon found numerous 
weak reflexions that systematically infringed the C centring requirement. The crystals belong to 
different space groups. N H 4Hglu has the diffraction symbol P*aa, with P2aa and Pmaa as possible 
space groups. The latter is o f higher symmetry and became the basis for the successful analysis to be 
described in this paper, and for a neutron-diffraction analysis to be reported elsewhere. It corresponds
Fig. I. Crystal structure of RbHglu. (i) Projected along c axis (broken circles denote carbon 
atoms hidden by oxygen), (ii) Projected along 6 axis (only the glutarate residue at 6/4 is 
shown; that at 36/4 is omitted for clarity).
(The structure of NH4Hglu is based on the same pattern with distortions explained in 
the text and in Fig. 2. The atoms are represented by circles of diminishing radii in the 
order Rb > O >  C > H.)
to Pccm  (International Tables for X-Ray Crystallography, Vol. I) with a change o f axes to yield 
Pmaa giving the eight-fold equivalent positions.
The problem was to find small changes in atomic positions which degrade the high symmetry of 
RbHglu and account for the weak reflexions that contravene Cmma. Such changes were found, 
essentially by trial, and were taken to be validated when they led to a satisfactory structure refinement 
in Pmaa. The N H 4+ ions occupy sites o f 222 symmetry, as do the Rb ions in RbHglu, but these sites 
belong to two different sets— (e) and (g )—of positions with two-fold multiplicity. The acidic hydrogen
M
b/a O i O
(y « p )
I
z
c
O 1 A
±{x, y , z ; x , y, z ; \  +  x, y , z ; }  +  x, y , z)
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atom of the O- • H- • O bond lies on a digonal axis (/). The glutarate residue is bisected by a mirror 
plane in position (q). To define the positions o f the atoms C5O4N requires fourteen parameters. The 
chemical implications o f these changes will be discussed later.
Refinement started with 400 reflexions, but was ultimately based on 525 derived by visual estimates 
from photographs taken with Cu Ka. radiation, and including the nets hOl to h5l and hkO, the last o f 
which allowed cross-scaling. Full-matrix least-squares analysis was used. At an appropriate stage 
the acidic hydrogen atom and the hydrogen atoms o f the ammonium ions and methylenic groups 
were introduced in reasonable positions, which were allowed to refine, with isotopic vibrational 
parameters. For the heavier atoms anisotropic vibration was allowed. About a dozen low-order 
terms were affected by extinction—notably 001,020 and 021, and these were omitted. The weighting 
scheme was the same as that specified for RbHglu, with p x =0-1  and p 2 =  3-0. Convergence after 
some dozen cycles led to R  =  10-8%, R' =  1-85%. [R was 12% when the extinction-affected terms 
were included after correction by Zachariasen’s second formula (1968)]. The coordinates and
Table 4. NHAHglu: Final fractional coordinates (xlO4), and absolute co­
ordinates (A xl0~3), with standard deviations in parentheses where 
appropriate
xja yjb z/c X y z
N (l) 2500 0 0 4648- 0- 0-
N(2) 2500 5000 0 4648- 3780- 0-
C(l) 3624 2560 5106 6737(3) 1935(5) 2691(4)
C(2) 4330 2436 3647 8049(3) 1841(7) 1923(4)
C(3) 5000 2519 5298 9296- 1905(9) 2792(6)
0(1) 3061 2295 3762 5691(3) 1735(5) 1983(3)
0(2) 3603 2922 7366 6699(3) 2209(6) 3882(4)
H(0) 2500 1928 5000 4648- 1457(263) 2636-
H(l) 5000 1645 6689 9296- 1244(124) 3526(115)
H(2) 5000 3416 6095 9296- 2583(120) 3213(97)
H(3) 4320 1344 2858 8032(56) 1016(80) 1506(65)
H(4) 4360 3321 2263 8106(72) 2510(84) 1193(82)
H(5) 2730 749 1179 5076(56) 566(72) 621(59)
H(6) 2757 4318 8864 5125(78) 3265(93) 4672(81)
Table 5. NH4Hg/u: Vibrational parameters (tensor components for 
mean-square amplitude as A2 x 103, with standard deviations 
in parentheses where appropriate)
Un U22 u 33 2 U13 2 U3l 2U
N (l) 45(4) 18(5) 29(4) — — —
N(2) 31(3) 21(5) 25(3) — — —
C(l) 11(2) 32(3) 32(2) -2(5) 2(2) 4(3)
C(2) 5(2) 55(4) 35(2) -6(6) 2(3) 2(3)
C(3) 9(2) 55(6) 32(3) -8(8) — —
0(1) 12(1) 71(3) 32(2) -11(4) -2(2) -6(3)
0(2) 16(1) 110(4) 35(2) -44(4) 6(2) 5(3)
U (isotropic)
H(0) 141(87)
H(l) 20(26)
H(2) 39(22)
H(3) 4(14)
H(4) 28(18)
H(5) 9(14)
H(6) 36(21)
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vibrational parameters are listed in Tables 4 and 5. The numbering o f atoms corresponds closely to 
that shown in Fig. 1 for RbHglu, apart from a formally different choice o f origin, which has been 
shifted by \b . The following symbols will be used to denote atoms that are symmetry-related to those 
o f  the crystal-chemical unit (CCU), i.e. those whose coordinates are listed in Tables 2 (RbHglu) and 
4  (N H 4Hglu).
CCU y, z VI x, - y , 1 — z
I i - x , y, —z VII X, y, —1 +  z
II X, - y , —z VIII 1 — X, y, z
III i - x , - y , z IX - x , y, 1 — z
IV i - x , - y , —1 +  z X X, i- y , 1 — z
V \ - y . 1 — z XI X, l- y , —z
Table 6 analyses the agreement between observed and calculated structure amplitudes.
Table 6. Structure factor agreement over various groups o f reflexions for 
NH4Hglu
1. By sin2 0
sin2 6 range N 2 * R(%)
000-001 79 125-61 10-3
001-002 58 87-58 15-1
0 02-0 03 50 48-50 11-0
0 03-0 04 73 56-17 9-2
004-007 89 77-48 11-1
007-010 58 44-27 11-2
010-013 67 48-48 14-3
013-018 52 24-34 11-4
2. By \F0\
|F„| range N 2  F0 2A R(%)
0 00-3 00 105 216-30 46-20 21-4
300-600 161 708-40 114-31 16-1
6 00-12 00 139 1192-72 148-08 12-4
12 00-51 00 120 2389-95 205-30 8-6
3. By odd or even hkl 
h k I N T.A R(%)
E E E 112 135-52 11-0
E E O 78 113-10 12-8
E O E 83 66-40 12-6
E O O 53 34-45 16-7
O E E 29 19-14 15-1
O E O 38 30-02 11-3
O O E 57 52-44 9-8
O O O 75 62-25 8-4
Discussion
The crystal structure o f RbHglu is illustrated in Fig. 1. With all atoms (except hydrogen) in special 
positions, it has a style and simplicity usually restricted to inorganic crystals. The principal inter­
atomic distances and angles are detailed in Tables 7 and 8. N one o f them is remarkable in relation
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to the moderate accuracy o f the analysis. The (effectively) symmetrical hydrogen bond has 
O-• -H-• -O =  2-40(2) A; the C (l)—0(1 )---0 (1 ) angle has the favourable value 112-5(1-0)°. In 
N H 4Hglu the corresponding values are 2-460(6) A and 113-5(0-3)°. The difference between the bond 
lengths is o f doubtful significance.
Ammonium salts are often isomorphous with their corresponding potassium or rubidium salts. 
In compounds o f the type we are considering, the alkali cations are usually environed by six to nine
Table 7. RbHglu: some interatomic distances (A) and angles 0degrees) 
in the glutarate residues. Standard deviations, where appro­
priate, are given in parentheses
C (l) -0 (1 ) 1-284(13) 0(1)—C(l)—0(2) 124-5(1-0)
C(l)—0(2) 1-194(15) C(2)—C( 1)—0(2) 122-5(1-0)
C (l)-C (2) 1-554(15) C(2)—C(1)—0(1) 113-0(1-0)
C(2)—C(3) 1-532(15) C(l)—C(2)—C(3) 113-0(1-0)
C(2)—C(3)—C(2vin) 108-0(1-0)
C(2)—H(2) 0-77
C(3)—H(l) 1-18 C(l)—0(1)- • -0(1IX) 112-5(1-0)
oxygen atoms. When the site-symmetry is low, K +- • -O distances range from ~2-7 A upwards (and 
Rb+---0  from ~2-8 A); any coordination number we like to record may well depend upon our 
choice o f  an upper limit for recognition as a contact.
When K +, or Rb+, is isomorphously replaced by N H 4+, N —H- • -O bonds are certain to be formed 
but there are not enough hydrogen atoms to make this possible for all contacts. One possibility is 
then for the four hydrogen atoms to be distributed with some degree o f randomness; some, or all,
Table 8. RbHglu: distances (A) and angles (degrees) around the Rbion. 
Standard deviations o f angles are all 0-3
Rb—0(1) 2-949(6) 0(1Iv)—Rb—0(1v) 139-4
Rb—0(2) 3-078(7) 0 (1IV)—Rb—0(1VI) 100-2
0 ( l lv)—Rb—0 ( l vn) 93-7
0 (1 lv)—Rb—0(2) 156-7
0 ( l ,v)—Rb—0(2') 82-6 0(2)—Rb—0(2*) 104-1
0 ( l ,v)—Rb—0(2") 62-6 0(2)—Rb—0(2") 97-3
0 (1IV)—Rb—0(2m) 70-8 0(2)—Rb—0(2in) 128-9
of the sites would be incompletely occupied by hydrogen atoms. This situation obtains in the higher- 
temperature forms o f the ammonium halides. We are not aware o f any neutron-diffraction study 
which has revealed such a situation in an ammonium salt o f a carboxylic acid, though it would be 
surprising if examples do not exist.
The other obvious possibility is for the hydrogen atoms to be restricted to only four o f  the cation- • -O 
contacts. For this to be practicable, four o f  the oxygen atoms must be in a nearly regular tetrahedral 
arrangement round the nitrogen atom. This is realized in ammonium tetroxalate. In the isomorphous 
potassium tetroxalate (Haas, 1964), there are seven oxygen atoms at distances from K + ranging from  
2-870 to 3-044(4) A. A  neutron-diffraction study o f  ammonium tetroxalate (Curry et al., 1967) finds 
the protons exclusively linked to only four o f these oxygen atoms. These four are included amongst 
the five shortest N- • -O distances, which lie between 2-927 and 2-974(4) A, and do not exactly corre­
spond to the five shortest K +- • -0  contacts.
The degradation o f  the high symmetry o f RbHglu when Rb+ is replaced by N H 4+ is explained in 
Fig. 2. The rubidium ion is environed by two sets o f four oxygen atoms, details being given in Table 8.
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Two equivalent cations become differentiated when N H 4+ is substituted: 0 (1 ) is displaced by about 
0 1 6  A, substantially in the b direction, towards N ( l ) ; 0 (2 ) by about 0-32 A in the opposite direction 
towards N(2). Details are given in Table 9: each ammonium ion achieves a fair approximation to a
Table 9. NH4 Hglu: distances (A) and angles (degrees) around 
the nitrogen atoms. Standard deviations are given in 
parentheses
)—H(5) 0-94(6) N(2)—H(6) 0-92(8)
>•••0(1) 2-834(4) N (2 )--0 (l) 3-034(4)
>•••0(2) >3-2 N (2)--0(2) 2-934(4)
0(1)—N (l)—O(l') 104-5(0-5)
0(1)—N (l)—0(1") 136-8(0-5)
0(1)—N (l)—0 (1m) 91-2(0-5)
0(2V ")—N (2)—0(2IX) 115-2(0-2)
0(2V n)—N (2)—0(2X) 91-3(0-2)
0(2X)—N(2)—0(2 ,x) 123-5(0-2)
0(1)—N (2)—0(1!) 95-2(0-2)
0(1)—N(2)—0(1XI) 139-8(0-2)
0(1')—N(2)—0(1XI) 98-4(0-2)
0(1)—N(2)—0(2vn) 73-0(0-2)
0(1)—N(2)—0 (2 ,x) 64-5(0-2)
0(1X1)—N(2)—0(2VI1) 79-1(0-2)
0(1XI)—N(2)—0(2IX) 155-6(0-2)
regularly tetrahedral environment. The location o f hydrogen atoms in this X-ray work is, perhaps, 
precise enough only to indicate the bonding scheme. We have nearly completed a neutron-diffraction 
study which locates these atoms much more accurately and confirms the general situation.
The opposite displacement o f the oxygen atoms causes the carboxyl group to twist through 13° 
out o f the plane y  =  %b, which is a crystallographic mirror-plane in RbHglu. The principal dimensions
Table 10. NH4Hglu: distances (A) and angles (degrees) in 
the glutarate residues. Standard deviations are 
given in parentheses
C(l)—0(1) 1-279(5)
C(l)—0(2) 1-223(6)
C(l)—C(2) 1-524(5)
C(2)—C(3) 1-521(5)
0 (1 )-C (1 )—0(2) 
C(2)—C(l)—0(2) 
C(2)—C( 1)—0 (  1) 
C(1)—C(2)—C(3)
C(3)—H(l) 0-99(12)
C(3)—H(2) 0-80(11)
C(2)—H(3) 0-92(8)
C(2)—H(4) 0-99(8)
123-3(0-3)
122-1(0-3)
114-5(0-4)
114-5(0-4)
110-1(0-4)
113-5(0-3)
C(2)—C(3)—C(2VUI) 
C(l)—0(1)---0(1IX)
o f the glutarate residue in N H 4Hglu are listed in Table 10. They are more precise than those in 
RbHglu, but call for no particular comment at this stage.
Potassium hydrogen glutarate appears to be truly isomorphous with RbHglu, and we plan to 
carry out a more precise analysis on this more suitable material. All three glutarates are acid salts of 
Type A 2 (Currie & Speakman, 1969), and have infrared spectra o f Type (ii) (Hadzi, 1965).
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A  question remains to be faced: whether the enhanced symmetry in RbHglu, compared with 
N H 4Hglu, is really due to disorder? Possibly in any individual cell, the oxygen atoms are displaced 
towards one or other cation, just as they are in N H 4H glu; but in other cells there is an even chance o f  
finding the reverse displacements, so that what diffraction study reveals is an averaged—and hence
Fig. 2. Changes in the structure when Rb+ is replaced by NH4+. (The apparent 6- and 10- 
membered rings in the right-hand diagram are really spirals involving glutarate residues 
at different levels in the c direction and similarly in the left-hand diagram. The asterisks 
denote the point (£,0,0) in the left-hand, and (0,0,0) in the right-hand, diagram.)
symmetrized—structure. T o exclude this possibility is difficult; the vibrational ellipsoids o f the oxygen 
atoms in RbHglu are indeed extended along b, the direction o f the largest displacement in N H 4Hglu.
However, this is the direction in which maximum vibrational amplitude would be expected 
anyhow, because o f  the layer structure o f  the glutarate residues. Furthermore high vibrational 
amplitude along b is equally marked in N H 4Hglu; and it is shown by all the carbon atoms too, in 
both salts. It is also relevant that the observational data are, on the whole, less well determined in 
the b* direction o f reciprocal space.
On general grounds, a four-fold environment about an ammonium ion is reasonable, whilst it 
would be very unusual about rubidium. The hydrogen atoms, which have been unequivocably 
located, provide a reason for a displacement o f the oxygen atoms. There is an undoubted difference 
o f space group. We are inclined to attribute it to a real difference o f structure.
We wish to acknowledge financial support from the Science Research Council, and our indebtedness 
to Drs. J. G. Sime, K. W. Muir and others for help with K D F9 programs.
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FAGE 1
to FC H It I Fo FC H K I FO FC H K I FO FC
7.4 7.0 10 0 4 6,9 .7.4 9 1 6 1.0 •1.7 2 2 0 20*1 -21 .0
24,4 27.0 20 0 0 13,5 14.0 10 1 0 13,9 10.3 2 2 1 21.0 .24.4
11.1 9.7 20 0 1 4,4 .6.0 10 1 1 3,6 • 3. 1 2 2 2 22.3 -22.6
2.0 1.6 20 0 2 5.6 5.0 10 1 2 4.0 • 4.9 2 2 -1.0
6.0 5.3 20 0 3 1.5 1.0 10 1 3 3,0 3.1 2 2 4 11. 3 • 11.1
29.3 .32.7 22 0 0 0,5 9.2 11 I I 37,9 35.6 2 2 6 7.3 -5.9
13.0 .11.6 22 0 1 • 9.4 .0.7 11 1 2 1 0 .5 .16.2 3 2 1 22.9 -25.9
10.3 .19.1 22 0 2 3.0 3.1 II 3 8.0 • 0.3 3 2 2 9.7 9.0
1.0 0.6 I 1 1 6,4 7.0 11 1 4 4,3 3.7 3 2 3 4,7 4.7
0.9 .9.0 1 1 2 26.2 .24.0 11 1 5 2.9 2.9 3 2 4 3.9 • 3.2
0.0 .0.4 1 1 3 25.5 21.7 12 1 0 3.0 3.2 3 2 5 2.7 • 1.0
20.7 -24,7 1 1 4 5.2 5.0 12 1 2 4.0 -3.1 4 2 1 11.0 10.1
4 5.0 41.9 1 1 5 20,5 .19.1 12 I 4 1.7 1.6 4 2 2 4.6 .0,9
13.0 13.5 I 1 6 12.1 12.4 12 1 5 2.0 • 1.5 4 2 3 4.6 3.2
1 6 « 7 .17.3 2 1 1 4.6 3.2 13 1 1 10,4 .17.5 4 2 4 22.4 23.7
13.3 14.0 2 1 2 4.0 .3.3 13 1 2 16.2 15.0 4 2 5 4.0 -3.1
5.1 4.9 2 1 4 2.9 2.5 13 1 3 6.9 • 5 . 1 4 2 6 2.9 2.5
2 0.6 26.2 3 1 1 10,5 17,0 13 1 4 3,7 3.3 5 2 2 3.5 -2.2
5.0 .6.4 3 1 2 27.0 25.0 13 1 5 4,9 -3 . 7 5 2 3 9.7 0.0
17.9 .21.0 3 1 3 30, | .37.0 14 1 0 7,9 -5.3 5 2 4 2.3 • 2.5
9.1 B.9 1 4 0,7 6.7 14 I 2.4 1.9 5 2 5 2.3 -2.5
10.1 .10.6 3 1 5 13.0 12.0 14 1 2 3.9 3.6 5 2 6 2.1 2.2
* 16 .4.0 3 1 6 7.6 .6,6 14 1 0 1.1 1*6 6 2 1 16.3 7.4
13.9 14.5 4 1 0 10.0 15.2 15 I 1 7,6 5.6 6 2 2 19.1 • 19,2
21.0 21.0 4 1 1 5.1 .3.5 15 1 2 21.5 .20.4 6 2 3 3.3 2.7
19.4 19.1 4 1 2 9,4 .0,0 15 1 3 19,1 10.0 6 2 4 19.4 .19.1
27.1 .31.0 4 1 3 3,5 2.2 15 1 4 5.6 4.4 6 2 5 3.7 1.5
15.7 .16.2 4 1 4 3,0 3.1 15 1 5 20,6 • >0.5 0 2 6 3.4 -2.5
3.2 2.5 4 1 5 3.0 .2.3 16 1 O 3.1 1.2 7 2 1 10,3 7.8
21.7 .23.0 1 1 27.2 25.7 16 1 1 2.5 •2*1 7 2 3 12.3 .11.9
22.6 .20,1 5 1 2 21.0 .19.4 1 6 1 4 2,4 .2.2 7 2 4 3.3 3.0
10.0 10.0 5 1 3 5.2 4.2 17 1 1 12,0 1 2 . 6 7 2 5 4.6 4.5
1.0 0.5 5 1 4 1 .7 1.4 17 1 2 2,4 -3.2 0 2 0 10.2 10.0
23.6 .26.9 5 I 5 2.4 -2.9 17 1 3 9,7 -7.9 0 2 1 12.4 7.7
6,0 7.1 1 6 5,7 5.4 17 1 4 5,5 5.1 8 2 2 6.5 1.6
1 .9 .2.0 6 1 0 6,6 .6,1 10 I 0 3.9 2.7 0 2 4 31.1 -32.4
9.9 -10.7 6 1 1 5,0 1.3 10 1 2 2.3 • 2.5 8 2 5 19.1 20.8
15,2 16.4 6 1 2 5.1 4.0 1 9 1 2 0.6 6.0 0 2 6 3.4 2.9
13.0 13.6 6 1 4 2.4 -2.3 1 9 I 3 11.9 -9.4 9 2 2 4.0 6 . 1
5.1 4.7 1 5 1.7 2.3 21 1 1 11,5 .10,1 10 2 0 2.1 • 4.7
1.0 0.6 7 1 2 50,7 50,9 21 1 2 2.4 2.6 >0 2 1 9.9 • 3.3
4.1 3,6 7 t 3 5.4 .3.0 21 I 3 5,7 5.7 10 2 2 19.4 • 19.0
29.4 .34,0 7 1 4 1.7 .0.8 22 1 0 4.0 -2.7 10 2 3 15.6 -13.6
9.1 .9.6 7 1 5 3.8 -3.3 22 1 1 1.7 1.6 >0 2 4 13.0 12.4
7.3 .9.5 7 1 6 2.7 .1.4 22 I 2 2.2 2.1 10 2 5 10.9 • 11 .8
0.1 10.5 8 I 0 19.0 .14,0 23 I 1 18,0 .17.5 10 2 6 2.5 • 2.0
10.9 .11.0 1 1 0.5 6,4 0 I 1 4.4 -4.4 11 2 I 9.9 -11.4
23.2 .24.0 0 1 2 4.5 4.2 0 1 2 11,1 0.3 11 2 2 2.5 -2.1
7.0 9.3 0 1 3 4,5 .4.2 0 1 4 0,1 -7.2 * 1 2 3 0.6 0.0
1 1 .0 11.9 0 1 4 1.8 -1.0 0 1 5 4,3 3.1 11 2 -3.5
4.0 .5.2 9 1 1 22.1 .18,5 1 2 1 16,1 1 0 » 7 11 2 5 3.1 -3. 4
29,0 • 35.8 9 t 2 20,5 10.4 I 2 2 9,1 -9.3 •2 2 0 21.0 22.3
12.3 11,6 9 1 3 9.7 .9.4 1 2 3 3,4 • 3.4 >2 2 1 6.5 2.2
2.4 3,0 9 1 4 1 .0 2.0 1 2 3.1 12 2 2 5.6 2.4
9.3 .6,0 9 1 5 2.3 2.0 2 5 1.3 1.6 >2 2 3 6.4 5.6
NHj|Hk Iu (X-ray) : Final calculated structure 
factors and observed structure amplitudes.
F*GE 2
H K L fo FC H K c FO FC H K I FO FC H K I FO FC
12 2 4 7.3 7.2 3 3 4 1*4 - 2.1 15 3 1 6.2 -7*4 8 4 1 11*0 10.4
1* 2 5 3.2 3.1 3 3 5 7.2 -7.2 15 3 2 14,6 1 6 . 2 9 4 1 3.8 2.7
13 2 2 3.7 3.1 3 3 6 3.6 3.4 15 3 3 *1.4 .1 1 .6 <0 4 I 11*6 -9.4
3 3.6 .4,0 4 3 0 22.2 .24,4 15 3 4 6.5 -5.3 »» 4 7.2 5.4
13 2 4 1.6 2.1 4 3 1 6.1 5.7 16 3 0 3,6 "4.3 12 4 1 10.4 9.5
(3 2 5 1 . 6 1.4 4 3 2 12.4 12.5 16 3 I 2,5 2.9 >4 4 1 23.5 -22.6
t4 2 1 16,8 16.4 4 3 3 3.6 .4.0 16 3 3 4.2 • 3.9 >5 4 1 1 1 .0 -10*4
I4 2 2 6.2 .7.0 4 3 4 6.9 .6,6 16 3 4 3,8 4.1 >6 4 1 13.3 -12.7
I4 2 4 19.3 .15.3 4 3 5 2.7 3,5 17 3 I 6,6 -6.9 »7 4 I 6.5 4.6
14 2 5 5.9 4.2 4 3 6 1.6 1.6 17 3 3 4.7 4.2 >6 4 1 6,7 5.2
|5 2 1 6.6 6.4 5 3 1 16.9 .17.0 17 3 4 2.4 -2.9 19 4 t 5.4 5.2
2 6 ^ .6.6 2 12.7 12.7 16 3 0 2.6 -3. 1 21 4 1 5.5 -5.0
] 6 2 0 2 A , 2 .30.4 5 3 3 2.6 -2.4 18 3 2 5.5 5,6 0 4 2 21.7 26.2
16 2 1 25.9 29.3 5 1.9 2.4 19 3 2 6.5 -5.4 1 4 2 6.1 9.6
16 2 2 . 3.8 . 1.2 5 3 6 4.3 .4,3 19 3 3 5,2 5.5 2 4 2 3.2 -4.6
16 2 3 5.1 .2.6 6 3 0 7.6 7.5 21 3 1 5.9 6.0 3 4 2 11*2 • 14.1
16 2 4 10,1 1C. Q 6 3 2 5,7 -5.6 22 3 0 6.9 7.2 4 4 2 9.7 9.2
17 2 1 4.7 .4.2 6 3 4 5,4 5.4 22 3 I 2.4 -2.0 5 4 2 6.7 7.6
17 2 2 1 . 8 1.7 6 3 5 2.3 -3.4 0 3 1 5.4 6.5 6 4 2 1.7 • 1 .0
17 2 3 2.6 2.8 7 3 I 38.4 41.2 0 3 2 14,6 .14.9 7 4 2 6.5 -5.2
17 2 4 0.9 .1.4 7 3 2 27.6 .36.1 0 3 3 2.7 -3.4 8 4 2 19.7 17.6
1* 2 0 20.5 22.9 7 3 3 6.9 6.0 0 3 4 13,0 1 4 . 3 9 4 2 1.3 • 1.2
16 2 1 15,3 -16.5 7 3 4 3,6 -2.7 0 3 5 6,7 •7.5 10 4 2 4.7 -4,9
16 2 2 6.7 .6.9 7 3 6 2.7 2.7 2 4 0 14,5 .17.9 12 4 2 6.4 5.3
16 2 3 2.8 .1.4 8 3 0 23.9 25.6 2 6 0 7.6 -6.9 >3 4 2 3.6 -2.7
18 2 4 2.1 1.3 1 13.3 .12.3 2 7 0 4.6 2.4 U  4 2 3*5 3.2
16 2 1 5.2 .5.0 2 6.2 .6.6 4 4 0 4,9 -5.2 »5 4 2 6.7 6.2
19 2 2 2,3 2.5 6 3 3 6.2 6.1 4 6 0 9,9 I 1 .9 >6 4 2 1 I .1 8.9
20 2 0 7,1 .7.6 9 3 1 10,3 10.6 4 7 0 6,4 -5.2 >8 4 2 3.9 .4,2
20 2 1 11.0 10. I 9 3 2 12.3 . 12.0 6 6 0 10,1 .1 1.8 19 4 2 2.0 -3. 1
20 2 2 1.5 .0.3 9 3 3 8.2 8.5 8 6 0 7,9 7.4 20 4 2 4.8 5.1
20 2 3 4 • 4 4.4 9 3 4 2.0 - 1.6 8 7 0 8.7 9, 1 0 4 3 7.2 6.0
21 2 1 6.0 5.1 9 3 5 2.1 .2.0 8 8 0 3,7 4.5 1 4 3 3.4 2.6
21 2 2 3.5 .2.8 10 3 0 18.7 .22.1 10 6 0 6.4 • 4.4 2 4 3 12*3 - 12.2
22 2 0 11.7 . H . l 10 3 1 8.1 7.1 10 7 0 5.9 -5.9 3 4 3 5.4 -4.2
22 2 I 4.3 3.7 10 3 2 8,0 8,0 10 8 0 9.2 •5.6 4 4 3 13.8 14.4
22 2 2 6.7 • 8.6 10 3 3 4.6 .4.8 12 4 0 4.5 -0 . 6 5 4 3 6,6 -6,6
0 2 2 14.8 14.6 1 1 3 1 20.0 -19.4 12 6 0 6.2 6.9 6 4 3 17. 1 -17.5
0 2 3 2.1 . 1.1 I 1 3 2 10,8 9.0 14 6 0 20.8 .1 8.2 7 4 3 1 1 .6 11.1
0 2 4 4.7 4.4 1 1 3 3 3.8 2.9 16 6 0 9,6 -8.9 6 4 3 22.7 -19.7
0 2 5 6,3 5.8 1 1 3 5 1.1 .1 .1 0 3 0 9.1 8.6 9 4 3 2.5 1.6
1 3 1 5.9 .4.9 12 3 0 5.7 -5.0 0 6 0 18.5 .21.7 10 4 3 2.0 1.2
I 3 2 17.8 18.4 12 3 2 3.7 4.1 0 8 0 16,3 1 7 . 6 1 1 4 3 9,9 -9.7
1 3 3 14.8 .13.7 12 3 4 3.5 .4.2 0 9 0 3.2 1 .0 >2 4 3 6,0 5.5
1 3 4 5,5 .6.0 13 3 1 12.1 10,6 6 4 0 7.8 8.0 *3 4 3 5.3 5.5
1 3 5 13.7 M . 7 13 3 2 9.0 .8.5 8 4 0 5,9 5,2 U  4 3 1 1 .4 . 10.0
1 3 6 6,8 -9.3 13 3 3 4,1 3,6 10 4 0 9.2 -6.1 >6 4 3 7.2 6.5
2 3 0 5.4 5.9 13 3 4 4,2 .3,3 14 4 0 22.4 •9.9 0 4 4 7.1 5.3
2 3 1 6.0 .5.5 13 3 5 1.5 3.3 16 4 0 27.2 26 .5 4 3.2 —3 . 4
2 3 2 4.4  ^# 6 14 3 0 11,9 11 .5 1 8 4 0 le.s .17.8 4 4 4 5.4 -3.6
2 3 4 3.2 -3.9 14 3 1 2.9 .2.5 20 4 0 9,9 6.9 5 4 4 2.5 2.1
2 3 5 2.0 3.0 14 3 2 5.2 .5.6 3 4 1 >8,6 19.9 6 4 4 7.2 5.0
3 3 1 3,8 .3.0 14 3 3 2.0 I .8 4 4 1 17,6 16.1 7 4 4 3.5 -3.3
3 3 2 16.2 .1 6.4 14 3 4 5.5 5.0 6 4 1 21 ,6 .24.5 6 4 4 27.3 29.5
3 3 3 20,4 19,6 14 3 5 2.6 .2.5 7 4 1 10.2 . 12.2 <0 4 4 13,2 • 12.8
PAGE
H K L FO FC
11 4 4 2.2 2.a
12 4 4 1.7 l .8
1« 4 4 4.2 3.4
0 4 5 4.1 4.2
2 4 . 5 6.5 .6.5
4 4 5 7.8 7.6
6 4 5 6.2 .7.7
7 4 5 6.4 .5.2
a 4 5 9.1 .7.6
12 4 5 3.4 2.7
13 4 5 ‘.4 .2.0
0 4 6 6.9 7.1
2 5 0 3.9 .5.6
4 5 0 H.9 13.4
6 5 0 3.2 .2.3
a 5 0 17.5 .17.8
10 S 0 13.2 13.7
12 5 0 1.9 2.3
14 5 0 7.3 .7.6
1* 5 0 3.2 3.4
IB 5 0 1.5 1.9
0 5 1 4.5 .4.8
H K I FO FC
1 5 1 5.9 6*0
2 5 I 3.4 4.3
3 5 3.0 .2.9
4 5 1 4,0 .4.1
5 5 I 6.0 5.7
7 5 1 14,9 .14.0
8 5 1 9.0 9.1
9 5 I 4.6 .4.5
10 5 1 5.2 -5.4
It 5 1 5.5 5.4
13 5 1 3.8 .3.2
1 4 5 1 2.6 2.6
15 5 1 6.7 6.9
16 5 1 2.6 .3.2
1 7 5 1 2.6 2.6
la 5 1 1.2 1.5
1 9 5 1 1.9 .1.8
20 5 I 1.0 -1.4
0 5 2 6.3 8.2
1 5 2 9.6 .10.7
2 5 2 1.7 -1.9
H K I FO FC
4 5 2 5.5 -6*2
5 5 2 4.4 -4.2
6 5 2 2.6 2.7
7 5 2 13,9 >4.8
8 5 2 1.8. 2.3
9 5 2 7.4 7.4
10 5 2 4.0 >4.1
1 1 5 2 3.4 .3.3
12 5 2 1.9 -2.2
13 5 2 3,2 2.9
14 5 2 3.6 3.9
15 5 2 12.0 .10,5
1 8 5 2 2.5 -2.9
19 5 2 2.4 3.)
0 5 3 5.1 4.6
1 5 3 5,5 4,8
3 5 3 5.1 -5.4
7 5 3 8.8 -8.9
8 5 3 3.1 -3.6
9 5 3 5.3 • 5.4
10 5 3 2.6 3.4
H K L FO FC
13 5 3 1*7 -2»l
15 5 3 4.2 4.6
>6 5 3 3,0 3.3
17 5 3 1.0 .0.8
0 5 4 10,7 .12,3
1 5 4 5.3 5.7
2 5 4 2.9 2.9
4 5 4 4,5 5*1
6 5 4 3,6 .4.1
7 5 4 3.6 3.7
1 2 5 4 3.2 3.0
13 5 4 2.8 2.9
I 4 5 4 3.7 .4.1
0 5 5 5.8 6.6
1 5 5 9.0 • 8.8
3 5 5 3.2 2.6
4 5 5 1.5 -2.3
5 5 5 1.7 -1.8
6 5 5 2.0 2.5
9 3 3 8.2 8.5
9 3 4 2,0 .1.8
PACE 1
H K L f o FC H * I FO FC H K t FO FC M K I FO FC
4 0 0 58*4 72.3 8 0 105* 0 101*1 3 I 2 30.6 .28 2 0 2 3 84 6 73*0
6 0 0 56,4 .61.5 6 3 47.5 .44.0 1 1 2 26.5 23 5 22 2 2 23 6 -23.9
S 0 0 ec.t, 64,4 4 0 42.5 36.6 25 1 1 12.1 -7 4 20 2 2 20 5 20.1
1° ft 0 82.3 .93,3 2 0 67,9 .61.0 23 1 I 13.0 15 6 1 6 2 2 33 3 -39.1
12 0 0 46.8 61.1 0 0 79.1 66,7 17 1 1 11.5 .13 3 1 6 2 2 29 9 29.9
M 0 0 10.3 .0.2 2C 0 17.4 14.1 13 1 1 15.0 20 2 >4 2 2 44 7 -43,2
1* 0 0 82. 7 83.2 1 8 0 19.1 .16,4 11 1 1 29,8 -36 6 1 2 2 2 51 9 48.6
19 0 0 66,7 •>62.6 1 6 0 27,0 29.5 9 1 I 15,1 1 4 0 >0 2 2 80 5 -81,0
2° 0 0 42.2 46.1 1 4 0 30.9 .33.2 7 1 1 77.5 89 2 8 2 2 74 8 70,3
22 c 0 6.5 .11.1 12 0 30,2 32,8 5 1 1 23.9 *23 5 6 2 2 94 0 -90.9
24 0 1 25.3 I 8,4 10 0 26.5 .25.1 3 I 1 1 9 , 2 .22 1 4 2 2 82 0 72.7
22 0 1 26,6 .26.7 8 0 17,8 19.3 1 1 I 0.9 •6 1 2 2 2 122 9 -102,4
2° 0 1 20.6 15.3 6 0 52,0 .49,1 21 1 1 12,3 U 6 0 2 2 115 9 104.3
18 0 1 22.2 -26,7 4 0 58.5 58.0 4 2 7 21.2 19 7 24 2 I 14 1 12.1
16 0 1 13.4 16.3 2 0 55,2 .55,1 2 2 7 25.5 .26 2 22 2 1 1 7 1 -15.1
H 0 1 76,7 .61.7 C 0 58.7 56,8 0 2 7 36,4 36 6 20 2 1 30 2 36.5
12 0 1 66,6 71.8 1 6 0 9,0 18.4 2 2 37,8 .37 3 *8 2 1 44 0 -41,3
1° 0 1 66,0 .91.1 14 0 22,3 .18.6 0 2 6 39,3 35 4 1 6 2 1 60 2 66.2
8 0 1 66,6 101,7 12 0 23,3 22.5 4 2 6 32,4 34 0 *4 2 I 26 9 -27.4
6 0 1 132,4 .140,3 10 c 25.4 .27,8 6 2 6 29,5 .28 7 >2 2 I 52 7 59.5
0 0 1 19,0 .4.9 8 0 27.3 32.8 8 2 6 28.4 26 7 io 2 1 61 7 -64,2
26 0 1 1 7 . 2 -22.5 6 0 36.7 -37. 1 10 2 6 28,1 -25 3 8 2 1 76 7 74.2
24 0 2 21.9 25.0 4 0 38.3 35,6 12 2 6 I 9 , 9 23 9 6 2 1 76 4 -73,8
22 0 2 16,7 .13.6 2 0 32,7 .34.7 14 2 6 19,2 .21 3 4 2 1 108 2 98.5
20 0 2 27 .6 29.4 0 0 34,0 36.9 14 2 22.4 .20 2 24 2 0 26 6 26.8
18 0 2 25,9 .21.5 8 0 26.9 24,5 12 2 5 30,3 29 8 22 2 0 26 6 • 29,0
16 0 2 47.1 49.6 6 0 21.9 .23.0 10 2 42.9 -45 4 20 2 0 6 I 11.0
14 0 2 54,5 .54,0 4 0 24.6 26.7 8 2 5 58,5 59 6 1 6 2 0 13 0 9.6
1 2 0 2 67,0 68.0 2 0 22.5 .24,6 6 2 39,7 .39 1 14 2 0 88 5 .100,3
10 0 2 55,7 .51.7 0 c 12,6 14.2 4 2 5 <1.7 37 4 >2 2 0 72 2 73.9
8 0 2 94,0 87,6 4 0 132.7 126.7 2 2 47.1 .43 0 io 2 0 64 0 -65.9
6 0 2 96.4 .64,4 2 0 146,0 .129.6 0 2 46,8 43 4 8 2 0 83 6 97.2
4 0 2 142.7 129.2 1 I 12.6 7.6 >6 2 5 17,9 15 0 6 2 0 127 1 .139,6
2 0 2 114,7 .1"!.7 I 1 13.2 .16.4 1 8 2 5 17.9 .16 1 is 2 0 9 4 -10.2
0 0 2 1 15,0 105,6 1 1 19,8 23,7 1 8 2 4 19.0 .18 8 0 2 1 2*9 6 218.9
24 0 3 14,5 2.8 3 I 14,7 -17,5 16 2 4 36.6 37 0 2 2 1 134 9 •122,0
22 0 3 32,3 .35. 1 7 1 1 1.0 8.8 14 2 4 44,6 -45 3 4 2 0 138 8 162.6
20 0 3 I 7 . 8 18.7 15 1 17.9 22.6 12 2 4 43,3 40 6 2 2 0 91 4 -109.0
18 0 3 30. 1 .31.6 7 1 10,0 -9.9 10 2 4 26.2 .22 2 3 3 7 8 2 5.0
16 0 3 43. 1 40.2 u 1 3,9 2.2 8 2 4 15,1 8 5 3 3 6 16 5 -9.5
14 0 3 46,4 -47,8 13 1 10.1 .8.8 6 2 4 75.9 -69 7 1 3 6 16 8 14.1
12 0 3 52,4 46.6 1 1 1 8.7 7.4 4 2 4 86,6 81 8 3 3 5 14 4 13.6
10 0 3 50.7 -47.7 9 1 U . 4 12.3 2 2 4 72,3 -67 8 1 3 5 20 3 -19.1
8 0 3 31 .8 27,0 7 1 9.2 8.5 0 2 4 65.2 61 5 7 3 5 5 4 -5.9
6 0 3 93,8 .93,9 3 1 39,7 40,2 20 2 4 16.5 13 7 15 3 5 I 7 6 -18.7
4 0 3 101.7 93.4 I I 25.0 -20.7 20 2 3 19,3 24 0 '5 3 3 9 5 14.2
2 0 3 105.6 .95.5 15 1 13,7 .17.3 18 2 25.5 .23 4 9 3 3 7 2 -9.0-
0 0 3 111,3 96,0 23 1 13.2 13.9 16 2 3 26,4 28 0 7 3 3 12 1 -8.0
22 c 4 14.4 6.6 23 1 15,4 -19,5 14 2 3 33.7 .35 3 3 3 3 27 4 -26.3
20 0 4 14,8 22.4 15 1 15.7 20,6 12 2 3 47,6 49 4 1 3 3 21 8 16.7
IB 0 4 26,9 .27,2 1 3 1 12.2 -17,1 10 2 3 68.2 -65 2 23 3 2 14 2 16.9
1 6 0 4 1».2 18.2 1 1 1 13.8 13.5 8 2 3 104,0 ’8 0 1 5 3 2 14 2 -18.0
14 0 4 17,9 .20,8 9 I 17.4 .16,6 6 2 3 65,9 -58 1 13 3 2 13 0 12.4
12 0 4 36,7 36.6 7 I 50.0 -52.0 4 2 3 74,3 69 8 >1 3 2 12 7 -11.7
|0 0 4 75." .74,2 5 1 19.2 19.6 2 2 3 79,9
O1 5 9 3 2 13 0 11.4
RbHglu : Final calculated structure 
factors a.nd observed structure amplitudes©
PA6E 2
H H t. *0 FC H K L FO FC H K I FO FC H K L FO FC
7 3 2 36,4 42.4 22 4 2 14.5 ■ t 0. 4 |6 6 0 13 3 .11 0 9 2 13*9 >8.2
5 3 2 >7.6 .17.3 20 4 2 20,7 23,0 0 2 0 102 6 .73 7 9 2 5,3 5.4
3 3 2 22.1 17.6 18 4 2 22.7 .20.4 0 4 0. 190 3 190 1 >0 2 45,1 -40.9
1 3 2 23.5 .20,6 16 4 2 35.0 37.0 0 6 0 25 1 12 3 lo 2 22.7 >24.2
23 3 1 15,0 .13.2 U  4 2 32.6 .38, 2 0 6 0 55 8 59 7 1 I 2 9,5 7.4
13 3 1 13.6 .14.1 12 4 2 45.8 48.7 1 3 1 5 3 6 5 1 2 2 35.1 31.6
1 » ,3 1 22.6 26.2 10 4 2 4 5,6 .44.3 2 6 1 60 3 .59 3 >3 2 8.7 • 8.0
7 3 1 <9.2 .57,6 8 4 2 66.4 63.9 2 8 1 36 7 .35 2 1 4 2 42,0 -29.3
5 3 1 23.5 19,4 6 4 2 67.5 .61.3 4 6 1 58 3 52 2 >5 2 15.9 13.3
1 9.6 13.2 4 4 2 85.8 80.0 4 8 1 31 1 36 9 >6 2 22.3 19.7
15 3 1 8.3 6.3 2 4 2 73,7 .77.6 5 5 1 16 5 -9 9 >7 2 5.8 . 1.8
4 4 7 22.6 23.2 0 4 2 93. 1 80,2 6 6 1 4a 2 .<4 3 l9 2 12.2 .9.6
2 4 7 19,7 .19.6 24 4 2 16.5 17.6 6 8 1 34 6 .35 6 l9 2 10.4 7.7
7 10.2 11.6 24 4 I 17.9 15.5 7 5 1 29 9 30 4 *9 2 5.5 .5.5
2 4 6 27.0 .27.4 22 4 1 21.4 -19.5 7 7 1 13 9 .14 7 2 | 2 4,0 -5.9
6 31.5 30.5 20 4 1 16.4 14.0 7 9 1 4 0 6 6 0 2 40.8 49.7
4 4 6 2fl,4 27.0 16 4 1 17.2 .20.7 8 6 1 46 9 41 2 0 2 33.1 36.7
6 4 6 27.6 .28.2 16 4 1 16,9 15.7 8 8 1 26 5 33 7 1 3 12.8 -9.1
a 4 6 22.5 26.5 U  4 1 52.8 .58.6 9 3 1 1 1 2 ..10 3 2 3 40.3 -42.7
1® 4 6 21.1 -22.7 12 4 1 48,3 51.3 10 6 I 41 6 -3a 4 2 3 22.4 -30.0
12 4 6 19.4 17.6 10 4 I 56.0 .62.9 10 8 I 27 0 .27 9 3 3 14.9 14.2
12 4 5 26.1 25.7 8 4 1 65.2 74,8 1 1 5 1 16 7 .13 7 3 3 5.7 • 6*6
10 4 5 24.2 .20.9 6 4 1 84.3 .91.6 1 1 7 I 5 2 6 2 4 3 32,3 38.7
8 4 5 18.9 16,2 4 4 1 89. 1 86.0 12 6 I 42 8 34 6 4 3 21.7 30,7
6 4 5 41.6 .38 ,3 2 4 1 89.0 .77.9 12 6 1 22 8 24 2 5 3 10.3 -5.9
4 4 5 43.5 44,0 24 4 0 6.0 3.7 13 5 1 I 1 2 6 1 6 3 30.4 -35. 1
2 4 5 43.9 .42.8 22 4 0 14.1 .12.3 13 7 1 4 4 -3 9 6 3 19,1 -29.7
5 46,2 43.7 20 4 0 2e,7 32,9 U  6 1 25 7 - 1 9 2 7 3 12.5 6.6
1« 4 5 25,0 .25.5 IS 4 0 43,5 .44.9 15 1 1 13 8 -5 0 7 3 7,2 -6.9
16 4 5 21.6 23.0 16 4 0 52,0 59,9 15 5 1 5 8 -6 2 a 3 60,3 53,4
18 4 5 15.6 .15.5 1 4 4 0 15.0 . 10,6 15 7 1 3 2 5 3 6 3 10,2 14.7
18 4 4 21.0 -19,9 12 4 0 37.4 43,9 16 6 I 38 0 37 3 9 3 9.7 6.3
16 4 4 16,5 14.4 8 4 0 58,8 58,8 17 3 1 15 2 10 1 9 3 4.5 • 3.9
l« 4 4 20,0 .19,5 6 4 0 44.5 .55.9 17 5 1 8 3 «5 6 10 3 31.3 -38.1
12 4 4 30,6 30,9 4 4 0 40.9 57,7 18 6 1 27 0 .25 0 »l 3 7.4 .3,4
10 4 4 51.3 .52.6 2 4 0 69,9 .98,6 19 3 1 9 0 -0 9 >2 3 25.8 29.0
8 4 4 73,0 72.8 10 4 0 56.0 .63.4 21 3 1 11 3 .11 2 1 3 3 12.7 8.0
6 4 4 35.8 .35,8 0 4 1 34.9 29.7 0 6 1 86 3 87 2 1 3 3 7.0 -6.5
4 4 4 36.9 34.0 15 1 4 7.7 .8,0 0 8 1 23 3 22 0 1 3 3 5,6 5.1
2 4 4 51.0 .46,6 5 I 6 6.6 .7.6 2 6 2 56 1 -53 I >4 3 17*3 -23.0
0 4 4 58.0 49,7 2 6 0 76, 1 .54.8 2 6 2 31 0 .33 3 •5 3 20.4 -17.3
20 4 4 16.7 16,9 2 8 0 39.6 .39,2 1 5 2 16 9 12 0 >5 5 3 7.8 -9.6
20 4 3 17,0 15.0 4 6 0 82.9 65,8 1 7 2 9 1 -7 1 >7 3 13.4 8.9
18 4 3 21.1 .24.2 4 8 0 33.4 32.0 3 5 2 12 0 .1 1 1 »7 3 8.9 -5.9
16 4 3 30,3 31,8 6 6 0 74.6 .62,8 3 7 2 6 4 5 9 17 5 3 4.2 2.9
1* 4 3 38.8 .36.2 6 8 0 33.3 .30.2 4 6 2 55 2 <8 0 *9 3 11.4 12.4
12 4 3 39,6 38,0 8 6 0 55.7 55,3 4 8 2 30 2 31 7 I9 3 3 7.2 .9.6
10 4 3 39.2 -37.7 8 8 0 30.2 25.0 5 5 2 12 t 9 4 2 1 3 5.4 -2.9
8 4 3 27,1 24.9 10 6 0 44,4 • 42.3 6 6 2 57 7 .50 6 0 6 3 41.7 41.1
6 4 3 69.8 .64,4 10 8 0 27.7 .27,1 6 8 2 26 7 -27 6 0 8 3 22.6 32.6
4 4 3 72.3 67.0 12 6 0 52.4 40,1 7 5 2 29 0 .24 0 7 3 3 12.1 -8*0
2 4 3 75.3 .68.2 12 8 0 22.7 22.3 7 7 ? 1 1 6 1 4 0 3 3 3 27.4 -26*3
0 4 3 69.2 69,8 14 6 0 61,9 .49,8 8 6 2 4 1 8 38 9 1 3 3 21.8 16.7
Appendix
I. Extinction "
When a beam of X-rays or neutrons is incident upon a crystal then, 
quite apart from the effects of absorption and multiple diffraction, a 
phenomenon exists which serves to attenuate the beam as it penetrates 
the crystal near the Bragg angle. This arises from the very nature 
of the diffraction process where the production of a secondary beam 
must result in the weakening of the primary one by an exchange of 
energy. Such an attenuation, with a consequent loss of diffracted 
intensity, is termed extinction. If the effect is neglected then the 
implied assumption, that the diffracted beam is much weaker than the 
incident one, is not always justified and, indeed, for a perfect 
crystal both are equally strong over a range of a few seconds of arc. 
With imperfect crystals, errors in the strongest reflexions may be 
appreciable.
Early diffraction theory, based on the assumption of a perfect 
crystal, predicted integrated, diffracted intensities usually very 
much less than those observed, the expectation being that the incident 
beam would be totally reflected within the first few thousand planes. 
Darwin (1914, 1922), however, demonstrated that satisfactory agreement 
could be achieved if it were assumed that the crystal was not perfect 
but was composed of small perfect regions (blocks) imperfectly aligned 
with respect to each other. Such a model of the real crystal, with 
discontinuities arising from dislocations, grain-boundaries and the 
like, was termed the "mosaic” by Ewald (1917)* This model is supported
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by the observation that reflexions from real crystals occur over a 
range of minutes of arc rather than the few seconds predicted for 
the perfect crystal. It is assumed that the relative displacements 
of the blocks are large compared with the incident wavelength so that 
no phase relationship exists between waves scattered from individual 
blocks. In the absence of extinction effects the total reflected 
intensity is the sum of the intensities from all blocks, i.e*
I oc jp|N 9 where N = 2.
This constitutes the ’’ideally imperfect” model of the crystal. If the 
crystal is perfect N = 1 but in most cases 1 « N  < 2 so that extinction 
reveals itself when |Pc | is systematically higher than iPQ | for 
the strongest terms.
On the basis of the mosaic model two types of extinction may be 
defined. In the first of these the beam attenuation occurs as a 
result of diffraction within the perfect regions or within a perfect 
crystal and is termed Primary or, because of the phase relationship 
between the diffracted rays, Coherent extinction. Its magnitude is 
dependent on the size of the mosaic blocks. Secondary extinction 
arises through diffraction from identically orientated blocks at 
different levels in the crystal and therefore depends on the angular 
misalignment of the individual blocks. This is usually assumed to 
obey a Gaussian distribution about the reflecting position. Both 
types of extinction are represented schematically in Figure 1.
- 3 -
Extinction, then, results in the screening of the lower layers of 
a crystal by those on the surface preventing them from experiencing 
the undiminished primary beam and hence from contributing fully to 
the diffracted intensity. In the case of primary extinction 
attenuation occurs mainly as a result of multiple reflection, the 
planes being as equally well positioned to reflect the diffracted 
beam as the incident one. These twice (or more) reflected waves are 
out of phase with the primary, undeflected beam, and cancellation by 
interference occurs (Figure 1a). The effects of secondary extinction 
will be most severe for the strongest intensities where an appreciable 
proportion of the direct beam is reflected away by the upper layers. 
These factors will similarly affect the diffracted beam. Perfect 
screening occurs in the perfect ciystal where the penetration distance 
is only of the order of 10 ^  cm. In an imperfect crystal, for 
secondary extinction, screening occurs if the angle between the blocks 
is less than the angular width of diffraction from a single block. 
Therefore extinction will be negligible for small blocks and a large 
angular mosaic spread.
II. Corrections for Extinction
In the absence of an exact mathematical treatment of extinction, 
attempts have been made to alleviate the effects prior to and during 
data collection. Thus an "improvement” in mosaicity may be achieved 
by subjecting the crystal to thermal or mechanical shock (Lonsdale,1948)-
It has also been suggested (Bunn, 1963) that estimating the strongest 
reflexions by means of the powder method, where extinction is less 
severe, might be beneficial. It has further been shown (Chandrasekhar, 
1 9 5 6, i9 6 0) that extinction-free structure amplitudes may be 
obtained from dual measurement of each reflexion using plane-polarised 
X-rays and assuming extinction tob e expressed by |3 |f|^ such that
However, none of these methods is entirely satisfactory and interest 
has been centred on deriving better mathematical approximations to 
the solution.
The integrated reflexion from a mosaic crystal is proportional 
to the volume of the crystal intercepted by the beam, the proportionality 
constant being
However, if primary extinction is prevalent then this will no 
longer be true since most of the reflexion is taking place only from 
the upper layers of the crystal. Darwin showed that a suitable 
modification was to replace Q by Q 1 where
p being the number of planes in the block and q the amplitude reflected 
from a single plane. Although not experimentally applicable, this 
formula can be used to predict the block size at which primary 
extinction may become appreciable (James, 1962). It is usually
I0 = a |f |2 - (3 If ]2*-.
Q
Q 1 = Q (tanh pq)/pq,
- 5 -
• -a
assumed that the block size is less than about 1 0 cm, and that
primary extinction is therefore negligible.
The correction for secondary extinction for blocks parallel to 
the surface of an infinite parallel plate crystal may be deduced as 
follows;
for ordinary absorption the reduction in the incident beam through a 
layer z in the crystal is
If secondary extinction occurs then the fraction of the beam diffracted 
by the element dz is,
2?he total reduction on traversing dz is, therefore
I Q ( M- + gQ) cosera 9 dz,
where jg is a constant depending on the crystal mosaic. This is 
equivalent to an increase in the linear absorption coefficient to 
H + gQ as a result of secondary extinction. The total, integrated, 
reflected intensity is therefore given by,
} dz
T - I exp (- Hz cosec 0) = I Hz cosea 9.O O * 0
Q cosec 8 dz (assuming a beam of unit cross-section).
I Q cose.c 9 dz. exp(-2( \i + gQ)z cosec^g ), 
= Q/2 ( H + gQ).
o
Hence, if the intensity is calculated on the assumption that 
extinction is absent then,
Ic = Q/2 j, 
while Ic (correct) = Q/2( n + gQ),
Therefore, Ic (correct) = Ic/(1 + 2g Ic)
or | Fo | (correct) = k|Fc |/(1 + 2g Ip k | Fc |2 ft ..... 1.
where Lp is the Lorentz-polarisation correction and K, k are scale 
factors,
^his equation is valid for the correction of neutron data but 
Zachariasen (1963) has shown that, in the X-ray case, the parallel 
and perpendicular components of the polarisation term must be treated 
separately and has rigorously derived the appropriate formula for the 
correction in an infinite plane parallel plate, A suitable 
approximation for a crystal of arbitrary shape is to replace p in 
equation (1) by p 1 where,
p ' = ^2/E* and = 1 + cos^N 2 0 .
An alternative expression given by Zachariasen is,
|pQ | (correct) = k|Fq| ft + pC Ioj? 
or (applied to |Pc |) |Fc| (correct) = K|Pc | ft -kgpLp|Pc|2 7 .... 2., 
2
where |3 = 2 P^ /P^  and Io is the observed integrated intensity on an 
arbitrary scale.
Both of these equations(1 and 2) have been used successfully in 
the correction of extinction (Ssbrink and Werner ,. 1 9 6 6; Larson, 1 9 6 7), 
jg being considered as a parameter to be varied in the least-squares 
refinement, although Larson concluded that equation (1 ) gave the 
better correction*
However, in these formulations the magnitude of the correction 
depends solely on the integrated intensity and no account is taken of 
crystal shape or the modifications due to absorption. These factors 
are obviously of importance in the secondary extinction correction 
(Hamilton, 1957) and, by making some simplifying assumptions, 
Zachariasen (1967) has derived the correction applicable to a crystal 
of arbitrary shape. This has the form,
|Pc ( (correct) = K|Fj /f + (2 P^Aj ) B + (p/g)^? !/
where t and T are, respectively, the mean path lengths in a single 
domain (block) and in the crystal, is the secondary extinction 
parameter and (3 = r/x where r is the radius of a spherical domain.
The terms j: and j3 allov/ crystals to be classed according as the 
extinction is dominated by the mosaic spread (Type I), in which case 
jg is greater than the width of reflexion from a single domain, or 
whether the size of the domains is the predominating factor (Type II). 
In the absence of measurements at different wavelengths for the same 
crystal these two types cannot be distinguished and, neglecting
- 8 -
primary extinction (t < T) the above equation reduces to,
|P | (correct) = k |f |/U2r* Q» T ..... 3.
C C i1
where Q* = Q/P^ and rK(= {3 /T + ((3/g)^_7~^)is the extinction parameter 
to be refined. This is then related to the mosaic spread parameter g 
by g = 3.82/rX(seconds) or to the domain radius by r = rH The 
absorption weighted mean path length for each reflexion (t) may be 
derived from,
T = (-log AM)/|j, ,
Xwhere A is the transmission factor. This is a good approximation if 
absorption is not severe. If the correction be applied to the 
observed structure amplitudes then an appropriate form is (Zachariasen, 
1968),
|Fo | (correct) = K|FQ | /x + (1 + x2 ) ^ 1   4.,
where x = c x (3 x IQ and 6 = 2( ) d A /d(p R). In this expression
dAX/d(p,R) = 1.0 if absorption is negligible.
It has been assumed in the treatment so far that the crystal 
mosaic is described accurately in terms of spherical domains and an 
isotropic, Gaussian distribution of domains about the reflecting 
angle. This assumption, however, may not be extremely realistic and 
extinction has been shown to exhibit anisotropy (Delaplane and Ibers, 
1969). It has been shown (Coppens and Hamilton, 1970) that such 
anisotropy may be described by two symmetric tensors relating to the 
ellipsoidal nature of the dornains (TypeH), or the anisotropic 
Gaussian distribution of the domains (Type i). The elements of these
tensors are refined in the least-squares procedure. This anisotropy, 
if severe, allows distinction to be made between the two crystal types 
for measurements made at a single wavelength. Satisfactory results 
have been obtained for a number of refinements of extinction-affected 
X-ray and neutron data, the tensors assuming physically reasonable 
values.
However, an alternative explanation of the disagreement in the 
isotropic case, especially in neutron analyses, has been suggested 
by Cooper and Rouse (i 970) in terms of the approximations made in 
Zachariasen’ s original treatment and in particular his implied 
assumption that strong reflexions (and hence possibly extinction 
affected) do not occur at large scattering angles. Such is not 
necessarily true of neutron diffraction data since the atom scattering 
lengths for neutrons are independent of angle. Use of this 
approximation leads to under correct ion of the strongest intensities. 
The authors obtained good agreement between observed and calculated 
results using modified functions for spherical and cylindrical 
crystals.
Uncorrected extinction, like uncorrected absorption, leads to 
marked errors in .the atomic thermal parameters without significantly 
affecting the atomic positions. It is therefore advisable to correct 
for extinction if fine structural detail is sought.
- 10 -
H I  Corrections applied in this thesis.
The extinction refinements carried out in this thesis were based 
on equation (3) except for that of the ammonium hydrogen glutarate 
X-ray data where equation (4) was used. Programs to carry out the 
required refinements are appended. The relevant partial derivatives 
are:-
<3> = If I (1 + 2r* If \2» )-i
dK ° °
and dFo* =~iK|Fo|3 M l  + 2r* |FQ|2 i )"5/it
n *
(4)
dK
and dP K = iK |P 1 A" 2 B o  ^ ' o 1
ac
where 5= ^  T ^2 / e2 \2, A = (x + (1 + x2)2)^
V 2 sin 20 *1 \ me2/
and B = x/c (1 + X/(1 + x^)2).
^he estimated standard deviations were derived from, 
sigma = EwA /aij (m-n), 
where aij is the i j ^  element of the inverse matrix, m is the number 
of data and n = 2. The results are summarised in Table 1.
It is immediately obvious that extinction is much more severe in
neutron analyses than in X-ray. This arises from two considerations; 
the first is that absorption is generally much less severe for neutrons
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and, with the larger crystals employed/ longer path lengths are 
available to the neutron beam; secondly neutron diffraction crystals 
require to be grown with more care than the X-ray ones leading to a 
greater degree of perfection.
Of interest is a comparison of the results for the X-ray and 
neutron analyses of potassium hydrogen glutarate (KHGlut). The 
crystal of KHGlut used in the X-ray analysis was cut from a large 
piece grown for neutron diffraction study but suffered severely from 
irradiation damage (Chapter 3)* ^his is reflected in the state of
perfection of the two crystals. It is interesting that Zachariasen
(1 965a),using a technique enabling distinction to be made experimentally 
between primary and secondary extinction, concluded that in a sodium 
chlorate crystal, radiation damage had no effect on secondary 
extinction but eliminated primary extinction. The radius of the 
domains in KHGlut (N) is of a size where primary extinction may in 
fact be appreciable.
Of the refinements carried out only that on KD(TFA) 2  eliminated 
the effects of extinction. This is in accord with the observation of 
Cooper and Rouse (1970) that the Zachariasen formula is effective
(for neutrons) to a level of extinction. The results from TO^TFAjg
(much more perfect than HDfTFA^) indicate (Figure 2) that the 
discrepancies increase with severity of extinction again in agreement
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with Cooper and Rouse. However, in the KHGlut (x) case, extinction 
was not severe but the correction was not adequate. It was observed 
to be markedly anisotropic as was,to a lesser extent, that for 
NH HGlut(x).
It appears, therefore, that the approximations made by 
Zachariasen are valid for the X-ray case where disparities may be 
attributed to anisotropic extinction, but in the neutron case 
further refinement of the theoiy is required*
Programs for the correction of extinction
DD300EX15WP4+S030643-PST-*
begin, comment This program carries out the isotropic extinction 
correction as formulated by Zachariasen (Acta Cryst., A24.
212, (1968)-Equation 2), by means of a least-squares 
procedure in' which the parameters rstar and a scale factor 
are adjusted. As well as the usual crystal data, the program 
requires as input, h,k,l,Fc,Fo,w(a weight for each reflexion) 
and Tbar'(the mean path length for each reflexion in the 
crystal). The least squares is carried out on Fc but output 
is a set of corrected Fo values for use in subsequent 
all-parameter refinement. A.L. Macdonald 26/11/70;
real rstar,k,a,b,c,alpha,beta,gamma,lambda,V,R11,R22,R33,
R23*R31>Rl2,corrj
integer no,i,j,s,cycle,ncycle,indie,op;
open(20); open (30) ;copytext( 20,30, £  ; DlopenMo); 
indie:=read(20);cycle:=read(20);ncyele:=read(20); 
rstar:=read(2o);k:=read(20);a:=read(20);b:=read(20); 
c:=read(20);alpha:=read(20);beta:=read(20);gamma:= 
read(20j;lambda:=read(20);no:=read(2o);op:=read(20); 
ncycle:=ncycle+cycle; 
begin ££§X E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,sobf,sdel,denom*eps1,eps2,sfc,ssth, 
s twt, DELTA, B, sum, sumd, IDAT ;
aEcax d a t [i:7]j
begin, somment. Compute the Rij s;
real ca,cb,eg,sa.sb,sg,const;
const:= 3.14159265/180.0;alpha:= const X alpha; 
beta := const X beta;gamma:= const x gamma; 
ca:=cos(alpha); cb:= cos(beta); cg:= cosfgamma); 
sa:=sin(alpha); sb:= sin(beta); sg:= sin(gamma);
V := aXbXcXsqrt(l +2xcaxcbxcg - caT2-cbT2-cgT2);
R 11 :== 0.25x((bxcxsa)/V)T2;
R22 := Oo25x((cxaxsb)/V)t2;
R33 := 0.25x((aXbxsg)/v)t2:
R23 := (0.50xbXcx(a/V)T2)xfcbXcg-ca);
R31 := (0;50xcxax(b/V)T2)x(cgxca-cb);
R 12 := (0.50xaxbx(c/v)T2)x(caXcb-cg5; 
end computing the Rij s;
newcy: j:=0; sdel:=sobf:=sfc:=sum:=sumd:=E1 :=E2.:=E3:=E4:=E5:=0;
start: £or i:= 1 sj^u 1 7 ....................
DAT[i] read(20)7
j+i; IDAT:=DAT[4]; 
frggin, Calculate Lorentz term; n,m M n
ssth := lambdaT2x(DAT[l]x(R11xDAT[l]+Rl2xDAT[2]+R3lxDAT[3]) 
+(R22XDAT[2]+R 23xDAT[3])XDAT[2]+DAT[31T2xR33); 
stv/t := 2xsqrt(ssth)xsqrt( 1-ssth) ;
DELTA := lambdaT3xDAT[7JX]o4/(VT2xstwt);
end.:
comment For X-rays delta becomes delta times polarisation
correction times scattering factor;
If indie = 1 then DELTA:-DELTAx( 1+(1-stwtT2)T2)/ 
(12.593x(1+(1-stwtT2))); 
goto calc; 
again: B := 1+2xrstarxDAT[4]?2xDELTA;
comment Compute coefficients of normal equations;
El := E1+DAT[6]T2xDAT[4]T2/sqrt(B);
E2 := E2 +DAT[6]12xDAT[ 4 ] T 4xkxDELTA/(BT 1 •5x2);
E3 E3+DAT[6]T2x(abs(DAT[5])-abs(DAT[4]))xabs(DAT[4])/ 
(BT0.25)*
E4 := E4-I-DAT [6 jt2xDAT [4]T6xkT2xDELTAT2/(4xBT2. 5) j 
E^ := E5+DAT[6]t2x(abs(DAT[5])-abs(DAT[4]))xabs(DAT[4]) 
T3xDELTAXk/(2xBT 1.25) 
sum2=sum+abs(abs(DAT[5])-ahs(DAT[4]))T2xDAT[6]T2; 
sumd:=sumd+DAT[51T2xDAT[6]T2;
j / no then, goto, start; 
denom := ElxE4-E2t2;
eps1:=(E3xE4-E5xE2)/denom; eps2:=(E3xE2-E1xE5)/denom; 
k  := k + eps1; rstar:= rstar + eps2 ; 
cycle := cycle -H; 
goto out;
calc: begin comment Correct Fcalc and calculate R etc. ;
DAT[4jT ='kxabs(DAT[4])/((1+2xrs tarxDAT[4]T2x 
DELTA)TO.25);
sdel:- sdel+abs(abs(DAT[5])-abs(DAT[4])); 
sfc := sfc-f abs(DAT[4]); 
sobf sobf+DAT[5];
corr:= (1 +2xrstarxDAT[4]t2xDELTA)T0.25;
gndj
1L J 1 a m  feasAa
writetext(30,IIp2cX*************RESULTS**0P*EXTINCTI0N
^CORRECTION*AFTER*CYCLEJJ ;
write (30,format(IsnddjL),cycle) ;
writetext(30,lL4cl*****SCALE*FACT0R***JL);
write(30,format(ipsnd.ddddcl) ,k);
writetextf30.rfcT*****RSTAR*****^);
write(30,format(Tssndddddd.ddddcX) ,rstar) ;
write text (30, XJD^ c J_/*'****h**'x'x‘**k******l*******Fc*****
##**p0********de1ta*******tbar *****SINTHETA***EXTN
*CORRj£cJLL) ;
end.;
£221 i := 1 EiSJEL, J y a M X  3 do 
write (30, format (Jjsss~nddX) ,DAT[i]); 
fop, s := 4 step. 1 ujatjLL 5 do '•
v/rite(30,format(£ps-nddd'.add 1J ,DAT[s]) ; 
write (30, format(j_ps~nddd;dddjj ,DAT [5]-DAT [4]) ; 
write(30,format(ipsssssd.dddjj ,DAT[7])j
out:
end->
write( ^ 0, format (JjSsd.dddJ),sqrt(ssth)); ' 
it corr > 1.01 t^en vrrite(30,format(I6sd.dddcl),corr) 
write text (3oT lie]]); 
if cycle = ncycle -1 arid op = 1 the]
writef10,formati 
writef10,formati 
write(10,format i 
if IDAT = 0 the] 
write(10,format i 
again;
,DAT[1 
,DAT[2] 
,DAT[3]
rpss-ndd;,
Tsss-ndd;, 
lpss-nddj(
,fee£ia • r 1V
sssndd.dddjcJJ SDAT[5])j
  _ , end:
write(10,format(.Ipssndd*dddjcJD ,DAT[5]xlDAT/DAT[4]) ;
end:
Sg&P, again;
writetextf 30.f C2c1 ) ;
write(30,format(Xpsd.ddddjj •sdel/sobf)j
writetext(30,JL****SUM*F0BS* );
write (30,format(Jjiddddd.dddiJ , sobf) j
writetext(30,I****SUM*FCALC*]j ;
write(30,format(J^ddddd.dddlT,sfc);
writetext(30,JLl2cl***rdash*P;
write(30,format(£ssnd.ddddjj,sum/suiiid) ;
write text (30, JLL4cl***SCALE*SHIFT**D ;
write(30,format(Xrndd.ddddJL) ,eps1)j
writetext( 30,I****RSTAR*SHIFTl) :
write (30,format (Iss-nddd.ddddcjj ,eps2) ;
if cycle T ncycle then goto newcy;
writetext(30,f F 4c1***new*parame ters *and*standard*deviations 
f 4c]***rstar*****sigma***scale *factor**s igmaf2c 11); 
write(30,format(Is snd•dddd])>rs tar); 
write?30,formatfTssnd.ddddiJ .sqrt(sum/(E4x(no-2)))) ; 
write(30,format(Tpsssnd.dddd1),k);
write (30, format (Issssnd.ddddD ,sqrt(sum/(E1x(no-2))) ) j 
close(20)j close(30)j elose(io);
d d30o e x b4w p4+s o3o643-ps t->
begin aommenJi This program is analagous to DD300EX15 but is based 
on Zachariasen*s Equation 3» It does not require 
knowledge of the crystal shape. (See also Delaplane 
and Ibers Acta Cryst., B25« 2423, (1969); 
real a,b,c,alpha,beta,gamma,V,R11,R22,R33jR23*R31,R12,C, 
k,lp,bee,sdel,sobf,sfc,sum,sumd,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5 * ssth, 
stwt,lambda,Io,x,A,denom,eps1,eps2,term,IDAT; 
integer eyele,ncycle,indie,batches, i, z, op, pi;
open(20); open(30); open(io); copytext(20,30,£j Vj; 
indie:=read(20);a:=read(20);b:=read(20);c:=read(2o);alpha 
:=read(20);beta:=read(20);gamma:=read(20);lambda:=read 
(20);C:=read(20);k:=read(20);cycle:=read(20);ncycle 
:-read(20);op:=r ead(20);batehe s :=r ead(20); 
ncycle:=ncycle+cycle; 
begin array DAT[1:7],pib,sinnu,summ[0:batches]; 
begin comment Compute the Rij s;
real ca, cb. eg, sa, sb, sg, const; 
const:= 3.1h-159265/i8o .O; alpha:= const x alpha; 
beta const X beta; gamma:= const x gamma; 
ca:=cosfalpha); cb:= cosfbeta); eg:= cos(gamma); 
sa:=sin(alpha); sb:= sin(beta); sg:= sin(gamma);
V := axbxcxsart(1 +2xcaxcbxcg - caT2-cbT2-cgT2);
R 11 := 0.25x((bXcxsa)/V)T2; R22 := 0.25x((cxaXsb)/V)T2;
R33 := 0.25x((axbxsg)/V)T2:
R23 := (0;50Xbxcx(a/V)f2)x(cbxcg-ca);
R31 :== (0 .50xcxax(b/V)T2 )x(cgxca-cb);
R 12 := (0.50xaXbx(c/v)T2)x(caXcb-cg); 
end, computing the Rij s;
newcy: sdel:=sfc:=sobf:=sum:=sumd:=E1:=E2:=E3:=E4:=E5:=0; 
pl:=0; z:=1;
restart: i£ batches- 0 then begin.
DAT [ 1 ] :== read(20); XL DAT [ 1 ] >998 then goto, finis;
£2£. i  := 2  s te p .  1 vm tJJ,. 6 Si2.
DAT[l]:=read(20);
IDAT:=DAT[4];
ssth := lambdaT2x(DAT[l]x(R11xDAT[l]+R12xDAT[2]+R3lxDAT 
[3])+(R22xDAT[2]+R23xDAT[3])xDAT[2]+DAT[3]T2 
XR33)J
stwt := 2xsqrt(ssth)xsqrt(1-ssth)j
If lndlc = 1 Haga. lp:=(2-stwtT2)/(2xstwt):
1£ indie = o £Hsa lp:=l/stwt; 
pl:=pl+1; 
goto. I;
end ;
&2IL i ••= D Step. 1 m i l l  batches &L 
summfi] := 0;
for, i := 1 step. 1 until batches d& 
begin.
again:
I:
TasjsAn.
§n
pib[i]:=read(20); sinnu[i]:=read(20);
summ[i] :=summ[i-l]+ pib [i] ;■
end.:
DAT[1]:=read(20); i£DAT[l] > 998 then goto finis :
i :* 2 step,. 1 Pniil 6 do 
DAT[i]:=read(2o)j IDAT:=DAT[4]j
ssth := lambdat2x(DAT[1]x(R11xDAT[1]+Rl2xDAT[2]+R31
XDAT[3])+(R22xDAT[2]+R23xDAT[3])xDAT[2]+DAT[3]T2xR33)j
stwt := 2xsqrt(ssth)xsqrt(1-ssth);
pl:=pl+l;
if pi > summ[z] then z:-z+1;
lp:=(2 -s twtT 2) xs qr t (s s th) / (2xs twtxs qr t (s s th-s innu [ z ] T 2)) 
Io:=DAT[3]T2xlpj
if indie = 1 then bee:=2xf1+f1~stwtt2)t2)/(2-stwtT2)f2; 
if indie = 0 then bee:=1j 
bee:=beeXio-4;
comment Correct Pc and calculate R etc,; 
x:= Cxbeexlo;
A:= sqrt(x+sqrt(1+xT2)); DAT[4] := DAT[4]xk/A; 
sdel:==sdel+abs(abs(DAT[5]) -abs(DAT[4])); 
sfc :=sfc+abs(DAT[4]);
s ob f:=s ob f+D AT 
sum: =sum+DAT [ 6 
sumd: =sumd+DAT
5]",
T2x(abs(abs(DAT[5]) -abs(DAT[4])))T2j 
5]T2xDAT[6]T2j
term:= 1+x/((1+xt2)t0.5)j
El:=E1+DAT[6]T2XDAT[4]T2/AT2 j
T2xkxDAT[4]T2xbeexIoXterm/(2xAt4): 
T2x(abs(DAT[5])-abs(DAT[4]))xDAT[4]/Aj
E2:=E2+DAT 
E3 :=E3+DAT 
E4:=E4+DAT 
E5:=E5+DAT
T2x(kxDAT[Ajxbeexlo)T2xtermT2/(4xAt6)j 
T 2x(ab s(DAT[5])-ab s(DAT[4]))xkxDAT[4]
><beexIoxterm/( 2xAT3) j 
1£. pi = 1 then begin 
writetextf 30 .f Fd2c 1results*of*extinctlon*correctlon* 
16jj j
write(30,format(IssndJJ ,cycle); 
writetextf30.\f4c1***scale*factorD j 
write(30,format(Xsnd.ddddcJJ ,k); 
writetextf 30.f fcl*extinct ion Parameter *01); 
write(30,format(isndd.ddddcJJ ,C);
writetext(30, JX6cl******h******k*****l****fc(corr)*** 
*fo********delta*********sinethetal2cll); 
end;
£nn i:= i i mkLl. 3 d^ ,
write(30,format(Xsss-nddJj7DAT[i]);
£j2£ i:= 4 ste_p. 1 m£LL 5'djq,
write(30,formatf Is s-nddd.dddl),DAT[i]);
write(30,format(Xss-nddd.dddjj,DAT[5]-*pAT[4j);
w r i t e (30,format(16sd.dddcJL) ,sqrt(ssth)) ;
finis:
i£ cycle = .ncycle-l sM, op = 1 then, begin, 
for i := 1,2*3 do.
write( 10,format*Q^ss-nddjJJ ,DAT [i]) j
if. IDAT=0 then write( 10,format(Issnddd.dddjcD ,DAT[5]) 
else, write( 10,format(i.ssnddd.ddd jcJJ ,DAT[5jXIDAT/DAT[4]) ;
end;
if batches - 0 then goto restart else goto again; 
denom:= E1xE4-E2t2;
eps1:=(E3xE4~E2xE5;/denom; eps2:=(E2xE3-ElxE5)/denom; 
k:=k + epsl; C:=C 4* eps2j
cycle := cycle 4*1;
writetext(30.f f2c1***r]); 
write(30,formatdjssd.ddddJJ ,sdel/sobf) ; 
writetext(30, jL******sum*fobslJ ; 
write(30,f ormat (Jjiddddd. dddIT,s obf); 
writetext(30,l,****sum*fcalcl(J ; 
write(30,format(Ipddddd.dddTj,sfc); 
writetext(30,JX2clrdashl) ; 
write (30, format (Jjs snd .ddddjL) ,sum/simid) ; 
write (30, format ( Iss ssnddd.ddddc,”' 
write(30,format(Is s ssnddd•ddddc, 
write (30 , format (Is s s snddd; ddddc. 
write f 30,format(fs s ssnddd;ddddc. 
write(30,format(Ts s ssnddd•ddddc _ 
write text (30, f f 4c] .scale *shiftl); 
write(30,format(Irndd.ddddJJ .eps1); 
writetext(30,X.******c*shiftjJ | 
write (30 , format (Is s -ndd«, ddddl), eps 2) $ 
if cycle r ncycle then, goto, newcy;
writetext(30,X16cJjiew^parameters*and*standard*deviations 
£4c j****c * *s i gma * * ** *s cale *f ac t or**** s igma, fc ] JJ ;
write(3 0 ,format( snd;dddd„ 
write(3 0 ,format(Tp snd•dddd, 
write(3 0 ,format(Ts snd.dddd„ 
write(3 0 ,format(Js snd•dddd.
C) •
\sqrt(sum/(E4x(pl-2)))); 
k) *
*sqrt(sum/(Elx(pl-2)))) j
close(20); close(30); close(io);
end:
end->
DD300ANEXY/p4+S030643~PSU->
begin conment This program is for the anisotropic correction 
oi* extinction according to the formulation of Coppens 
and Hamilton (197°)• It has not been fully tested due, 
mainly, to the lack of accurately known components for 
the I) and N tensors;
real set.le,sdel,sobf,sfc,sura,sumd,ssth,stwt,DWZD,V,
GAMMA,Y,IDAT,H11,R22,R33,H31,R23,R12; 
integer i,type,nx,cycle,ncycle,j,n,k,reflex,e,op;
array cd[1:7], zw[1:3,1:3], r[1:13], der[1:7]*
e.L0:7,0:73,c[ 1:7,1:73,eps [0:7],sigm&L 1:73,
b[0;7]«
open(20);open(30);open(10)jcopytext(20,30, ; JJ;
for i := 1 step 1 until 7 do cd[i]:=read(20):
type:=read(2T7JT nx:~read(2tTJ; cycle:=read(20)• ncycle
:=read(20)'Kiyclej scale:=read(20);op:~read(20;;
for i:~ 1 step 1 until 3 do for j:= i step 1 until 3 do
zw[i,j]:~zw[j,i]if type = 1 then read(20) 
else read(20)/cd[7]T2;
begin real ca, cb, eg, sa, sb, sg, const;
const:=3#14199^65/180; cdL4] := constxcd[4]; 
cd[5] constXcd[5j; cd[6] := constxcd[6]; 
ca:=cos(cdL4jcb:~ cos(cd[5]); cg:=cos(cd[6]); 
sa:«sin(cdL4j); sb:= sin(cd[5]); sg:=sin(cd[6]);
V := cdL1]xcd[2]xcd[3]xsqrt(1+2xcaxcbxcg - caT2 - cbT2 - 
cgT2)* 
R11 := 0.25x((cd[2]xcd[3]xsa)/V)T2; 
R22 :=* 0.25x( (cd[3]xcd[ 1 ]xsb )/V)T2; 
R33 :** o.25x((cd[1]xcd[2]xsg)/V;T2; 
R23 (o.50xcd[2]xcd[3]x(cdl1]/V)T2)x(cbxcg-ca);
R31 (0«5°xcd[3]xcd[1]x(cd[2]/v}t2)x(cgxca“cb);
R12 :« (o#50xcdLl3xcd[2]x(cd[3]/V)T2)x(caxcb-cg);
end;
newcy: sdel:=sobf:«sfc:-sum:-sumd:-0; reflex:=0; 
for i:= 0 step 1 until 7 do
begin
opati]s«*0j b[i]:=0j for j:= 0 step 1 until 7 do
o; . —    —
end;
again: r[1]:«road(20); if r[1]> 998 then goto soln;
for 1 :■= 2 step 1 until 13 do r[i]:=read(20)j IDAT:=r[4]j 
comment calculate constants for each reflection; 
asth:“ od[7]T2x(r[1]x(R11xr[1]+R12xr[2]+R31xrt3])
+ (R22xr [ 2 J +R23>cr [3])xr[2]+r[3] T2xfl33): 
stwt :« 2xsqrt(ssth)xsqrt(1-ssth); 
if type - 1 then e:=0 else e := 3;
DWZD :« sqrt( r[8+e]T2xzv/[ 1,1 ]+r[9+e]T2xzw[2,2]+r[ 10+e] 
?2xzv/ [3*3 ]+2xr [ 8-fe ] xr [ 9+e ] xsv/ [ 13 2 ]+2xr [ 8+e ]
Xi'[ 10-rejxzw[ 1 #3] 4* Zxr L9+e]xr[ 10+e]xzw[3j2]); 
GAMMA := «2xr[7]xcd[7]?3Xw4/(£twtxVT2)j
if nx « 1 then GAMMA GAMMAx( 1 + ( 1-stv/tT2)T2)/
~  . (12 cuq3X (l-H(1„ s t w t T 2 )))o
Y := if typo - 1 then 1/sart(1» DVJZDxGAMMAxr[ 4] T2) 
else 1/sqrt (1 -GiO^ IFlAxr[4 J 1'2/ (cd[7]XDWZD)) ;
comment constants computed; comment correct Fc and add 
to 'suras ;
r[4] :« scalex abs(r[4])xsqrt(Y): 
sdel:— sdel-f-abs(abs(ribJ)-abs(r[4])); 
sfc:« sfc + abs (r[4j) ;sobf:« sobf + rib]; 
sur;n«sum+'abs(nbs(r[bJ)~abs(r[4]) )T2xr[6]?2; 
sumd: «sumd+r L13 J T2xr [ 6 J T2 ; 
reflex :=ref lex+1;
comment compute derivatives;
for i:~ 1 step 1 until 3 do for j := i step 1 until 3 do
der[ifi=1 then j else if type = 1 then
scalexr [4]t3>S’T2.5Tx5,AMMAxi'[ i+7]xr L j+7]xio4SlTf 
li-Jthen 2 else 1)/(8xDWZD)
1 else ~scale)Cr[4]1'3xYT2.5xGAMMAxr[i4-10]xr[j+10]x(if 
then 2 else 1)xcd[73/(8xDWZDT3);
der[7l r[4]xsqrt(Y);
for i :« 1 step 1 until 7 do
begin comment set up matrix;
b[l]:® b[i]-Kier[i]xr[6]T2x(abs(r[5])-abs(r[4])); 
for j := i step 1 until 7 do
L J 3 :«&[ j,i] :«a[i,j]+der[i]xder[j]xr[6]T2 
end;
if reflex « 1 then begin
v/r itetex t (3^9 [ [p2c 3 ***ani3otropic**extInc tlon**program
~**type2) ; 
write (3^,format (JjsdJJ , type);
writetext(3G,jj:'*extinction**being**ref inedj[4c]j***results 
~**of**cycle**number**JJ; 
write(3G,format([snddj) .cycle);
writetext(30,Xi4cjX6sIhl6sikI6sI1I5sIfcGorri.6sIfoi-7sJ-
deltajj^s ]YU3sjs inthJJ ;
if time ~ 1 then v/ritetext(30, [ [6s]d1 [7s]d2[5s]d3[7s] 
tTbarLZc] ]) else v/r it e text (3G *IT6sTn 1 T7sTfc 2lj5 sTn3T7 sT 
tbarTZcTT);
end;
for i:= 1 step 1 until 3 do
write (3D, f orrc ,t (Jjsss -nddJJ, r [ i ]); 
for i := 4,3 do ““
write(30,formatC[ss-nddd*dd]),r[i]); 
write(3D,format (rss-nddd*ddT),r[5]~r[^] )| 
v/rite(3D,formnt(T*5sndd.ddd]T,Y); 
write (3D,format(jTssssd.dddT) ,sqrt(ssth));
for i :« 8,9*1° do
write (30,format ([ s s-ndd.ddddj), r [ i+e ]); 
va’ite(3D,format{Tssnd.dddJ_),rL7]); 
writel3D,fornat (Tss-d.dio-ndjJ * GAMMA); 
write (3° , format (Ts s ndddd • ddddjj, DWZD); 
v/ritetext(3°j [ [oT]) I
for i :« 1 step 1 until 7 do
v/r ite (30 , format ([s s-d• dda-ndc j[), der [ i ]); 
writetext(3°, [ [c]T)j
if cycle - ncycle « 1 and op = 1 then begin
writeM0,foriaat([sss-ndd; ]),r[ 1 ]); 
writei10,format!Lsss-ndd;T) *r[2]); 
write(10,format(Isss-ndd; T) ,r[3]5;
if IDAT ~ 0 then begin
write( 10,forraatQssndd.dd;c]J,r[5]); 
goto again; "“end;
write(10,format( Usndd.dd;c]J,r[5]xIDAT/r[43);
end;
&oto again;
soln: for i:«1 step 1 until 7 do for j:=1 step 1 until 7 do
v/r ite (30, format (Tss-cl. dd a- ndc”f), a [ i7JTTj
for i :» 1 stop 1 until 7 do 
vn>ite(3G,fonnat(>[-ss-deddi3-ndcj-), b[i]);
begin comment Choleski inversion part 1 j
for i:« 1 step 1 until 7 do
for j := 1 stop 1 until i do
begin for k :« 0 step 1 until j-1 do a[i,jj:=if i=J
then a-[i, j]~"r afijk"jV2 else a[ ijkjxat j,k] 5
if i~ j then a[i,j] := sqrt(a[i,j]) else
begin a[i,j]:=a[i*j]/a[j,j]j a[j,i]:=0; 
end;
end;
comment Choleski part 2 inversion of lov/er triangle;
for n 1 step 1 until 7 do
for k := 1 step 1 until n do
if n = k then a[n,lc] :« l/a[n,k] 
else for j 1 step 1 until n-k do
a[n7kT*f= if j “T then - aL'n3k] x a[k#k]/a[n,n] 
else a [n,kT-a Ln* j ] xaTJ/kj/a[n,n]
comment Choleski part 3 mult of It by transpose;
for i '1.step 1 until 7 do
For n:«1 s t j T  untiTT  d o ~
c[i*n] := 0; for j 1 step 1 until 7 do 
c[i*nj :« eLlTnJ + a[ iT^TjjnTJ
for i:= 1 step 1 until 7 do for j := 1 step 1 until 7 do 
write(3C,format(Us-d.dio-ndcJTT c[i, j]);
comment calculate shifts;
for i:- 1 step 1 until 7 do for 1 step 1 until 7 do
eps[il:« epSi] +“TTi7j3xbTjTT^ ---   ~
for i :« 1 step 1 until 6 do eps[i] :=eps[i]Xjo-4; 
eps [7] :~eps[7]X)9-2; 
comment new parameters;
for i :=» 1 step 1 until 3 do for j := i step 1
"until 3 do ------ -----------
zwL'i/j] :=zw[ J,l]:=zw[i, j]+epa[lf i =  1 then i else
i  +  j j j  ■ ~  --------  --------
scale:= scale + eps[7];
comment esd o;
for JL 1 step 1 until 7 do sigma[i]:=sqrt(c[i,i] 
xsurv (ref lex^Ty)5
cycle := cycle + 1;
writetext(3°j[[2c]***r***3)j
write (3° 9 (Ijfs d • ddddj) * s de l/s obf) y
writetext^UjJ/^y^surn^fobs*]) ;
v/r it e (3^ 9f or mat (jjiddddd • dddjj" s s obf) ;
v / r i t e t e x t ( 3 ^ j  J / ^ ^ ^ s u r r * ! ' c a l c * ]_) ;
v/rite(3^>rorintit([nddddd«ddd]) ,sf c) j
v/r it e text (3^ »[J_2c3***rda a h*T) 5
v/r it e (30 s f  or Lie it (_[s a nd • ddddjJ3 sum/ sumd) l
writetext (3(^  [J,2c] **number*of •*ref lexions**]) |
write(3^*format (jjiddddjj,reflex);
v/r itetex t (3^> [ [2c J***paraiaeter**shif ts** z*or*w** 11*12*
T3*22*23*33*scale*]B) | 
for i 1 stop 1 until 7 do
v/r ite (3^$ format (_[_-ndd • ddddj), eps [ i]) \
writetext (3^ 9 .[[ _2c J **new**parame ters**and#*s tandard
*deviations**[2e3 ])l 
for i := 1 step 1 until 3 do for j :=i step 1 until 3 do 
write (30 9 f orixit sndd. ddddj)» zw 
v/rite(3^#forii-at^ssndd.dddd^)9 scale)j 
for i:=1 step 1 until 7 do 
v/r ite (30 , f orrx 11 (Tss^ndd • ddddj_) , s igma [ i ]) 5
if type " 1 then begin v/r ite text (3^, [ [2cI***mosaic*spread 
*parameters*in*seconds [ 2cT]) j 
for 12=1 step 1 until 3 do wr ite (33’* forma t([ssndd.dd]), 
5TH1 86/sqrt[2W [ iTiiTT; ~ ~
end
else begin v/r ite text {*30, [ [2c]**doinain*radius*parameter 
s * in*ialcr ons *Y2c ]T) j 
for i 1 step 1 until 5  do write(30*format([ssndd.dd] 
TTod [ 7 ]•/sqr tX2w[ i/i]T)T ”
end;
if cycle/ncycle then goto newcyj 
close(20); close(10); close(30)$
